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Of all the cities of Maine there is not one
Rev. Albert E. Luce will preach at Poor’s
for whom nature has provided a more perfect
In the current issue of the Congregationalvention in Belfast.
Mr. A. W. Lampton of Boston was in Belfast
Mills next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
Miss Annie L. Barr returned' last
environment than Belfast.
ist is the following fine tribute to the late Dr. for a short visit
Thursday
The ninteenth annual convention of the
recently.
j rom a short vacation visit in
At her feet the most beautiful bay of the
The board of control of the Epworth
Edwin Howard Vose of Calais, father of Mia.
Massachusetts.
League
Societies
of
Waldo
was
Charles H. Black of Chelsea, Mass., was in
Young Peoples’
County
Atlantic coast; rivaling in its scenic beauty, we of the United States and Canada has decided George S. Mills of
Miss
Sabina Morey, who has been
Bennington, Vt., formerly Belfast on business last
held at the Methodist Episcopal church in this
seriously
Tuesday.
are told, that of Naples.
to hold the next international convention in
i 1 several months, was down
it Belfast.
street last week.
city Wednesday afternoon and evening, July
Mr.
and
From the highlands which form the crown Boston,
Mrs. Oscar H. Dilworth of Madison
On Sunday, June 27th, in Calais, Me., Dr.
Mr.
May
and
18,1910.
Mrs.
Ross
L. Stevens of Portland,
7th. The convention was opened by a devotionhave been visiting in Waterville.
Vose entered into rest, at the age of
of this City Beautiful stretch out to every
seventy
„ re
The subject of the sermon next Sunday at
al service led by Rev. A. G. Roberts of the |
spending a few weeks with relatives in
rears and ten months. He was for forty years
point of the compass landscape views only the
Mrs.
E.
O.
1
Patterson
and
Belfast.
Miss Irma Wood of
Univdrsalist church will be, “Adventure > beloved physician in the city of Calais; for
Baptist church, Belfast. The business meeting |
equalled in beauty and variety by isolated for God.” Miss
years a deacon of the Congregational Philadelphia are in town for a visit.
was presided over by the President, Rev. A. E. I
Miss Alice A. Hills arrived from Boston last
Mary Helen Bird will sing a nany
ounty Correspondence.
in the memory of the globe-encircling
a man of varied activities, of
:hurch;
spots
solo. Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
large
Miss Mae Collins has returned home from 1 reek to
Luce, and in the absence of the secretary, Miss ;
spend two weeks with her sister, MrsEditorials-A Day In Castine
nfluence, he will be very greatly missed in the
tourist. On the landscape coloring nature beThe Christian Scientists hold services in their immunity of which he was so long a part. Boston to spend the summer vacation.
f 1. E. Brown.
Scenic Pitcher Pond-County Cor- Annie Rhodes of Northport, Mrs. D. L. Wilson
stows a depth and vividness during the spring,
of Belfast was made secretary pro tern. After
respondence. .Washington Letter,
hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at 11 He served as surgeon in the Civil War, and
Mrs. Charles White of Taunton, Mass., is the
The family of the late Prof.
summer and autumn months that can not be
vas known in all the region round about
Hugh Rosa
for
l he News of Belfast.County Cor- the reading of the minutes and reports, com- i
o’clock;
subject, “Life,” and Wednesday even- >is patriotism and for his interest in the G. A. R. guest of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Waterman.
I latch of Waterville are
in all this wide world of
duplicated
perhaps
spending the summer
respondence.
mittees were appointed as follows:
at 7.30 o'clock, to which all are
md other patriotic and national organizations.
ing
a
t
Mr.
Beach.
cordially He was
Holiday
ours.
George Wilson of New York City is the
1 ragedies of the Sea.Dr. A. Da close student of and an eminent auOn nominations: Rev. C. H. McElhiney, Rev.
welcome.
Barrett.. .The Beauty of Beatrice
The early settlers in this most beautiful
Mrs. George Weymouth and Master Keith of
thority on Indian language and legend relative guest of his uncle, ReV David L. Wilson.
A. G. Roberts, Mrs. C. M. Craig.
.A
Nice
Distinction
There
(poem)
will be an afternoon service of the to the Maine Indians.
poem).
He was such a friend
Miss Alice Thorndike, who is
tockton Springs are visiting Mr.
building spot among American cities, in a way
employed in
Weymouth’s
'rescent Beach...Red and White
On resolutions: Rev. J. S. Pendleton, Dr. T.
>f the Passamaquodies that at one
time, when Camden, visited friends in Belfast last
realized the grandeur of the bay, the softness Protestant Episcopal church at the North
I arents in Morrill.
Fields.. .Literary News and Notes... N.
week.
a young man, they wished to
juite
Mr. H. Porter.
make
him
Pearson,
Autos and Motor Cycles.
and delicacy of the middle distance in the church vestry next Sunday. Evensong at 4 their chieftain.
He could talk with them in
Mrs. Charles H. Brier and daughter Helen of
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel J. Pottle of
Miss Lena Sanborn, president of the Epworth
Howard.
iigious Intelligence... Christian Ei**landscape opened to view from the hilltops, o’clock, Mr. Orlando Titherington lay reader. their own language, and they always sought Brooklyn, N. Y., are
visiting relatives in Bel- 1 I., are spending a two weeks’ vacation with
All are welcome.
lim when they needed the
cavor.
1911...New High
School League of the M. E. church, gave an address in and the
of
a
created
before
help
them
as
physician fast.
inspiring picture
r datives in this
He
was
of
the
50’s...
l aw.. .Clipper Ships
which she cordially welcomed the delegates
city.
very high in the circles of the Masonic
There will be services in the auditorium
the whole panorama unfolded to view and becl fast Boy’s Success.. Good Things
Mrs. V. A. Simmons and Miss Alice Simmons
fraternity, was an authority in genealogical
Miss Mabelle Paul has arrived home
and visitors, and Miss Abbie C. Chase of Park
front
came impressed upon their consciousness.
Northport Campground, Sunday at 10.45 a. m ind historical events of the locality in which he spent a few days at their
roin
Everybody’s_Maine News voiced their
cottage at Bayside 1 liellesley Hills, Mass., where she has been
pleasure in attending.
Items.
And they sought to give expression and during July and August.
The services at the ived, was especially interested in all the depart- this week.
nents of heraldry; and
Rev. John S. Pendleton of Northport gave
t ■aching the past year.
probably no man living
irsport... The News of Brooks....
chapel, East Northport, will be discontinued n America,
appreciation by building beautiful homes.
Mrs. Allie Tepley and two children of Peterwho was not born in Scotland, knew
t<u;kton Springs-County Corres- an impressive and inspiring address on “The
Mrs. B. F. Wentworth, of 96 Bartiett street
“The accident of circumstance” has a won- through July and August.
nore of the plaids, the
N.
tartans, the coronachs, boro,
H., are the guests of Mrs. Eugene l
mdence... Ship News-Market.
Work Before Us,” taking up and emphasizing
;he slogans and other symbols of the Scottish
spending the summer at Lincolnville, Me
derful effect in moulding public opinion and in
Rorn
Married.... Died.
Achorn.
First Parish (Unitarian) Church. Service next people. His life
g
the necessity of work along all lines of Endeavomerville,
Mass., Journal.
.was one of great activity and
framing popular ideas regarding places and
Mr. and Mrs. FredSholesof Holbrook, Mass.,
or activity. No society can be entirely successSunday at 10.45 a. m.; subject of sermon, “Be- ;ension, as the life of the physician must be,
M. Moore, who is employed in BoD
George
things.
md the end was one of suffering.
But as he are spending a short vacation with relatives in f 1st, spent the Fourth with his
tween us and you there is a great
A SLANDER REFUTED.
ful unless it is an all-around society. The misgulf fixed,” ay in his casket, surrounded
parents in this,
Because the great epoch making events of
c ty.—Ellsworth
by the tributes of Belfast.
Luke 16:26. This church will be closed during nnumerable
Enterprise.
was touched upon, and the
sionary
opportunity
a
friends,
which
came
of
THe
Journal:
I
take
Editor
thought
colonial times called attention of the whole
the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Pitcher and little
month of August.
Mrs. Lou A. Peirce returned to Boston last
>ftenest to the mind of those who looked on
need of personal testimony and attention to
j
world to a small area of territory around the
.g clipping from your paper of the
lim is found in the beautiful words of
the minor details that go to make up a major
Long- week after a short visit with her mother, Mrs. c aughter of Caribou arrived last week for a
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
a: i n to the Friends yearly meeting
shores of Massachusetts Bay, and that the
iellow, on the death of Bayard Taylor:
m isit with Mrs. Hartshorn Pitcher.
Ella West.
whole.
Church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
Hand
attention of scholars, tourists and writers was
“Dead he lay among his books,
Miss Ethelind Havener of Searsport gave an
Miss Clara Maddocks of Auburn, R. I., is
Miss Phcebe E. Pendleton, for whom critics,
The peace of God in all his looks.”
thus focused to a limited area, can unquestion- by Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school imrung session, Friday, a letter was
Rufus Fitzgerald, who came from
interesting paper on “bociai Activity Among
be traced the idea in the popular mind mediate^ after the sermon. Prayer meeting Vnd one was forcibly reminded also of Ian visiting the family of John Thompson, Con- * ave predicted a career in grand opera, is
ably
Vlaclaren’s beautiful story of “Dr. McClure’s gress street.
Siege. The Portland Press report the Young People,” in which she spoke of its that
s pending the summer at her otd
home in Islesonly in that territory can beautiful Colon- Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
located at Brooks where there are
Last Journey.” Such a life is a benediction to
and of the opportunities for deMrs. H. R. Annis and Miss Julia Annis of 1 oro.
ial Architecture be found.
ihe services at the
The Friends have 25 members importance
Baptist church for the ;he church and to the community, and receives
Camden arrived Saturday for a week’s visit
ngregationalists have but 20 mem- veloping it to the advantage of the society.
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and little son David F...
But in Our City Beautiful today can fee week will be as follows: Prayer meeting this,
j
writer said he was planning with
Miss Lula Marks of Searsport gave a paper
nrifVi frinn<)o
f Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived last week for a visfound as the outcome of the attempt of the Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock; Sunday at ‘An honored life, a peaceful end, and heaven
minister
to
the
•Rational
evangelize
on “Better Devotional Meetings Next Year,”
to crown it all."
10.45 a. m., worship, with a sermon by the pasearlier residents to build up to the setting
Hon. and Mrs. W. B. Swan arrived home last 1 t with Mrs. Hoxie’s parents, Capt., and Mrs.
Religion is scoffed at by the multitor; Sunday school at noon; evening worship at
of the need of progress along this
^
y a dozen men belong to the church speaking
furnished by Nature for their homes some of 7.30.
Mention was made last week of the death, Monday from a visit of several weeks in MinThe writer told about the ?<>wh- line, and of ways by which the meetings might
Winston Churchill, the author, is to spend
the most beautiful examples of Colonial ArchiJuly 6th, on board steamer Belfast while at neapolis, Minn.
the village, where there was no reli- be
Services at the First Methodist Episcopal ihis port of Mark B. Arey of Worcester, Mass.,
improved'
* is summer at Seal Harbor. Mr. Churchill with
and men worked on Sunday as on
tecture extant.
Mrs.
E.
M.
Ellis
and
of
of
Camden. Mr. Arey was on his
daughter Evelyn
church Sunday, July 17th, at 10.45 a. m., with formerly
Miss Margaret N. Hazeitine of Belfast spoke j
1 lis family spent one season at Dark Harbor a
day. Another letter from Brooks
World renowned architects like Sir Chrisvay from Winterport to Worcester and came Putnam, Conn., arrived Saturday to visit Mrs.
Mr Fitzgerald was trying to get on “Missionary Study Among Young People,” ;
preaching by the pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce; o Maine for his health, being a sufferer from
ew years ago.
|
and
of
their
Wren
knowledge
A.
gave
Leavitt.
topher
at noon, Bible school, F. P. Blodgett, Supt.; at
George
.i e young men of the village.
The emphasizing its need, and the methods by
leart
trouble
and
thinking the change would
j skill in the designing of some of these old-time 7.30 p. m., evangelistic service conducted by
Hon. Charles E. Littlefield has been in Richthis village is said to be typical of
3e beneficial to him.
Mr. Daniel Lane of Boston will arrive toHe was graduated from
which interest in this important branch of
mansions of this City of ours; houses which the pastor, who will be glad to meet all. Tues- :he Camden High school in 1890 and was pres1
many villages.”
day to visit his niece, Mrs.Caro B. Stickney, at lond, Va., the past week engaged in his imporat 7.30 p. m., Epworth League. Thursday
young people’s work may be aroused; of misday
et
of
the
at
the
alumni
of
the
citizens
of
beautiful
Brooks
the
most
held
in
June. With
* ant duties as master of the famous
•iany
regard
meeting
today are among
at 7.30 p. m., mid-week devotional service.
Virginiasion study classes which have proved so sue- I
tiis wife and son he went to Winterport to visit the old homestead.
nioted above, written by one Rufus
artistic homes of the City.
^est Virginia debt case.
her relatives, but not feeling as well as usual
cessful in this respect; of the missionary insti- J many strikingly
The
services for the week at the North ConMiss
Maude
B.
Steward
is
a
two
spending
as very untruthful
and a base
Every section of the city has old Colonial
iecided to return to his physician, Dr. Miller, in
Mr. and Mrs. Pyam L. Gilkey of Germanlutes held so generally over the country, and
church will be as follows: prayer
We were not
Worcester. After boarding the steamer he felt weeks’ vacation with her mother, Mrs. P. G.
yon the community.
homes in good repair and condition that have gregational
own, Penn., arrived in East Orland last week
of many ways in which people can be aroused
in
at
7.30
this
evening; topic, “Thy Will 11 and decided to stop at Camden and the bag- Hurd,
Northport.
we had 2000 persons here, as the
l
for more than a century stood as a monument meeting
nd after spending a few days with Mrs. Gilis Best;” Luke 22:42. Sunday morning worship
to their duties and privileges in this field.
gage was re-checked for that place. When
Miss Essie Sanborn has returned to her
The
to the grand attempt of their builders to build j at 10.45 a. m., with sermon
>ws less
than 700 people.
j ey’s mother, Mrs. E. E.
by the pastor, Rev. Belfast was reached a physician was summonj
“Work Among the Juniors,” was taken up
Pendleton, moved into
duties
in
the
office
in
Bath
environment.
David
L.
after
a
in
this
the
school
is
scoffed
at
to
at
telegraph
that
cs
Wilson; Sunday
up
religion
noon;
t heir new bungalow.
ed but before he arrived he passed to a higher short visit in
by Mrs. Charles M. Craig of Belfast, who told
at
with
address
the
7.30,
evening
life.
The
Belfast.
and
cared
worship
deceased
was
I
settlers
set
out
of
of
by
the
Burresident
These
same
a ilife.long
manager
Brooks,
early
most interestingly of the methods used with
is cordially invited to all lingame Steam Heating Company of Worcester
pastor. The
Among the Belfast people who attended the
for many, if not most, of the magnificent shade ! the services ofpublic
heard a scoffing word of true
Miss Louise W. Richards returned Monday
the church.
and was a man respected and liked by all. He
American Institute of Instruction in Castine
success; of the many ways in wTiich the attentrees that line our principal thoroughfares.
and 1 know of no place where the
to Farmington, where she is a member of the
was thirty-eight years of age.
With
a kind
j ast week were Mrs. Samuel Adams, Misses,
In Camden, July 11th, the First church of
tion of the children could be held, and of the
word and a smile for every one he made friends faculty of the summer school.
;
in is any more respected, or where
They worked together for the common good
( irace Walton, Bertha Bird an& Melvina Parker
importance of the right kind of training for in these things, however much they might Christ, Scientist, was dedicated with exercises easily. With the prospect of a bright and
ian precepts are more thoroughly
W. D. Landon, general foreman of the Westnd Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Knowlton.
that differed but little from the usual Sunday happy future he was suddenly called to a highthe children.
I
have differed on individual lines.
But the people have a most thor! services. Mrs. Agnes Shaw Galpin of Scran- er life in the prime of manhood and his un- em Union Telegraph Company, was in Belfast
Mr. Fred E. Smythe gave a fine paper on j
Fred A. Shute, who has been the guest of his
who
those
of
descendants
who
to
be
To
the
death
is
for those people
claim
planned ton, Penn., sang in addition to the regular timely
us,
deeply mourned by a host of Monday and drove to Rockland.
j
“How to Double our Numbers and Quadruple
I •rother, Ralph D. Shute, on Waldo avenue, for
friends. To his father, Captain David Arey of
The house of worship
and executed and transferred to our present soloist, L. C. Cooper.
>us, and then take occasion to misMrs. W. H. Getz of Milwaukee arrived last
our Effectiveness,” speaking of the need of
everal weeks since the death of his mother,
by the Scientists was formerly the Camden, his wife and son Henry, is tendered
i.d slander the people who support
keeping this City Beautiful, the upkeep and in- occupied of
the Universalist church. It has heartfelt sympathy. His wife and son were Saturday for a short visit with her mother,
property
business-like methods, of good singing, of crease in all that
drs. Margaret J. Shute, has returned to his
work on the Sabbath, I have
goes to make for a higher been renovated and a number of modern with him on the boat and the officials of the
Mrs. L. L. Gentner, Church street.
earnest testimony, and of many practical ways
I Lome in San Gabriel, California.
ideal should be a constant inspiration.
wn any to be done that was not
improvements aid in making it a very attrac- company did all in their power for the unfortunate man. The funeral service was held
of bringing about the result for which every
tive edifice.
Mr. George W. York of Portland, treasurer
ours Home
of
In the Law Court at Portland last week the
broad
of
us
think
All
over
this
that
country
necessity.
Many
j
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock from the of the Maine Central R. R.
live society wishes.
Co., was a guest of Valdo county case of Mather, et al.. petitioners,
man makes the attempt to evan- j
home of his father on Bay View street, CamImprovement Societies have come into existj
The nominating committee then reported as ence in order that
WEDDING BELLS.
W. H. Quimby the first of the week.
'S. Cunningham, et al., was argued by A. S.
den, Rev. Henry Jones officiating.
collectively the people can
ilage that he had better remove
|
follows:
Jttlefield for the petitioners and Dunton &.
:n his own eye, so that he will not
of schools Alonzo J. Knowljoin in making the town they collectively creSuperintendent
j
Stevens-Rogers. Arthur E. Stevens, son
Leslie Clinton Homer, one of Bucksport’s
President, Rev. H. E. Warner of Islesboro; ate and the home they individually occupy,
dorse of Belfast for the respondents
-lander his neighbors, and will
ton went to Castine Monday to attend the
most
business
men
and
well
known
prominent
of Franklin J. Stevens of Belfast, and Miss
Miss Florence E. Dunton of whether
nearer to
the truth than the Vice President,
as the proprietor of Homer’s Express, died at
they own it by title or not, more atmeeting of the State Superintendents.
Misses Cora, Janet and Lida Crawford of
|
Belfast; Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Lula tractive. That is the one thing into which sect Carrie E. Rogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the Seaside House, at Ryder’s Cove, Islesboro,
•i man.
A Citizen of Brooks.
Boston, who have been the guests of Mrs. S.
Miss Jane Browrn is at home from Boston,
of Knox, were married last Sat- on Friday afternoon, from injuries received in
Henry
Rogers
Marks of Searsport. The report wras accepted.
or creed, sex or party, politics or religion,
urday evening at the Universalist parsonage by a runaway accident there on Sunday, July 4th. the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred i. Crawford, have returned to their summer
Letters of greeting were read from C. W.
should not and can not enter successfully; it is
Sheriff Mobbed by Italians.
Mr. Homer was born in Bucksport nearly 58 W.
lome at Belgrade, accompanied by their father,.
Brown, Court street, for two weeks.
: the pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, who used the
of
the
Maine
Woodman of Portland, president
a movement that benefits all, and to which all ;
years ago, had always lived there and all his
N. C. Crawford, who attended the meetings of
service.
The
bride
was
single ring
Miss Clara Marsh, who has a position in the :
icrilf N. L. Grindle of Brooksville ! C. E. Union, and fromS. M. Thompson of Forest
I
prettily
life had been prominent in the activities of the
if
coeven
can and should contribute gladly,
.uantity of beer at the steamboat i City, Superintendent of the Missionary departgowned in white, with white picture hat. The town. For nearly 25 years he had conducted Western Union Telegraph office in Bangor, ;he American Institute of Instruction at Castine
at town Sunday, July 4th, and naroperation and welcome words of commendation
ast week.
Express, making daily trips between visited relatives in this city last week.
couple were unattended. After a short trip Homer’s and
of
the
State
Union.
ment
1 being mobbed by the infuriated
is the utmost some, as individuals, can give.
Bucksport, and had long been a
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens will reside in Belfast. Bangor
Claude B. Roberts has received an appoint
the
wet
nom
were
session
with
a
on
The
familiar
business
David
L.
Wilson
left
streets.
Rev.
for
Fort
evening
goods
opened
figure
|
consignpraise Even that helps to maintain what our foreBangor’s
Monday
; The groom is an employe in the shoe factory He owned and conducted the Bucksport and
ment with Stone & Webster. Electricians, in
:*uty seized the beer and in the service led by Rev. William Vaughan of Belwhere he officiated last night at the
Fairfield,
fathers left us, The City Beautiful.
allowed the gang took the liquor
of Leonard & Barrows and his bride has made Prospect ferry, crossing the river at BucksPonce, Porto Rico, and will leave today. This
A. E. Luce in the chair.
Miss
Let us all w’ork together, men, women and
wedding of two of his former parishioners.
used him roughly.
Sheriff'Silsby fast, with Rev.
j
friends here. All wish them much hap- j port, and a considerable amount of Bucksport
is the position formerly held by Jefferson L.
a was notified and left for the scene
Edna Hopkins rendered a pleasing solo, with children, to make the legacy still more beauti- many
ui a genial ana nappy aisposition
real estate,
Miss Harriet L. Furbish of Meriden, Conn.,
; piness.
V Wednesday and on his arrival Miss Edith M. Davidson at the
he made friends everywhere, and as a business
Alexander, formerly of Belfast. The best.
organ. Mr. H. ful for ourselves and for those who will follow.
for
a
arrived last Sunday
short visit with rela•f the case, with the result that
man was noted for his energy and his unquesin the judgment of
that
M.
Prentiss
F!
R
Pipppp
1
reported
Locke-Taylor.
A
but
italians was arrested Wednesday
quiet
very pretty tioned integrity. He will be greatly missed in tives and friends in this city and vicinity
trim.
the committee the banner given yearly to the
jwm
inui c
iiuiaiwv
wedding took place in Calais Wednesday after- Bucksport, where he was closely identified with
|s
inu;iwnj;.
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Foster of Portland arrived
Frank P. Wilson, Esq., arrived last Sundayraigned in the Western Hancock society making the greatest gain in its mis- 1 MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE noon July 7th, at the home of the brides’ moth- the business and social life. Mr. Homer is sur!
er, Mrs. Lucy Taylor, when her daughter, Miss i vived by his brothers and sisters: Cleveland last Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Judge Spofford and each of the
in proportion to its membermorning from New Yolk city to -q nd the
offerings
sionary
Helen
Louise
was married to Ralph E.
ntenced
to
a
line
of
and
to
P.
and
J.
Taylor
Miss
Jennie
and
$30
at
the
pay
C., George
Albert,
|
Alhambra, Pitcher’s Pond.
Quimby
A large and very enjoyable meeting of Waldo Locke, formerly clerk in the
remainder of the summer, and Jesse E W.lson
in the county jail. They paid the ship should go to the Park Society.
auditing depart- Mrs. Cynthia Fish, all of Bucksport. He made
j
Mrs. C. H. Taintor, assistant secretary of the of Fort Collins, Colorado, arrived M r.day for
jail sentence was suspended durThe committee on resolutions reported as County Pomona Grange was held June 29th ment of the Washington county railway and his home with his sisters in the homestead on
j
later paymaster for the road.
The house was j upper Main street. He was a past grand of Congregational Church Building Society, was a three weeks’vacation from business.
.Savior. Sheriff Silsby returned to
|
with Dirigo Grange, Freedom. The officers
They
follows:
Me Thursday night.
prettily decorated for the occasion, the color j Fort Knox Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., a past master the guest of Miss Annie V. Field while in town.
i
are guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J
Resolved, That we, members of the 19th were all present except the Master and Po- scheme being green and white. The ceremony ] workman of Bucksport Lodge, A. O. U. W.,
the
of
Sociannual convention
Young People's
The meeting was presided over by was performed by Rev. Charles Legal of the S also a member of Knowlton Lodge, N. E. O. P.,
mona.
Mrs. Clarence E. Read and little son Carl- F. Wilson.
S
eties of Waldo County.extend our most sincere
ibsters Scarce And High.
Past Master Evans and Mrs. Foster took Po- Union church and was witnessed by only the \ and Riverview Rebekah Lodge, in all of which ton went to Bayside this week for a visit with
Little Eugene Leslie, son of Mr. and Mrs
thanks to the pastor and members of the First
immediate relatives. There were no attend- he was
interested.
ij^uch
Mrs. Read’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Albert
;
July 11. Lobsters are scarce and Methodist Episcopal Church of Belfast for its mona’s place. After the opening exercises a ants. Mr. and Mrs. Locke left on the evening
Parsons, has a school record that would
i(unity. Lobster buyers are pay- kind hospitality in entertaining the convention. class of six was instructed in the fifth degree. train for Searsport, where the groom holds an
Mrs. Charles F. Seekins died July 7th at her Haney.
be difficult to equal. During his attendance of
each for the counts and purchasing
Resolved, That we congratulate the officers Nine
with
the
&
i
Aroosimportant
position
in
Pittsfield.
home
She
was
born
in
Bangor
Unity
granges responded to the roll call. The
Mrs. Arthur L. Berry and Miss Marian Berry
three years in grades 3, 4 and 5 he had been
took railroad.
get at this price, while only a few of the convention on the successful results of
The bride, who was one of plantation April 7, 1852, and moved to Pitts;
hey were buying them for 16 cents their painstaking efforts during the past year. noon recess was taken and all repaired to the Calais’ most charming young ladies, was the field in 1899, when she was united in marriage of Newton, Mass., arrived last week for a visit absent only 12 days and that on account of the
caused by the fact that the crustResolved. That we appreciate deeply the dining room below', where a real harvest feast recipient of many beautiful and costly wedding to Mr. Seekins.
She had by her kindly dis- with Mr. and Mrs. \V. H. Quimby at Pitcher’s quarantine on the house occasioned by the ill
crawled away into deep water to helpful thoughts and Christ’an suggestions awaited them,
S
position and hospitality endeared herself to a Pond.
prepared by the good sisters of gifts.
ness of his sister with diphtheria.
hells. Although it is said that the
presented by the speakers of the day.
circle
of
friends.
She was a highly
large
'Ot diminished as yet they are not
Resolved, That we take with us the enthu- Dirigo Grange, and everyone manifested their
Dragon-Dilworth. Miss Helen Evangeline esteemed member of Waverly Rebekah lodge
I
Misses Katherine C. and Elizabeth A.
Holman F. Day has returned to his summerThe dinner hour
siasm of the Convention and endeavor indi- appreciation of the same.
plentiful for another month.
\
Dilworth of Florence, Mass., formerly of Bel- and a member of the grange. Besides her hus- 1 Quimby returned to town yesterday after home at Indian Rest on the New Meadows
our societies to a more
use in population along the coast ; vidually to inspire
was
called
over
the
tc
she
is
survived
one
MrsAaron
meeting
again
being
by
sister,
of Martin C. Dilworth, and Ed- band,
several days at the
Alhambra, from Chicago, where he went to enter a comthe arrival of hundreds of sum- complete service for Christ.
I fast, daughter
;
Perkins of Detroit and a brother, Eben L. spending
order and a fine address of welcome was giver
ward E. Dragon of Florence were married in
tourists has caused an increased
John S. Pendleton, ,
of Unity. The funeral service was con- Pitcher’s Pond.
plaint before the grand jury of C ok County►
j
Dodge
and
to
obsters and this is keeping the
by B. F. Foster
responded
by Edward ! Florence, July 6th, at the Sacred Heart Church. ducted at her late home Friday afternoon at 2
T. N. Pearson.
Committee
Illinois, against William P. F. Ferguson, editor
Mr.
and Mrs. Horace J. Morton of Chicago
•n the jump to supply them, and
Evans in behalf of the Pomona. The topic,
)
H. Porter.
Only the nearest friends and relatives of the o’clock, Rev. B. W. Russell, pastor of the Meth- arrived Saturday to spend the summer with and publisher of the National Prohibitionist,
scarcely able to do at present.
odist
church
at
Newport, officiating, assisted
solo by Mr. Charles “Are we educating the boys away from the contracting parties were present at the cereAfter a trombone
in his \abdication
by Rev. F. B. Schoonover of the local Metho- Mrs. Morton’s mother, Mrs. O. C. Cammett, at on the charge that Ferguson
Coombs, Rev. A. E. Luce introduced the speak- j farm; if so, why and how ard the remedy?’ mony, which was performed by Rev. Noel dist church. The interment was in the village her home in Belmont.
on the 18th of March, 1909, printed a criminalCastors Want Pardons.
was opened by M. 0. W’ilson, followed by W.
|
er of the evening. Rev. P. B. Judd of Rockland,
Rainville. The bride was becomingly gowned cemetery.
Mr. Day’s character.
Ferguson,
Miss Sarah <5owen of Troy, who leaves for libel against
for the pardon of “Dr.” Paul Caswho gave a forceful address that was listened D. Elliott, J. G. Harding, E. Ware, B. F, Foster in a blue travelling suit and hat handsomely
indicted and his trial will soon fellow. Mr.
I
The Saxonia, which arrived at East Boston India in September, preached at the Union was
O.
and
E.
Evans.
The
C.
M.
J.
Johnson
Nina
M.
who
are
Howes,
wife,
Castor,
i to with much interest. He spoke of the great
trimmed with
ostrich plumes. Miss Mary yesterday
morning from Liverpool and Queens- church, Unity, Sunday, July 11th. Her address Day apparently has a clear case.
!m •' '-rms in the Maine State prison at
of all power, and how important it was discussion was interesting and the sentimenl j Fitzgibbons was bridesmaid and was gowned in town, brought the body of Mrs. H. M. Cobum
The postoffice inspectors and policemen of
Castor as an accessory “before I source
was scholarly and instructive.
j
we
were
not
educating then: black and white serge. Edmund L. Dragon, a of Lowell, one of the victims of the boating
i his wife as an accessory “after that all should know of it; of the opportunity seemed to be that
D. C., recently raided the Chinaon Lake Killarney two weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. White and little son Washington,
which the principal was convicted presented by the hundreds of thousands com- away from the farm and that if we wanted the brother of the groom, was best man. The accident
j
Mrs. Coburn was travelling through Ireland
town of the National Capital and arrested six
of larceny, were received at the !
of Bangor arrived recently to visit relatives in
to stay on the farm we shou ld demonstrate
the
boys
of
bride
was
shores
extensive
bom
and
her
and
was
of
childhood
in
and
one
of
the
Americans
who
Belyearly;
spent
party
Chinamen charged with sending lottery tickets
department at the State House ingtoour
|
to them that farming was the best occupatior
The body was this city. Mr. White was called home by busi1
fast, where she has a host of friends. Several were on the fatal excursion.
tor and his wife were convicted in intensive side of the problem, and urged that
|
through the mails. Postoffice Inspector Carter
taken on at Queenstown. Mr. Coburn secured ness, but plans to come later.
in
of
the
instead
the
reverse ir
* ourt for Cumberland
world,
talking
in
a
dream
which
dream
the
she
went to Florence to make her
world
county May all should
years ago
|
B. Keene was in charge of the raiding party
a special permit for the removal of the body
astor was sentenced to serve five should be lifted nearer to heaven, and then their presence; and the more schooling they home with her
Mrs.
M.
L.
T.
White
of
who
Presque Isle,
sister, Mrs. C. O. Parsons, from Surveyor McCarthy, and the remains
and the Washington Evening Star prints his
ms wife four years in the State’s
should wake to a strenuous effort to make the
were
the
better
to
attended
the
of
the
American
Instigot
they
prepared
manage
and
her
meeting
winning personality has won were sent to Lowell.—Boston Globe, July With.
\ hearing will be held on the
peti- dream a reality, as did the greatest Dreamer their business. Then followed a
portrait, with pictures of one o: the buildings
tute of Instruction in Castine, was the guest
reading by her many new friends. She has been
August meeting of the governor of all the ages. Mr. Judd’s address was thoughtraided and some of the articles seized and held as
1
in
of
the
office
the
and
Mrs.
I.
P.
who
Castor “practiced” in Belfast at ful and full of suggestions,
Florence
last week of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo J. Knowlton.
Griffies,
proved a fitting
Hall, a song by
respond- employed
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
evidence. Mr. Iveer.e has been connected with
"ing from here to Lewiston and close to a pleasant and profitable convention. J ed to an encore; a song by Adella Choate anc Publishing Company for several years. The
The many friends of Hon. Alfred Emery
u tl and.
the Postoffice department for some years and
groom has a good position in M. J. Keating’s
The following transfers in real estate were
Annie Thurston; reading by Annie Clement:
men’s furnishing store. Immediately after the
Nickerson
of Swanville, who was reported ill
is one of its ablest and most active officials.
The Tariff Bill in Conference.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds j
singing America by all. The committee on wedding ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Dragon left
last week, will be glad to learn that he is im- His
j
Senate Passes the Tariff Bill.
birthplace and early home was Freedomfor the week ending July 12,1909:
for a trip to Maine, which included a visit to
and that his condition is not considered where his mother now lives.
Washington, July 9. After an hour and a ! field day reported the place to be the same as Belfast, where the bride’s friends were
glad to
Richard Bagley, Liberty to Lydia C. White, proving
the
debate
house
Center
half
of
a
last
Centennial
vote
today
of
grcve,
by
year,
Montville,
D.
8.
The
tariff
bill
j
n,
serious.
C., July
welcome them and extend congratulations and
A very pleasant family party occurred at the
nate just after 11 o’clock tonight 178 to 151 adopted a rule whereby all of the and Bros. Foster, Howes and Paul were ap- good wishes. They will be at home to their Montville; land in Montville.
Ai:
A
f' 1_
D.U
T 1
A
a;i
News has been received in this city of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albra M. Howes in Lib
I 847 amendments of the senate were disagreed
:
•' 45 to 34.
in their new home, 43 Orchard street,
friends
of
a
committee
for
enpointed
arrangements
conference
the
to
and
the
senate
!
requested
an.-;
by
in
the
were:
arrival
in
Greenville
11th
of a 10-pound erty July 4th. Following is a list of the visitnegative
voting
July
Mass., after September 1st.
more, do; land and buildings in Waldo.
I
Eighteen Republicans voted tertainment. The date is Auerus.t 10th. There Northampton,
f Indiana, Bristow of
Kansas, was granted.
Eddy M. Giidden, Searsport, to Imogene Glid- son to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smith. Mrs. Smith ors: Mr. and Mrs. Rodolph Sukeforth of W.;
(La.) was the will be some able speakers, the State Master
Nebraska, Burkett of Nebraska, : against the rule. Broussard
YACHTS
AND
BOATS.
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. Wilson ! Mr. Sam Parsons of Searsmont; Mrs.
with the Republicans J
den, do; land in Searsport.
May
I
nnesota, Crawford of South Da- only Democrat voting
will be present, and the public is cordially infor a conference.
nans of Iowa, Dolliver of Iowa, La
Frank L. Hatch, Morrill, to Simon S. Erskine, I of Poor’s Mills.
Turner and children, Alice, Everett, and Percy
Two sloop yachts and an auxiliary yawl made,
A brass band will discourse music
interests of New England in the tariff I vited.
The
of
Nelson
Minnesota.
Wisconsin,
a harbor here last Saturday night.
do; land and buildings in Merrill.
Pyam Gilkey of Germantown, Pa., left Satur- of Liberty; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Parsons and'
"f Louisiana was the only Demo- | bill will not suffer for want of champions on | through the day.
Charles L. Harmon, Troy, to William L. Rand, day for his home after a week’s stay at his daughters, Florence and Bertha, of Belfast<ir-.fi in the affirmative.
j the conference committee, if numbers count The next meeting of the Pomona will be The racing launch Wibs left Friday afternoon for
for anything. Yesterday the vice president
making good speed as she do; land and buildings in Troy.
new bungalow on Toddy Pond.
Mrs. Gilkey .j Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Parsons and son Everett
with Seaside Grange, Belfast, August 24th, went downBangor,
the harbor, but off Searsport someappointed as senate conferees two New EngCharles E. Knowlton, Belfast, to Stella J. and Miss Frances will remain throughout the of Montville; Mr. and Mrs. Willis Turner, and
The Shoe Situation.
land men, Senators Aldrich and Hale, and to- with the following program: opening exercises; thing got out of gear and she returned and is
Misses Lena and Estelle Howes, who came home
Blood, Islesboro; land and buildings in Islesboro. season.
day Speaker Cannon included in his appoint- conferring fifth degree; report of granges; ap- at the Roller Bushing Co.’s.
avers continue to operate at adments Representative McCall.
for the Fourth. Ice cream, cake, fruit and lemRawson Lufkin, Brewer, to Frank E. Sparks,
adof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
of
a
launch
Alex. Gross is building
committees; recess; music,
Macartney
Lawrence,
during his Old
in all kinds of leather, especially
That gives New England three members and pointment
onade were served in the afternoon and a
Town; land in Northport.
very
spare hours—a good, beamy craft, with plenty
Mass., son Amherst, a student at Chester, Pa., I
ght stock, but business now is less j there is a possibility that still another New dress of welcome by Abbie Rackliff; response i of
in what was the O.
Matthew Leadbetter, North Haven, to Frank j
freeboard.
works
time W'as passed by all in this charmHe
a
week ago, owing to many shoe J England man may be appointed. The house
and daughter Helen, a student pleasant
by D. O. Bowen. Topic, What is Ideal Grange R. Webster
Military
College,
of
end
the
the
at
steamboat
J
ing home among the mountains in West Libliving closed down for stock-taking, ; conferees number nine as compared with the Work? to be opened by the lecturer; remain- * wharf, and shop Ellis is building a tender in C. Tibado, Northport; land in Northport.
of Wellesley College, are guests of Mr. and j
Eugene
i>
are arriving in the Boston shoe
senate’s eight.
Charles E. Lane, Brooks, to Melvin W. Robthe same shop.
der of program by host grange.
Mrs. F. E. Smythe and are enjoying the beau- erty.
as yet have not operated to any
erts, do.; land in Jackson.
Miss Guida C. Homer of Bucksport, whose'1
ties of Belfast.
price question continues a disturbHon. Edward H. Blake left Bangor last SatLiquor Raids In Bangor.
,r and
Jedediah W. Morrill, China; to John W. Wanuntil this matter is thoroughwas recently announced, was the
in his steam yacht Aria, for a cruise of
PROSPECT FERRY.
urday
1 '«]
Master Charles Mills of Bennington, Vt., ar- i engagement
trade will likely continue along
of
land
in
Bangor, Me., July 8. The force of 11 Sturseveral
Maine
across
the
to
Yar- ning, Unity;
gulf
days
Unity.
of honor at a blue and white shower
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield, who has been visiting
rived last week with Prof. Hathorn and family, guest
lines.. Shipments for the week show gis deputies now at work in Bangor and vicint
Nova Scotia. He has as guests Hon.
mouth,
Catherine E. Monroe, Searsport, to Alena W.
j
last Thursday afternoon at the
the past four weeks, re- F. H.
increase over the week previous.—
who are at the Pottle cottage, The Battery. party, given
..W;
ity since July 1 is beginning to make itself fel- relatives in Bangor
Appleton, Edward E. Walker, Hon. Isaiah
*
J summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick MariDecrow, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
Keview, July 10th.
in the “liquor zone.” The raids have ranged turned home July 10th_Mrs. L. D. Berry and
K. Stetson, P. H. Gillin, Hon. A. R. Day, Dr. E.
Rev. George S. Mills came Tuesday, and Mrs. ;
William B. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Fields S.
from a visit of the entire delegation to a lead- Mrs. C. G.
ner.
About 20 young ladies embarked from
Carly and sons George and Harry T. Nealley and others.
Mills and little daughter Alice, who were in
ing hotel, and the bringing of H. C. Chapman
the train at Chipman’s Crossing, between the
in Bangor July 10th....Mr. and Mrs.
The pretty little steam yacht Princess, own- Pendleton, New York, land in Islesboro.
came last night.
Calais,
J“!l,P temple of Detroit has taken the home into court, down to raids on the smallest dives were
Hollis Reynolds, Troy, to Mary M. Reynolds,
showers of rain and hail and on arriving the
kitchen bars in the “Devils half-acre.” Warren Benson of Prospect visited relatives ed by the late Edward Morey of Boston, a sum^longing to Wm. H. Kimball to carry on and
sold this season to Burnham, land in Burnham.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emery arrived last
Five cases were in court Wednesday and con- at M. O. Heagan’s last Sunday.... Miss Sarah mer resident of Castine, was
party was ushered into the cottage where the
Manset
to
of
ypars and took possession July 12th.
John
L.
Sons
engage in
Stanley &
victions secured in all, with the usual sentence Lowell of
Frank M. Stevens, Swanville, to Walter J. Saturday and are at their summer home on gifts were presented in a trunk and
visited at Mrs. W. H. Har- the whale
been supplied with
Bucksport
‘he
has
She
carpet
fishery.
larf?e acreage of potatoes planted in from which appeal was taken. One of the depuChurch street. Mrs. Emery and children have
riman’s last Sunday_Mrs. Orrilla McMann the guns and other necessary implements and Nickerson, do.; land in Swanville.
bag. The bride-to-be secured over 50 gifts,
8ection is looking finely.Few of the ties said: “We expect to have from one to half
c
been
abroad
first
for
and
some
time
were
met
her
on
was
to
on
cruise.
&
start
last
week
Land
to
H.
Imp. Ass’n, Unity,
Unity Lake,
a dozen cases against
many of which were very handsome and valuevery dealer and Mrs. Evander Harriman, who are on the
in Bus section have done much
haying in the county for thepractically
arrival at New York by Mr. Emery, who is able. The
j ’Y8
The Eastern Yacht Club started on its cruise H. Grant, do.; land in Unity.
August term of court, sick list, are doing as well as could be expectparty then repaired to the “New
fhe hay crop is from a week to ten and we have evidence
in
in
and
this
business
Mich.
week
against practically every
the
Kalamazoo,
John F. Vickery, Morrill, to Simon S. Erskine, engaged
Dr. J. A. Pierce is attending them. from Marblehead, July 10th,
Japanese Tea House,” where refreshments
later than the average seasons. dealer in town—enough to send all to jail.” ed.
The schedule for
are in Maine waters.
yachts
Miss Justine Shorey, who was taken critically were served in a
of Stockton and Mrs. Harry the remainder of the week is as follows: Thurs- do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
very unique style. The occaTookson is cutting the hay on the Under the new law the county attorney may Mrs. Simeon Ellis
John M. Waning, Unity, to Thomas 0. ill with appendicitis while engaged as nurse for sion was an especially
r' *
be removed if he doesn’t prosecute liquor Winslow and son Earle of Quincy, Mass., visit- day, July 15th, race from Kent’s Cove, around
happy one, and it was a
arks farm on the Horseback road.
cases upon the evidence presented.
Mrs. Ross Hammons and was operated on July very merry company that returned on the 6
Saddleback light, around Isle au Haut, Swan Knight, do.; land in Unity.
ed Mrs. L. D. Berry recently.
owns
and
runs
the
who
bell
Bathorn,
Island whistle, Swan Island
buoy; Friday,
5th by Drs. Small and Tapley, is improving o’clock train at
‘‘l
Bucksport. Among those
Rev. A. G. Pettengill of Portland, a former
h
sprinkler in Pittsfield, has employed
Donald Thompson, Roland Clark and Cheste
July 16th, without racing, Swan Island to Bartof the Unitarian church in this city,
Mrs. H. J. Toward and children have gone to lett’s Narrows; Saturday, July 17th, the fleet Stewart left Monday afternoon for a week of rapidly and will soon enter the Eastern Maine from out of town present were Mrs. Boardman
pastor
(,ilrnan
to run the sprinkled while Mr.
L.
on friends here for a few hours
called
at
Windermere
their
for
a
ol
to
Genera]
race
from
Narrows
to
her
cottage
park
will
Bar Har- fishing and camping near Hermon pond.—BanBartlett’s
Tuesday
stay
Hospital
complete
training as a and Miss Carmencita Coombs of Bangor and
orn 16 °ut
and left later for Brewer. —Waterville Sentinel. several weeks.—Waterville Sentinel.
during the haying season.
nurse.
bor.
gor Commercial
Miss Marion Philbrook of Winterport.
Slander Refuted.The Young
Peoples’ Societies-Our City Beautiful.Meeting of Waldo County
'.range.The Churches.Wedding Bells... .Yachts and Boats_
Obituary... .Transfers in Real Estate_Personals.
The Merchant Marine.Pittsfield
1 ersonals.. Beautiful Camden ( poem)
A Hail Storm in Montana.. .Castine
Alumni Encampment.Proposed
Electric Road,
A
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are to be
barred from the coastwise trade and
from mail compensation under the act of
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 15,1909
1891, or the Humphrey act.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
The tonnage taxes in waters of this
are to be reduced while tonhemisphere
Co.
The Republican Journal publishing
„■
nage taxes in the Trans-Atlantic trade
==—
and in the Eastern trade are to be maCHARLES A. PILSBURY, \
Manager
terially increased. The reciprocal law
relating to tonnage taxes is repealed by
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
This will mean an increase
for three this bill.
cents
50
six
for
$1.00
months;
year;
estimated at a million dollars in tonnage
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one taxes to be
paid by foreign ship owners,
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and it is expected to decrease the tonnage
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
taxes now paid by American ships, which
THE MERCHANT MARINE.
Further
trade chiefly in local waters.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

pines and Hawaiian islands, and

I

*-^-==
,5^"

has often been asked during the past year or more of low freights,
what is to become of the big schooners
The

question

are

driven out of the coal carBut as yet no one has been

the return cargo must pay for
trip, and at the low rate at
which coal is carried in barges there is.
In a
no profit for the schooner owners.

ports;

so

the round

recent interview John G.
ager of the Coastwise

Crowley, manTransportation

After twenty-five
years’ experience in the coastwise trade,
and giving the question due deliberation,

it has been decided to build no more
schooners and orders have been placed
for two steamships of 7,000 tons burden
in the

Your Winter’s Coal Now at

I^Buy

than this a rebate of 80 per cent of all
tonnage taxes will be allowed American

each, and the very latest things
be delivered
way of ship construction, to
to the company about the first of next
March. Captain Crowley said further:
We shall still keep our schooners. I

taking orders for Winter Coal. Customers favoring us with COAL ORDERS
before August 1, 1909, and who are ready to receive Coal at our convenience, we
make the following prices:

\\TE
VV

trouble could realize their danger they would
without loss of time commence taking Foley’s
Kidney Remedy. This great remedy stops the
pain and the irregularities, strengthens and
builds up these organs and there is no.danger
of Bright's disease or other serious disorder.
Do not disregard the early symptoms. Sold by
all druggists.

always contended that sailing
were cheaper, and I still declare

have

ves-

sels

that

In fact, this cannot be denied
The only reason for our
bv anyone.
change, as 1 said, is that it is no longer
possible to compete with steam vessels
this is so.

because

cannot get the trade if we do
up to the demands of present

we

cut come

day trade.”
It is understood that for the past few7
the square-riggers in the off-shore
trade have not done much in the way of

years

earning dividends, and the announcement
made June 25th that an attempt will be
made to regain part of the business once
the sailing ships in the trade between New York and San Francisco, will
be of interest to all deep-water sailors.
It is proposed to establish a line of sailheld

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Cates and son Lewis have
gone to Northport, where Mr. Cates is engaged
in erecting summer cottages.

and Mrs. Juan Goodale and family of
Montana, who have recently been visiting Mr.
Goodale’s sister, Mrs- E. J. Ney, have purchased the A. C. Myrick farm inTroy and will occupy i
Mr.

same.

Prof, and Mrs. F. Addison Porter and son of
Boston were the guests Sunday of Prof. Porter’s brother, Dr. E. A. Porter, before proceeding to Unity, where he and his family will occupy their cottage for the snmmer.
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost and family of Belfast and Miss Carrie Frost of St. Albans were
guests Tuesday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Q. Frost. The party were on an automobile
touring trip going from here to Belfast.

j

Mar-

Everyone would be benefited by taking Foley’s Orino Laxative for stomach and liver
It sweetens
trouble and habitual constipation.
the stomach and breath, gently stimulates the
liver and regulates the bowels and is much
superior to pills and ordinary laxatives. Why
not try Foley’s Orino Laxative today? Sold
by all druggists.

\

|

[Written for The Republican Journal.]

Sewall,

needed

5500 tons net

the

William

P.

carrying capacity;

Beautiful Camden, mid hill, wood and sea,

Strongly thy

voices

us low

As

they

are

wii.ii

never can

calling

uie

Diritro. 5000 tons: John Ena. 4700 tons:

duuc,

with but sunlight fair.

and

Thy voices

And steal your heart with their soft sweet lay,
Acme, 5500 tons; Astral, 5500 tons, and While you seek for the hidden violets low
the Atlas, 5500 tons. The line also has And
gather cool “brakes” that above them
the call upon the services of the Hawaiigrow.
an Isle,
3800 tons, and the Erskine M. Then care drops like a burden and we are free
Phelps. 5000 tons. All these vessels are Soothed by charm of sky and hill and sea.
built of steel, the products of American Far out mid the arid plains of the West

yards
equipped

comparatively

new

with all the latest cargo appliances. bulkheads, etc., v.hich enable them
to secure a low insurance rate.
The vessels which

are

to be used in the

thy nest,
thy sky and sea,
The murmuring pines of thy hills call to me.
And I long to drink in thy charms so fair;
And the

are

azure

luring

me

to

tints of

Peerless, beautiful Camden, thou gem most
rare!
Rosa Dyer

McLucas.

Greeley, Colorado, July 1, 1909.
Shippers’ Clipper Line service are variously owned In Arthur Sewall & Co. of
Many people with chronic throat and lung
Bath, Me.; the Standard Oil Company trouble
have found comfort and relief in
and by San Francisco people. While at Foley’s Honey and Tar as it cures stubborn
after
other treatment has failed. L.
the beginning it is said the line will coughs
M. Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: “The docmake San Francisco the only port of call- tors said 1 had consumption, and I got no betthe Pacific: later on, if sufficient patronage offers, calls will be made at
on

Seattle and the port of Los Angeles. The
trip from New York to San Francisco
will be made, it is expected, in from 110
to 120 days, while the return voyage will
consume somewhat less time.
The last

regular clipper ship

line be-

New York and the Pacific ports
of the United States ceased operations

tween

ten years ago, when the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company entered the
field with its great cargo-carrying steamships. The old lines were maintained by

Co.,

Dearborn &
Dearborn

was

of which concern D. B.

the head,

and Sutton &

Co., both companies being merged with
the American-Hawaiian.

Foley’s Honey and Tar. It
stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my lungs
Sold
and they are now as sound as a bullet.”
by all druggists.

ter until

I took

—

Tennessee Goes Dry.

Tenn., June 30.
enforcing the provisions

The
of the
statute
“four mile" law to the entire State becomes effective at midnight Wednesday.
Under the provisions of this law it will
be unlawful to sell or tipple liquors,
wines, ales or beer as a beverage in TenThe bill to prohibit the manunessee.
facture of liquors does not become operative until January 1. The retailers of
Nashville state that they will not attempt to evade the law. Nashville is
crowded Wednesday with people from
nearby towns to witness the going out of
liquor in this State. All kinds of liquors
are being sold at slaughter prices and the
saloons are doing a large business.

Nashville,

“The

Shippers’ Clipper Line is a reDelay in taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy if
vival of the old New York-Philadelphia- you have backache, kidney or bladder trouble,
fastens the disease upon you and makes a cure
San Francisco clipper lines of years more difficult. Commence taking Foley’s Kidago." said Mr. Meyer, “with the distinc- ney Remedy today and you will soonallbe well. i
risk a serious malady? Sold by
drugtion that larger and better ships are to Why
gists.
j
useu—snips carrying me lowest insurance rates of their class.
Recent experine

ence

has

goods
Coast
their

taught

and other
can

that

shippers of
products of the

canned

LINCOLN VILLE BEACH.
Miss Ada and Master
sacnusetrs are

stopping

Joseph
witn

Gould of

Mas-

ineir

aunt, Mrs. ;
Coombs is spend-

Pacific Roscoe Fernald.Miss Mary
get service better suited to ing her vacation with her parents, Capt.

needs

through safe sailing ships Mrs. Jacob Coombs-Mrs. Laura French
other. Freight rates are low daughter, Miss Gertrude, are stopping a

and
and

few
days with Capt. and Mrs. Frank Duncan.
no press in most cases for
ChaSi Carswell and Harry Achorn of Dorchesquick delivery; sometimes substantial
ter, Mass., are guests of Geo. P. Woodward at
amounts can be saved in warehouse
the “Rockmere”.... Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dean
charges and damage losses. On the out- went to Islesboro to spend the “Fourth” with
ward voyage cargoes of general mer- Mrs. Dean’s
parents.George Tibbetts of
chandise will be carried, and there is Commonwealth avenue, Boston, is visiting his
little doubt but that shippers with take niece, Mrs. J. H. Gilberte, at the “Melody
Manse.”....Mrs. Alice Griffin and sister, Mrs.
full advantage of the service.
Susan Jordan, Miss Mildred and Master Clarence Griffin and a playmate, Miss Beatrice King
Men tion was made last week of Presiof Cambridge, Mass., are stopping at the Little
dent Taft’s interest in the American
cottage.Among the number on the Boston
Merchant Marine, and his desire to give it boat that arrived at Camden
Sunday morning,
all possible aid, and a bill has been intro- and who came to
spend the “Fourth,” wereduced in Congress by Representative George Alexander, Osborn Wade, Albert CarHumphrey of Washington designed to ver and Austin Wade... .Mr. and Mrs. Gustin
promote that end. The two novel feat- Warren from Vinalhaven spent the “Fourth’’
ures of the Humphrey bill are free ships with Mr. W.’s parents.Mr. and Mrs. Paul
and a new system of tonnage taxes. The Young are with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
French....Miss Bessie Fernald went to Vinalbill proposes to admit to American regishaven to spend the week with her friend, Miss
try foreign built steamers of 5000 gross Nina Morton.Miss Florence Dearborn re*
tons or more, wholly owned by Ameri- turned from Massachusetts last
week and will
cans.
These ships are to be restricted to spend the summer with her parents, Mr. and
foreign trade or trade with the Philip- Mrs. C. E. Dearborn.
than in any
and there is

Coal,

From

delivered and put

above

the

within THIRTY

prices

we

allow

DAYS from date of

a

DISCOUNT

delivery

ALL ORDERS received after August
charged us by the coal companies.

2

COALS, shipped by the READING CO.,
ISFACTION in weight, quality and delivery.

1, 1909,

CENTS

25

ton

per

on

all

$5,25

Anthracite Coal bills

subject to the August advance of 25

are

OUR

are

prepared, well

finely

screened

and

we

cents

paid

per ton,

as

GUARANTEE SAT

Kinds—Cord Wood, Slabs and

Manufactured Wood of all

|

OF

“

level, 5.75.

on

of Coal.

2

•

in,

$7.25. At Wharf, $6.75

Edgings,

C—HAY and STRAWS)

{

Pocahontas Steam Coal.

Charcoal.

Maryland Co.’s Coal for Smithing.
~

SPECIAL ATTENTION

GIVEN

TO

LINiTts!

DELIVERY OUTSIDE CITY

to me;

Thy cool, shady dells where the wood-nymphs
play,

and are

S
2

I

BEAUTIFUL CAMDEN.

mat

when

Pea

•

—

Thy charm of ocean with sunlit wave
ing ships between New York, Philadel- Where mermaids might fitly sport and lave;
phia and Sar. Francisco to be called the Where one sits in a wondering dream of bliss
Shippers’ Clipper Line. D. B. Dearborn While wave and shore embrace and kiss;
will act as the New York agent of the Where thy pine-clad hills whose breath is balm
new line and the loading in San Fran- As you lie mid the murmuring restful calm;
j
cisco will be in charge of Bates & Cheese- Forgetting the world and its weary pain,
brough as agents. The ship William P. We are soothed to rest like a child again.
t
where the waves dash high
Frye, a steel vessel of 5500 tons net car- Thy rocky points
As the Storm King rides through the lurid sky.
for
rying capacity, went on the berth
So fitly they picture the storms of life
loading at New York, July 1st. In aduugiy
lay
dition to the William P. Frye and Manga
But hearts grow strong to do and dare
Reva, the line will have available for

9

•

Mrs. Laura Swazey. who has been visiting for
time at the home of her son, John N.
Swazey, has gone te her home in Bucksport
where she will pass the summer# She was ac-

by

service

Egg, Stove and Chestnut Coal,

2
:

are now

•

some

companied by her granddaughter, Miss
jorie Swazey.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Reduced Prices of the^€-

BELFAST FUEL & HAY COMPANY.

ships which carry American boys or apprentices to be trained in seamanship.

the

_

_

--—-

s

Company, which has a fleet of ten five
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
and six-masted schooners, and which built
the seven-master Thomas W. Lawson,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagley passed Sunday
throws some light on the situation by de- with relatives in Troy.
S. C. Sturtevant was at home Sunday from
claring that the day of the sailing vessel
ic nau and that thev can no longer com- Belfast where he has employment.
pete with steamers.

COAL AT REDUCED PRICES!

»

they
The other features of the bill are the
rying trade?
same as those of the last two or three
These
a satisfactory answer.
with
ready
mail subsidy bills to be introduced.
coal
the
for
built
were
vessels
specially
trade and rarely have freight to the coal
If people with symptons of kidney or bladder
when

’

OFFICE 24 FRONT STREET.

TELEPHONE 220.

g

YARD FOOT OF SPRING STREET
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A HAIL STORM IN MONTANA.

1K1C

KU.AU.

Editor of The Journal: From Augusta to Union via Washington.
that your readers might like to
Hon. L. M. Staples of Washington
hear about a real shower of hail that was in this city last week on business.
He is full of enthusiasm over the now rosy
visited the little town of Kendall, Monan
About prospect of the scheme for building
tana, on the night of June 28th.
electric road from Augusta to Union via
10 o’clock the heavens were just a blind- Washington. He expects a party of Auwith gusta people, interested in the project,
ing sheet of lightning continuously
time to visit Washington some time this week
heavy thunder. Hail fell for some
to look over the ground. There will be a
with great violence and the hail stones citizens’
meeting with a banquet and
as
round
as
full-grown
and
were as large
speeches. Mr. Staples understands that
could
as ice
some very wealthy men are back of the
| cranberries and as hard
the enterprise, and that they only need to be
beat
and
broke
be.
They
possibly
assured that the road will be a paying
young crops into the earth, frightened proposition, and when convinced of that
the women and children of the town, and they will put the road through without
This assurance, the people of
did great damage to the electric works delay.
that section are preqared to give and
at the mines. Gray-headed men said
guarantee. They are not relying alone
they had never seen its equal. After the on a good passenger business for the
hail
the
road, although they think it might pay
shower the writer gathered
on that basis, but can show that sufficient
stones from the piazza in handfulls.
freight will be shipped to alone make the
They were a great curiosity, so hard and building and operation of the road possinoise
a
terrible
made
ble. The products of Liberty and other
big and round, and
At some neighboring towns would find an outlet
on the roof when they fell.
their way through the j over the road and, even if not increased
i houses they cut
in volume, as they inevitably would be,
rubberoid roofing and fell into the rooms
they would be sufficient. The plans made
!
below like so many bullets.
for the building of the road to Washingare pretty well settled, and Mr.
With best wishes for The Journal I re- ton
Staples is confident that building operaYours truly,
main,
tions will soon be begun. But beyond
Mrs. H. B. Ellis,
that point, there appears to be some
Montana.
doubt as to where the road will seek an
Kendall,
outlet this way. One proposition is to
carry the line to Union, and from there
CASTINE ALUMNI ENCAMPMENT.
To

I

«•

the

thought

|

utilize the Georges Valley road, operatit by electricity instead of by steam.
The Castine Alumni association will ; ing
That road connects with the Maine Cenhold its 34th annual encampment at its ;
tral at Warren Junction, and a branch
j
grounds at Sandypoint for three weeks,
18th. This would be run in from West Warren to
28th to
from

August

July

Warren Village, where it would unite
with the R. T. & C. electric road that
opens up Thomaston, Rockland, Rock] port,
Camden and South Thomaston, to
|
the traveler. Recently, a public meeting
j was held
Washington, at which $100
j was raised,in and
the money used to defray
the expense of a survey of the proposed
line
from
Washington to Union. It was
;he five acres is not doing business. On
demonstrated that the road would be easy
;he rainy days and cooler evenings the and
inexpensive to build, the grades bein the assembly
lappy fraternity gather
ing easy, and that it would open lots of
iall, where, between the great open fire business.—Rockland
Opinion.
ind the enlivening strains of the piano, !
to be j
nany merry hours are passed,
measured up in memory as a balm for
For
M. Jb.a. Relieves scur
;ired heads and hearts during the chosen
stomach,
1 luties of another year.
j palpitation of the heart. Divests wnatyou eat
The new dormitory is a boom to more j
! sedate campers, and is much appreciat- ;
PAYSON SMITH PRESIDENT
;d.
Since last year the camp spring has 1
>een newly walled, and new shingles and
Df the American Institute of Instruction.
)aint have been applied to the main hall.
former principal and Mrs. G. T. Fletch- j
Castine, Me., July 8. Payson Smith
are to be ;
»r, also Hewitt Fletcher, Esq.,
>f Augusta, Me., was elected president of
iresent this year, coming somewhat m
: idvance of the opening of camp.
j he American Institute of Instruction at
Last year the class of ’88 held a j he closing session of the 79th annual
This
Reunion.
[wentieth Anniversary
; onvention here tonight. Other officers
follows:
Secretary,
rear the class of ’89 will do the same, and ; were elected as
;
Edw. C. Andrews, Shelton, Conn.; treashe date set is Wednesday, August 4th.
■
urer, A. E. Tuttle, Bellows Falls, Vt.;
rhe services of a1 first class cook have
isst. secretary, Wendell A. Mowry,
] >een secured, and the “fat of the land”
sucCentral Falls, R. I.; asst, treasurer,
s sure to contribute its part to the
Carlos
B. Ellis, Springfield, Mass.; first
< :ess of this year’s gathering.
rice president, Chas. T. C. Whitcomb,
Brockton, Mass. With the exception of
IALLDALE.
The 4th was celebrated in this vicinity, Mr. Smith, who succeeds Henry C. Morrison of Concord, N. H., the old board
[■here was a fantastic parade at 9.30 a. m. and
was re-elected.
Among the resolutions
In the
1 picnic dinner in Bert Hall’s grove.
adopted was one deploring the increase
1 ifternoon there was a sack race, potato race,
in the publication of loathsome details of
1 winging, and a ball game, and fireworks in
crimes and scandals.
1 he evening... .Miss Helen M. Ring of WorThe Youth’s Companion has just con4 ester, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. W. M. Vose.
...Mrs. Flossie Bean of Belfast is the guest cluded a series of forty-two special conMrs. F. A My- tributions by members of the staff.
4 if her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
These contributions have included fiction
1 ick... .Mrs. C. M. Clement of Lowell, Mass.,
and articles on certain subjects in which
: s visiting her father, Job Clement, who is
various members of the staff are recog4
[uite sick.... People here will not begin haying nized authorities. Although the series
Mr. and Mrs. John Colby is discontinued, the same and other memmtil next week
bers of the staff will, as in the past, supnave returned from their visit in Burnham.
ply the paper with a large part of its
contents, giving of the best that is in
Children
Cry
them to maintain the variety and excellence
for which The Companion has so
FOR FLETCHER’S

Beautiful spot of five acres enjoys the
listinction of being the only institution
if its kind in the country. The comraoiious grounds afford a variety of restful
ind recuperative indulgences, from the
soothing quiet of some sequestered nook
;o a more social huddling in the hammock
of
?rove, when by far the greater part

j

;

ftnd nl

...

CASTORI A

Indigestion,

H
HI

|
|

A YEAR’S

SUBSCRIPTION

TO

New-York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER,

1

THE

Jj$

REPUBLICAN

For only $2.25.
the TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses.
and reliable market reports.

practical, helpful, up-to-date illustratCattle, Sheep, etc., a.ul mod elaborate

X

Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known
veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
for 1 HE TRIBUNE FARMER,
thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
a** domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of
every practical working farmer and interest every man or woman in
city or town who owns a horse or cow.
The subscription price of
THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is #1.00.
To uew subscribers and all old subscribers who will
pay up arrearages and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer

Cpgk
IlgSp'

-W

The Tribune

j|||

The

Hi

Farmer, One Year,

Republican Journal,

_BOTH
Republican

f

Lieut. U. S. Grant 3d has been detailed
by Lieut. Col. Edward Burr, in charge of
the U. S. engineering work in the Bos-

district, to take charge of the crews
which are beginning survey work on the
ton

Boston-Beaufort intracoastal waterway.
Lieut. Grant has four crews working
on this end of the canal.
There are two
transit parties and two level parties in
the field, one of each being at work at
East Taunton and the others at Hingham.
Another transit party is expected this
week for work in the vicinity of Dux-

bury.
The new canal will

be an inland water
route from Boston to Beaufort, S. C., to
Key West and New Orleans. Eventually
it is planned to run to San Francisco. It
is conservatively estimated that the cost
of the proposed waterway will exceed

are

Year,

ff''

2.00

>

jj

Pub.

Co.,

MAINE.

the ONLY PAINTS sold in

printed

on

are

Pure

Masury’s

s

w,in

Belfast

label.

every

buying and insist
money’s worth.

Know what you
your

Pair

Pure

DETAILED ANALYSIS

on

Paints

HALL, Belfast, Sole Agents.

MASON &
8

e

con

d- li

a u

d

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Autique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

sell drop me
and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,

postal card

j

;;V

$2.25.

Journal

getting

^

$1.00

Masury’s

$150,000,000.

Foley’s Honey and Tar not only stops chronic
coughs that weaken the constitution and develop into consumption, but heals and strengthens the lungs.
It affords comfort and relief in
the worst cases of chronic bronchitis, asthma,
hay fever and lung trouble. Sold by all drug-

One

FOR

BELFAST,

An Inland Waterway.

long been distinguished among periodicals.
gists.

JOURNAL

a

DRESSMAKING.
[ am

prepared

to do dn

1

>

fancy work. Children’s work

..

and

•

INEZt’HASl^

MRS.
Str<-i>Corner Main and Bridge
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County Correspondence.
[Deferred

UNITY.

from last week.]

iSBOE

Protect "Yourself
Against sudden attacks of constipation,
indigestion, sick headache, bikousness, torpid liver,
on hand the

..

was a pleasant Sunday school concert
.'Age July 4th, with the following pro-

nging by school, “Happy Greeting";
ve reading by Supt. and school; prayer
closing with Lord's Prayer,in which
nging by school; recitation, Geneva
ration, Harold Ellingwood; reading,
Colson: song, Mrs. Hattie Robinson:
Miss Abbie Littlefield; recitation,
onant; singing, Miss Barbara Coarks, Mrs. Alice Hanson; recitation,
Xealley: recitation, Miss Martha
nging, school; reading, Miss Viola
-ading, Mrs. Alice Ellingwood; reciA. Mansur; singing, Bchool; rerd Psalm, Amos Conant and Freddie
ng 119th Psalm, Mrs. Belle J.Palmr. cert prayer by school; singing by
assages of Scripture were repeated
rd inherit. The audience then listenreport of the Sunday school conven-. Prospect village, June 30th, by Miss
jr. ar.d each delegate spoke in glow: the fine reception received there.
nging Good Bye, by school_Miss
has returned from Dover, where
teaching... Mrs. Jessie Cunningr and her husband are here from
where Mrs. Messuer was attendlervatory of Music. She was reed and returned with her husband
■•■•..-It-Mrs. Evie Twombly entered C. T. U. last week at her home,
n had as a guest Mrs. Betsey BartShe is smart and
r.roe. aged 83.
*d.e visitors felt highly honored by
The next meeting will be with
*. Miss S. A. Mansur....Miss Myrtie
return from Massachusetts this
end the vacation with her parents,
Edwin Jenkins.Mrs. Bertha
.nd little daughter from Marlboro,

\.

—

v.

The occasion

visiting

grandmother,

their

Ritchie.Mrs. Laura Brown
-achusetts, accompanied by Mrs.
t her summer home in Monroe_
who has been visiting her daughwn, has returned home.Miss
fie.d of Searsport has been stopwith her sister, Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Henry and Mrs. Merton
Mr.-. Will Rogers visited in Belfast
and Saturday... .The Fourth was
.•ed July 5th. Early in the morning
th

sermons

arrive

number

from the

surrounding
large gathering. At
:.e parade was formed, headed by
band. The parade blended the
to

was a

the ridiculous. Some finely decloaded with little girls dresswhile others bore the horribles,
parade the band gave a concert
fiat men’s race, sack race, wheeland greased pole contest were takt noon dinner was served in the
At 1 o'clock an oration was defi-alter Mason of this town, which
r.

were

.-

—

teresting

and

In the

e.

was

listened

afternoon

and Searsport

roe

a

by

to

a

ball game

teams was won

the wife of

had gone

to

Captain

John

Rockland to remain
was in port there.

th him while he
her usual

health

Wednesday

found dead in bed the next
:>. Philbrook
was an
excellent
wife and mother, a kind neighin

great

esteem

sympathy

by all who

expressed for

is

husband and two

sons

funeral services

who

were

sur-

and very beautiful_
Fernald has arrived from Medher summer vacation with her
Miss Millie Haley has returned
-..refuse

'h

several weeks in Boston....
and children have arrived
to spend some weeks with her
and Mrs. C. L. Jepson... .Mr. and
rey and son Norman of Worcester,
guests of Mrs. Arey’s parents,
harles Campbell... .Miss Mary
of

marriage
rt, daughter
the

of Miss

Rev.

of

Mary

banked in green and
white peonies being
entered to the

wedding

A.

J. and

returned irom a

visiting

in

march

used.

The

of

.ockhart,

the

played by Miss
was

brother

of

was

attended
the

by

bride.

Treat and Harry Lougee acted

performed by
by Rev. E. H.
Hampden. The double ring serThe bride was gowned in white
■i wore a veil. Her bouquet was
and the bridesmaid carried pink
mediately after the ceremony a
he

ceremony was
the bride, assisted

>

held at the parsonage, which
;ly decorated with flowers. Dr.
! '"ul were assisted in receiving by
'ive parents. The gifts of silver,

lund-painted china, books, money,
'c
many and valuable. The gift of the
>
a beautiful diamond and
ruby ring.
d
left in an automobile for Bangor
wers of confetti and the good wishes
|
friends. They will visit the White
g

and then go to Brockton, which
f-be.r future home. Among the guests
f town were Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene
1'emaquid Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. A.
f,'ard, Master Frederick Leonard and
1 ockhart of
Springfield, Mass., Mr.
n N
lockhart of Boston, Mr. Alton LockWaterville, Mrs. J. F. Gerrity and Miss
,errity of Bangor and Rev. and Mrs. E.
Jiaton of
Hampden....Mr. Harold Lock43
2°ne to Squirrel Island, where he has
l0ytnent for the summer.

We shall sell this year, the celebrated
Philadelphia & Readme Hard White
Free. Burning Anthracite Coal which gave so good satisfaction last season and
°Ur
SUPP y' We make the following prices for orders

'

*“»

I

Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer and grandson,
Storer Wiggin, arrived June 25th from Massachusetts, where they spent the winter and
spring.... Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and her
mother came home last Wednesday from Melrose, Mass.Leforest White and Wilber
Brown came to town last week, the former on
a brief visit-Rev. Rich Pearson and Mr. F.
W. Scott from Waldoboro were in town last
week, the guests of Dr. T. N. Pearson... .Mr.
and Mrs. Leander Jackson were guests of her
mother. Mrs. Elzira Jackson, last week. Their
home is in N. Y. State_Ray Cross goes to
W aterville, Me., this week, where he will be
employed during the haying season... .Rev.
and Mrs. A. Cox went to
Winterport last
Thursday, returning the same day. Mr. Cox
preaches in Morrill the first and third Sundays
of each month. He gave us a fine sermon last
Sunday from Matt. 16:15... .Eighteen members
of Honesty Grange attended
the County
Grange at Freedom June 29th....Not much
haying will be done until next Monday. The
outlook now is for the smallest
crop for many
years-Edmund, Fred, Hugh and Josie Simmons are spending their vacation with their
mother, Mrs. Annie Simmons_Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Murch of Belfast were guests of his
mother, Mrs. Lottie Murch, two or three days
the first of this week_Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Jackson of Belfast were guests of her mother.
Mrs. Vilinda Hatch, the first of the wreek_
The 5th was very quiet in our village. The
brass band and most of our young people went
to Montville to attend the dedication of Allen’s
dance hall.

visit in coston_MarK

WALDO STATION.

The recent rains have changed the appearof the grass very much and hoed crops
look promising-The schools in town closed
last Friday. Miss Elizabeth Coombs, teacher of
the Station school, and Mrs. Thirza Jackson,
teacher of the Evan’s Corner school, observed
the close of the term by taking the children on
a buckboard ride to Swan Lake.
It was an
ideal day and the good roads and charming
scenery made the trip a delightful one. Rowing on the lake was a novel experience to many
of the children and was a great attraction. At
noon the picnic dinner was eaten in the beautiful grove near the shore. The return trip was
equally pleasant and was marked by the school
ance

ash

received

Stove, Egg

|

310 HRILL.

2

| First Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal. {
I AugusfS

his vacation at the home of his parents.... E.
E. Clements and family of Searsport spent
July 5th with Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson.
....Mrs. Flora Littlefield and Amanda Lowe
spent the 4th with Mr. and Mrs. Cummins of
Waldo.

I

COAL!

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S
COAL.

A

Monroe, Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Clements of this town.Although the
showers prevented part of the people from a
distance attending the dance at Comet Grange
hall July 1st, there was a good crowd and a
fine time.... Mrs. B. P. White served pumpkin
pie to her guests July 4th from a pumpkin
harvested last fall and that was as perfect as
though just from the vines-Four of Mrs.
Albert Moody’s brothers and sisters from Enfield are visiting her.Miss Ethelyn Moody
was at home the 4th....
Eugene Lamson and
wife of Jonesport visited his aunt, Mrs. Cum- m
mins, last week_David Wingate, wife and
son, and Mrs. Lydia Clements of Monroe were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White July 4th.
....Hon. A. E. Nickerson is seriously ill with
appoplexy. His friends wish him a speedy
recovery.... Foster Small has arrived to spend

Bartlett, Esq., of Waterville visited at his
home this week.Miss Mary Mason of Newton Center is at home for the summer_Miss
Miriam G. Bartlett and her nephews, Clift and
Bartlett Richards, arrived Wednesday to spend
the summer.

30th.

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Chalmers and E. D. CENTER LINCOLNVILLE.
The 4th passed quietly here_Vacationists
Smith and daughter of Pittsfield spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Tyler... I)r. and Mrs. and summer boarders are arriving daily....
j
G. A. Stevens and Miss May Donahue of Stock- j Mrs. Carrie Hall and daughter Georgia arrived
ton Springs were guests of the Dr.’s parents this week from Malden, Mass_Mrs. David
several days last week....Mrs. T. W. Hawes Ordway of Camden, who spent the past week
went to Gardiner Friday to attend the funeral at V. A. Woodbridge’s, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Stevens, superintendent of
of her aunt, Mrs. Wakefield. Mrs. Hawes returned Saturday evening, accompanied by Mr. “Guiding Light” Sunday school,entertained the
and Mrs. E. E. Bagley of Pittsfield.Mrs. 1 pupils of the school at her home at a picnic
Fred Hawes, who had spent some weeks here i July 5th.... Miss Sarah Ordway of Camden is
caring for her sister, Mrs. John Smith, return- I spending a few days with Miss Velma Wooded Monday to her home in Newtonville, Mass. ; hridtre_.Miss Maude McKinnev is visitincr
1
VT>-o
T
r,f
friends in Searsmont.... Miss Lena McKinney
has gone to Dark Harbor for a few weeks....
came
to
remain
a
while
and
Sunday
daughter,
care for her mother, who, we are rejoiced to ] Among the arrivals the past week were Mr. and
learn, seems gradually improving.A. C. j Mrs. Ernest Mahoney, and four children of
Myrickhas sold his farm, stojk, and everything Somerville, Mass., and Damon Mahoney of
except his household furnishings,to Juan Good- Boston, all guests of Mr. and Mrs. David Maale, who recently came from Montana. He honey_Master Horace Harmon of Boston
has already taken possession of the place. Mr. is spending his vacation at the Hall cottage.
and Mrs. Myrick will board for the present _The Lincolnville Band went to Eutopia
with his brother Edward. Mr. Goodale was a Park Sunday, July 4th.... Miss Ella Jeanette
Clinton boy and his wife a daughter of the late Dunton of Jamaica Plains, Mass., is spending a
j
few days at the Center, the guest of her brother,
William Hamilton of Unity... .Mrs. Emma
has
rented a part of her house to Mr. : Dr. Walter Dunton.... Mrs. Frank Fletcher and
Hersey
Sanborn and family of Jackson.... Misses Venie son Clifton of Boston are guests at J. Mathews,
and Azuba Myrick recently returned from Mas- j for a few weeks... ,Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grey
sachusetts where they have been teaching, and ! and two sons, Leslie and Frederick, left Tuesat present are in Pittsfield... .A little daugh- day for Spruce Head, where Mr. Grey has emMr. Urban Young of Boston, who
ter came to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Prentiss June ployment.
18th.... Sunday schools have been organized at has been at home on a short vacation, returned
Troy Corner and North Troy... .Mrs. Martha Monday-Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Dean and four
Roundy has returned home from Detroit, children of Boston are visiting at Mr. Hollis
where she spent several weeks....Miss Lora Dean’s....Miss Jordan, a teacher in Everett,
Harding has closed her school in Etna and is at Mass.,is spending her vacation at J. C. Miller’s.
home for the summer.... Mr. Smothers of DixMrs. Emma Dickey and son Ernest arrived
mont finished painting T. P. Tyler’s buildings Monday and will spend the summer with her
last week and is now painting J. L. Bagley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Cross... .John
buildings....The Ladies’ Aid meeting at Mrs. Dailey and wife of Camden spent Sunday at
Munroe’s was largely attended.
Another E. T. Churchill’s.
meeting was held last week with Mrs. J. C.
SWANV1LLE CENTER.
Lamb, and 35 took supper... .The sermons of
Mrs. Caroline Marr and Mrs. Hattie Rowe of
our new minister, Mr. Wall, are fine and much
Brooks are visiting relatives in Saco and GarStevens
of
N.
appreciated....Van
Syracuse,
Miss Nellie Marr has gone to Kennediner.
Y„ is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. V. B. Mitchell....Dr. and Mrs. Drake of bunk Beach for the season....Willis Briggs
Pittsfield were at T. W. Hawes, Sunday. They recently bought a fine little farm... .Twobluebirds have built a nest in Charles Marr’s mail
came in their auto.
box and the mother is now setting on the
CENTER ttONTTILLK.
eggs-Frank Wingate and bride visited his
The enterprise exhibited by Mr. Fred Allen brother, David Wingate,
recently;....Mrs.
r.n

white, large

strains

Miss Grace Lockhart

and the groom

fJ'dCe

nas

....

Eliza-

Festoons of white birch were
the chandelier to each window,

,r

Downs has had her barn new silled, etc_
Watson Robertson recently sold 2,400 cabbage
plants.Comet Grange is to take a rest
through July....Keyes' orchestra of Belfast
plays for a ball at Comet Grange hall July 15th.
....Chief of police John Bowen and wife and
sister and wife’s mother of Bangor have been

fast. This is one of the best dance halls in
the county. It is spacious and airy, finished
up to the roof, and has a hard-wood floor which
received many compliments from the dancers.
Mr. Thorndike of Searsmont was floor director
and everything was conducted in a very orderly manner. The program for the morning was
a street parade and an oration by E. F. Hanson of Belfast.
Two games of base ball were
played. The morning game was between
South Montville and Burketville and the after-,
noon game between South Montville and Morrill. Both games were won by South Montville. A more courteous, better behaved
crowd at a Fourth of July celebration could
not be found anywhere-Mr. Harrison Terry
dedicated his new barn by a family party July
4th. The interior of the barn was festooned
with Japanese lanterns and flags. A table was
set for twenty-one, and the place cards were
flags, with a round red apple for a pedestal.
Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. Prescott
Shibles, Mr. and Mrs. Anson Shibles and children of Knox, Mr. Fred Mason, Mr. and Mrs.
R. O. Mason, Miss Mary Mason and Oscar
Mason-Mrs. Walter Bean has returned from
Rhode Island, where she was called by the
serious illness of her sister, Mrs. William
Thompson.Mrs. Leslie Sylvester and children of Jefferson are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Addison Sprowl_Mrs. Ralph Carter

TROY.

art, to Dr. Frank Wells Sproul of

■

arranging a celebration July 5th at his
spacious new hall, was well rewarded by the
large crowd and a most enjoyable occasion.
This hall is 100 by 50 feet. The lower floor
was used for a dining hall, where dinner was
served by Mrs. Mahuren and Mrs. Cooper. The
upper floor, used for dancing, accommodated
two hundred couples both afternoon and evening, with music by Keyes’ orchestra of Bel-
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and Chestnut $7.25 per ton

Coal taken at the building 50 cents
per ton less than above prices.
Lpstairs 50 cents per ton.
*** t<>n diSC0Unt from the above prices for bi,ls
paid in 30

__:_.

of

WE WANT THE JOB

repairing

your

MAINE

WATCHES. CLOCKS, JEWELRY, Etc

We carry

a

complete stock.

H. J. LOCKE & SON, JEWELERS and OPTICIANS.

Open for Season of 1909

NATIONAL

BANK

Transients and Traveling Men
served on American plan from

BUILDING, BELFAST.

carefully prepared menu.
Special service at short notice
to
Family Dinner Parties,
a

HAVE

Clubs and Societies.

YOU
TRIED

A few hours notice insures
careful attention to every little
detail of comfort and satisfaction.
Telephone 4-12.
_

-J

zmis

Maine Central R. R.
and after June 21, 1909, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
On

ing

at

FROM

BELFAST.
A.M.

1

engaged in teaching languages
York, is spending her vacation
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Hardy....
ne Rowe of
Hartford, Conn., is
grandmother, Mrs. M. A. Haley,
■iarion McNulty is at home from
ng her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
.Miss Hannah Cole of Hamp^uest of Mrs. Grant over Sunday,
harles Nason met with a serious
week. She slipped and fell, starther ribs. She is doing as well as
retted... .One of the prettiest wedseason occurred at the Methodist
r.esday evening, June 30th. The

:

in

j

w

.^1

guards the system against the ailments most common
to men, women and
children. For nearly sixty
j ears they have stood for health and happiness
in thousands of
homes, jj cents a bottle.

1

Rowe

'•veil.

by always keeping
Atwood s Bitters. An occasional dose safe-

|

held at

e
Sunday afternoon, Rev. A. J.
iuting. The house was filled with
sympathizing friends, and the

I

*•

j

was

f.olu

e

Mrs. M. M. Small and little daughter Feme
cry in good earnest. Long will Friday. July 2nd,
from Weeks Mills and Mrs. Jennie R. Webb
be remembered, especially by the children_
from Swanville visited their mother, Mrs. S. J.
Miss Sadie Cummings, teacher of the Whitcomb
Flye, the past week_Mr. W. A. Sparrow has school,
presented the following programme:
bought a piece of land off what is called the address of welcome. Inez Cross;
song, “Gaining j
Dr. Billings lot to enlarge his house lot_Mr.
in Knowledge,” by school; tableau, Held by a
j
Chester Bessey has moved his family into D.
Thread,” Arlene and Myrl Smith; “Do your LIBERTY.
W. Dodge's rent in the village... Miss Gracie j
Best,” Hugh Wentworth, Grace Darling, Dora
The lawn party last Thursday took place in
Nickless, one of Freedom’s smart young ladies, Jackson;
“Sunflowers,” Francis Wentworth; tab- the church and vestry,owing to the wind storm
was united in marriage June 25th to Mr. Henry
leau, “Young Man’s Slave.” Moses Poland and that destroyed the lanterns and decorations. A
(’lark. Mr. Clark is a smart, industrious young
Mildred Smith: “It takes a Man to be Brave,” j large crowd was present and the Eureka Corman.
They have the best wishes of all their Willie Cross; dialogue, “The Way He Managed,” !
net Band rendered a fine concert_Mrs. Walfriends. Mr. II. H. Lamson officiated and proCarroll Wentworth, and Moses Poland, Mildred ter N. Cargill and son Neale are at G. H. Carnounced them man and wife_Miss Chandler
1
Smith and Bertha Jackson; “The Reasonable
gill’s for a few weeks....Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
was the guest of her friend Mrs. A. E. Linscott
Way,” Russell Jackson; “A Wise and Jolly old : Pulcifer and two children of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the past week....Mrs. Effie Flye ha3 gone to
Crow,” Myrtle Gurney; tableau, “Eclipse of the | arrived last Thursday to spend the summer at
Ocean Park to spend the summer_Miss
Sun,” Little Chester Poland; song,“Pjeter Piper,” j their cottage on Lake street... .Roscoe
Berry
Bertha Bryant is at home on her vacation_
Lillian Braddock; “Maud and Her Garden,” Per- has gone to Castine, where he will be
employed
Mr. J. W. Plummer is on the sick list. Dr.
ley Dutton; “The Modern Youth,” Bertha Jack- at the Acadian Hotel_A. F. Sanborn has
Hurd attends him.
.Mr. Seth Ranlon iammed
buu.
iiicciuiit; udsaci,
n eiiiwuf ur,
n
gone to Knox for a few weeks visit_Olive
his hand quite badly in his mill July 2nd. Dr.
Bunch of Fowers,” Mildred Smith; “The Rob- ; Warden of
Brockton, Mass., is at home for his
Hurd dressed the wound-Mr. Daniel Hustus
in," song, five small girls; “Never Trouble vacation. ..Mrs. Cox, the mother of Geo.
Henry
was in Belfast on business the past week_
Trouble," Arline Smith; “Why Betty Didn’t Cox of this place, one of the town’s oldest peoThe Judies’ Circle met with Mrs. Susan J. Flye
“Sleeves
to
the
Marguerite
Laugh,"
Gurney;
ple, died suddenly of heart disease last Sunday
Thursday afternoon, July 1st. Seventeen were
Dimpled Elbow,” Lillian Braddock; tableau, “A afternoon. She was 90 years old_The celepresent... Mrs. D. W. Dodge and daughter Hard Shave,” Carroll Wentworth; “Once on a
bration of Independence day in this village was
Winnifred were in China the past week....
Time.” Myrl Smith; “Under the Curfew Bell," j the
quietest for several years. The flags were
The church in the village will be closed while
Eva Wentworth; flag march, six little girls; I
displayed and the church bells were rung. As
the pastor, Rev. J. Burford Parry, is away on
“Lost,” Loyd Smith; “Baby’s Logic," Vivian no fireworks were on sale we
got rid of the
his vacation... Dr. A. M. Small and his family
Wentworth; song, “Won’t You Come Over to usual
racket-July 4th four deputy sheriffs
are visiting Dr. Small’s parents on Doer Isle.
My House," Arline and Mildred Smith; reading came into town and visited the house of
-Mr. Frank Johnson, an aged citizen of
in concert, “The Day is Done," fifth class, Charles Warden and
seized a barrel containthis town, had his first auto ride June 25th_
Good by, Rena Dutton. Those not absent or
ing whiskey in pint bottles, and a barrel of
Mrs. Fred Farwell is visiting her sister, Mrs.
tardy for the term were Nellie Cross, Louise cider. Later they visited W.J. Knowlton’s on
Lena Hall, ir. Massachusetts and when she reCross, Moses Poland, Loyd Smith, Ray Poland. ! the hill and carried
turns she will bring her daughter Willena
away several barrels of cidThe teacher found her pupils as ready to do
er.
The seizure created quite a bit of excitewith her.
Willena will spend her vacation
1
their work through the term as when called ment in
the village....About all the dancing
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus
upon during the program and wishes to ex- !
public of this place attended the opening of
Whitney of Unity village_Mr. and Mrs.
tend thanks for the many kindnesses shown Allen’s
j
dancing hall in Montville on the afterJoseph Brown were in the village July 2nd.... her
by them.Flora Littlefield and Miss noon and evening of the 5th.
The Misses Pendleton anti Moore, writh their
Lowe spent Sunday with Miss Sadie Cum- j
friend Mr. Elmer Waining, were the guests of
mings-Pliny Hussey isathome from Bever- ! PROSPECT FERRY.
Mr. Fred Flye July 4th.
ly for a few days’ visit.
Mrs. Orrilla McMann had a slight shock June

•fiends of Mrs. * Lucy Philbrook
aliened to learn of her sudden
curred July 1st at Rockland.

•lueh

were

highly appreciated_Quite a goodly
of Masonic and Chapter members from

FREEDOM.

IMHtT.

\

who

here attended the services in Thorndike last
Sunday. The sermon was interesting and instructive.Visitors are arriving at Windermere daily in large numbers.
H. L. Rand from
Malden, Mass., arrived a few days ago at
Camp Winnecook with his usual number of
boys, twenty-one. A lady from Boston accompanied by a goodly number arrived last week
and pitched tents on Charlie Mitchell’s shore.
As this is*
lesirable location she has bought
the land and arrangements are being made to
build cottages later.

..

•.here

was one

ones,

peanuts and candy-Mrs. Hannon, widow
of the late J. Wesley Harmon of Old Town, has
bought the brick residence of J. O. Pillsbury,
which is located on the corner opposite the
church-It is reported that Thomas Cook has
bought the Tuttle farm located on the Waterville road-The Odd Fellows’ Field Day in
Waterville, July 1st, was attended by a large
delegation from this and adjoining towns. The
day was beautiful beyond compare and was
greatly enjoyed by all-Elder Wall, the new
pastor, who has occupied the pulpit here for
several Sundays, is an able and enthusiastic
speaker. The congregations are large and his

at dressmaking_.Mrs. tlizawho is confined to her bed. cele'lst birthday, July 4th. Friends
called and left fruit, flowers, etc.
Mrs. Walter Riley and daughter
are

little

of

.ng

•fid

of

great enjoyment to
entertained with
games and other amusements. Those present
were Mary Rollins, Mildred Berry, Margaret
Soule. Edith Norton, Dick Stevens, Sam Farwell and three Rand boys. When the hour of
the

.ting her sister, Mrs. Austin RickCarrie and Master Victor Durham
*.:ng at Charles Johnson’s in Bandays.Miss Mamie Mason was
er the 4th from Belfast, where

v

I

_

The many friends of Paul Ames, who moved
to Bowdoinham nearly a year ago, were
pleased to receive a brief visit from him recently.
.The minstrel show given in Majestic Hall
Tuesday evening, June 29th, under the direction of Walter Fred Jones, was largely attended and proved one of the most successful
entertainments of the kind ever given here.
Everybody’s expectations were fully realized
that evening, because they got a big crowd
and the performance was as good as had been
anticipated. The hall was filled to the doors
when the company opened with a crashing
overture which woke things up and made
everybody lively. Phil Bishop made one of the
hits of the evening with his character impersonation songs, and Walter Jones and others
kept things lively and interesting. The untiring efforts of the musical director, Mrs. Nina
Ross, added greatly to the success of the affair. The latest New York novelty, shadowgraphs, followed the performance, creating
considerable merriment. The net proceeds of
the evening were $66.00, which is for the benefit of the church-Ed. Hunt lost a valuable
colt recently. It was found dead in the pasture.
The cause is thought to be poison
thoughtlessly .left in the pasture by trappers.
-The Misses Sina and Edith Leavitt from
Waterviile, who have been spending a week in
North port, were guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. McCauslin last Saturday and
Sunday and returned home the following Monday-Miss Ruth Lothrop entertained a party
of little folks Thursday afternoon, July 1st, in
honor of her Tth birthday, at the summer home
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Libby, Jr., which is located in Windermere
Park. Ice cream and cake were served and
Miss Ruth received several pretty presents.

...

....

...

She is attended by Dr. J. A. Pierce of
Sandy point, and at this writing she is very
much improved-Mrs. George Gruby, nurse
and maid, and Mrs. Bessie Harvey of Boston,
; Mass., have arrived to spend the summer at
i Mrs. G’s summer home-George Gruby of
Boston, P. M. Ginn of Worcester, C. G. Curley
of West Newton, Mass., and Alvah Berry of
} Boston arrived July 3rd to spend the 4th with
their families here.... Harvard Harding of
Norwood, Mass., spent the 4th with his mother,
Mrs. W. C. Harding. He was accompanied
from Brewer by a lady friend, Miss Margaret
■
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Burnham, arrive. 8 10
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in town

relatives
Dark Harbor last week... The 4th
passed here very quietly. Several from this
place attended the dance at the K. of P. hall in
in

8 44
A.M.

Portland. 11 50
1 E- D.
340
Boston, w D. 3 25
TO

CLINTON.

The Fourth of July celebration held at Clinton Monday under the management of the
Clinton Cornet Band was a grand success and
was attended by one of the largest crowds that
was ever in town.
The parade of fancy teams
and horribles was the best ever held in Clinton. The first prize for the best fancy team
was won by Mrs. Nina Loder.
She drove a
pair of black horses with white harnesses and
pink and white trimmings. The first prize for
horribles was won by Melvin Willey’s team.
After the parade there were sports of all
kinds, which were interesting, as a large number entered in each. In the afternoon there
were ball games and dancing.
At 7 o’clock the
band gave a concert, after which there was an
excellent display of fireworks and a grand ball.
Clinton Cornet Band furnished music throughout the day.
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to Boston, $5.00.
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President and General Manager,
Portland Maine.

Eastern Steamship Co.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.

NEW

Swan &

A.M.
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Portland. 10 35
Waterville.

good lot of Baby Carriages
supply you with anything
in the market at the lowest possible

and

-j

BELFAST

Citypoint.
Prospect and all pronounced it a good time_ Belfast, arrive.
Master Evander Harriman is visiting his sisters,
tFlag station.
Limited tickets, Belfast
Mrs. M. B. Grant and Mrs. J. A. Pierce of
Frank
Bowdoin
and
Sandypoint-Mrs.
daughter Katie were in Pulpit Harbor last
week to attend the wedding of their son and
brother, Isaiah Bowdoin, to Miss Orrie Beverage of Pulpit Harbor.... Mrs. Mildred Grindle
Harding and sister. Miss Miriam Grindle, arrived last week from Worcester, Mass., and
will spend the summer with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Grindle.

05
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Waterville.

July 5th ...Harry Berry spent
several days in Bangor last week on business.
Unity.
....Mrs. A. F. Quimby and son Fred visited Thorndike.
was

P. M.
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tl2
12
+12
12
12
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STEEL STEAMERS
BELFAST AND CAMDEN.
TURBINE

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

-and-

McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect tit. simplicity and
reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly
every city and town in tlu* United States and
than
Canada, or by mail direct. More >
Send for free catalogue.
any other make.
McCALL’S MAGAZINE
■

More subscribers

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday ruorniug and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
I solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt aud satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address 1 sell your stock to. Write for shipping
directions and my weekly market letter, free.

REMEMBER THE

Belfast Fair
September 7,8

and 9

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Secretary.
21 tf

Leave Belfast about 5 p. m. week days for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Sears port, Buclcsport, Winterport and
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston, daily except Monday.

than

other

nnv

fashion

Invaluable. Latmagazine—million a m
styles, patterns, rire.->making. ru.linerv,
plain sewing, fancy neei.b work, ha.?cssing,
etiquette, good storio, t-V. On y f.o cent> a
year (worth double), iachiding a tri e pattern.
Subscribe today, or .thI tor sang .e copy.
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
est

to Agents.
Postal brings p
and new cash pri/eotle s.

THE McCAFl CO.. 238 It 248

V

••

Eoi

urn

catalogue

mcs>

S!.. NEW \03K

The Journal and McCalls's Magazine one
year for $2.10 in advance.

CAMDEN
WOOLENS.
Ladies' and Gents' Suitings
sold direct from the mills' output. All retailers profits saved.
Write for samples.

Agents wanted in every town to sell these
F. A. PACKARD.
goods.
Manager Retail Dept. Box B, Camden, Me,
21

3m

RETURNING

Steamers leave Boston week days at 5.00 p.m.
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at about
5.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

RmSKIWEYCUKE
Mm* Kktom aad BIwMar BI|M

FOR SALE
T. S.

THOMPSON,

BELFAST,
Telephone 189

MAINE.

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon*
taining about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
ood house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large bam. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tool*.
Located 1} miles from postofflce. Inquire of

Sasture,
36tf

THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.

increase the yield of certain crops and
Letter.
would do so with others, the increase enWashington, D. C., July 12th.. Moat
suring a handsome profit. We hear of
one Waldo county man who has a large of the State delegations in Senate and
acreage in potatoes this season, who said House are hanging earnestly over the
that when he speculated he always lost work of the tariff conferees this week.
money and had to return to farming to That is because most of the States have
make up his losses. The increased profits favorite items on the bill which the Senin farming are due to the advanced meth- ate enacted a few days ago, and these
ods taught in the agricultural colleges, favorite items are hanging between the
advocated in the farm journals and dis- contentions of five Senate Republicans
and six House Republicans. Maine, howcussed in the Grange.
ever, is in pretty good shape in that reThe Rumford Falls Times has raised gard.
The paper mills and the cotton mills up
an interesting question in
newspaper
ethics. The Times recently published a in Maine are very much concerned about
communication on the Maine Central the duty on bleaching powder and want
running Sunday excursions, and in com- it kept at one fifth of a cent a pound, as
menting on the article the Times said the House voted, rather than at one half
that it was just as unlawful for a rail- a cent a pound as the Senate voted at
road to run Sunday excursions as for the the instance of Senator Burrows of
store proprietors to keep their stores Michigan, in which State considerable
open on the Sabbath. A local railroad bleaching powder is made. The lime
official then confronted the editor of the burners down Rockland way would like
Times with a letter sent from the Times to have the duty on their product kept at
office to Col. Boothby, general ticket and 10 cents a hundred pounds, as the Senate
passenger agent of the Maine Central, voted, instead of 5 cents a hundred, as
Those who have
soliciting an advertisement for the Sun- the House voted.
day excursions. The Times replies that something to do in one way or another in
its editorial columns are not governed by the making of
potato starch in Maine,
its advertising columns, nor vice versa, would like tapioca and
sago flour assesand that it knows of no reputable news- sed with a duty when those articles are
;

Washington

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
BELFAST, THURSDAY. JULY

15.1909_

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

BY

Republican Journal Publishing

Go.

Editor ana
.A,
CHARLES A. PILSbuil*, f gusiness Manager
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
three
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
months.
one
Advertisin'; Terms. For one square,
one week
inch length in column, 50 cents for
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

year;

_

With the

__

appointment of permanent

receivers the Waterville Trust company
and it is reported
goes into liquidation,
that some of the stockholders are pre-

paring

go into voluntary

to

bankruptcy.

John D. Rockefeller has given another
$10,000,000 to the General Education
board, making his donations to date $52,000,000. He has also released the board
from the obligation to hold in perpetuity
the funds contributed by him.
in
The National Education Association

session at Denver, Col., July 8th adoptof
ed a resolution against the existence
fraternities in High schools, declaring
such

to the spirit
It was also decided to

organizations opposed

of Democracy.

“investigate" the feasibility of simplififor or
ed spelling, but no stand either
taken.
was
against it
The Paris Temps
of
Michel, who declared in the chamber
on the naval
deputies during the debate
that Gerinquiry commission’s report
naval
the
second
among
stood
many

out that
powers. The Temps points
the
United
States,
held
is
by
second place
“acwhich with a fleet of 16 battleships
eiian admirable leat in the
compiished
the
Germany
of
globe.
cumnavigation
ranks third and France fourth.

“Enforcing the law proves costly,”
the amount
an exchange in reporting
has cost the
commission
Sturgis
State. Of course. But why not reckon
and maintaining
up the cost of building
■courthouses and jails, the salaries paid
and other court officials, to
to
says
the

This

j
sheriffs, deputies and policemen.
to enforcing
expense Is all chargeable
1 an we well dispense with this
the lav.
enclass of officials? Would the laws
|
force

themselves?

|

visitor at Swanville,
“The farm- \
a typical rural Maine town:
F. D., the 1
an R.
have
ers'in the Center
M & B. telephone, a grocer, a baker, a
fish team, a beef cart, a fruit team, a
tea cart, and a dry goods team to call at
Writes

a

summer

1

their doors. It is not much like living in
the country, except the beautiful fresh
air.
This item, which has appeared in the
Boston Globe and is going the rounds of
our Maine exchanges, was not written by
but came from the
a summer visitor,

place

our

local banks attests the

prosperity

late in June to take a little rest

trip to
days ago

of

regular Swanville Center correspondent Waldo
county people it should be stated Maine. He returned here a few
that the banking facilities offered here much refreshed. His throat trouble had
The government crop report indicates have attracted many depositors from out- practically disappeared and the Senator
was in good shape for the ordeal of the
side the county.
u record yield of corn and a wheat and
conference. These conferences

oats harvest well above the average, all
of which, at prospective prices, will give

For the fifth time Samuel D.

Haynes,
who is serving a life sentence in the
| State
prison for murder, has been refused a pardon, the Governor and council
at their session last Saturday giving the
that a corn crop of 3,161,174,000 bushels
petitioners leave to withdraw. No other
amount
is
If
this
in
harvested,
is
sight.
decision could have been expected. The
this year will mark the first occasion in
only surprising feature of the case is that
the country’s history when a corn crop
so many men of standing and influence
The
bushels.
1
has exceeded 3,000,000,000
the petitions for a pardon. They
signed
nearest approach to that figure was in
must have done so without informing
1906, when 2,927,000,000 bushels were themselves as to the record of
the prisharvested.
oner and the nature of his crime, which

bills

j;iaw

iu

t-iitr

jjinn

iiuo

iuiovij

uo

tation of the slanders upon that worthy
Our object in
and enterprising town.

Perhaps
aroused

the

paragraph from the report
yearly meeting in Portland was to bring it to the attention of
the good people of Brooks that they
might take such action as they deemed
best. We might from personal knowledge of the place and people have exposed the absurdity and falsity of the
statements made; but preferred that the
people should speak for themselves, as
they have done through one of their

gerous criminal at large.
convicted of one murder, is

pected of another,

Haynes
strongly

was

sus-

and has threatened to

kill those concerned in his arrest and
prosecution if released. This accomplished there would be no additional penalty.
It is to be

expected

that

men

who have

been violators of law and incurred its

penalties, or successfully evaded them,
would sympathize with a brother crimiThe fair of the Waldo County Agrinal; and that has been the case in this
cultural society, to be held at the trotting ; matter as in others of less
magnitude.
park in this city September 7th, 8th, and
SWANVILLE.
9th, is less than two months away, but
Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson is gaining... A. Euthe managers are actively at work and
Nickerson, who was called here
the
oromment citizens.

to

make this fair a record-breaker

Plan
raisers throughout the county.
now for your exhibits, to show the advancement Waldo county is making in

agricultural and industrial lines, and
thus aid in promoting a further advancement and greater prosperity for all.
It is

a common

for failing

thing
keep

to criticise farm-

detailed system
of debt and credit with the numerous
branches of farm operations carried on
•crs

in

the

to

common

a

mixed

farming,

theoretically this appears te be the

thing. How it would work
practice is thus described by Mr.
the agricultural editor of the

rect

and
cor-

out in
Gilbert
Maine

Farmer:

illness of his father, Hon. A. E. Nickerson, has
returned to Portland-Mr. and Mrs. George

day
front, who
comes from the adjoining county and had
been visiting relatives in this city, he remarked that farming was the most
profitable business that could be engaged
in today. One man of his acquaintance
raised last season 10,000 bushels of potatoes, which he sold at 70 cents per bushel,
and that cost to raise $2,500. He said
gentleman

with

Dudley

of Waltham have returned home....
Mrs. Fields of Belfast is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Herbert York-Mr. Foster C. Small,who
has been attending Medical School, the University of Vermont, is spending his vacation at his
father's, Mr. Charles Small’s. Mr. Small took
a trip down Lake Champlain and Lake George
to Saratoga.where he was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Graton, returning home by way of Albany,
N. Y., and Worcester-Miss Edith Strout of
B elfast is at Hon. A. E. Nickerson’s.... A few
; of the farmers commenced
haying last week,
j _Mr. W. N. Briggs has bought
Albert Gold: smith’s farm_Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham spent Sunday in Brooks_Mr. Herbert
York died at Augusta July 10-Miss Cecil
Patterson of Massachusetts is the truest of her
James U. Patterson.... Prof. Fred Park
j uncle,
and wife of Massachusetts are guests of MrFrank Stevens... .Rev. A. A. Smith will preach
at the Union church next Sunday at 3 o’clock.
Sunday School at 2.... Misses Carrie and Flora
Seeley and Mr. Alfred Maddocks visited Morning Light Grange last Saturday.

There is a deal of the work about the
home and the farm that cannot be accurately measured and set down in dollars and cents. Tell me, you wise ones
who criticise us, how much it costs to
milk a cow, scald the milk pails, ice the
refrigerator or feed the pigs, or what
part of the contribution to the minister’s
salary, or dues to the grange, should be
charged up against the cow. Yet these
and many more are all a part of the running expenses of raising the hay, com
and potatoes and carrying on the farm.
The fact is, it is not practicable to keep
detailed accounts with each of the sever-,
al departments of the farm..
In conversation the other

by

gene

!

In this they
in point of attractions.
should have the earnest cooperation of
our citizens and of farmers and stock-

a

met on the water

that the scientists had discovered how to

tariff

They involve conprinciple the Senthe items that the

the tariff bill and get home, but at the
same time the work must be
performed

satisfactorily in
might be danger

conference
of the

or

there

rejection

of the

conference agreement in
tViP

ntVipr

wViinVt

wrmlrl

one

Senator Hale is
ences.

Almost

an

ever

house

monn

tangle, party demoralization,
sistent delay.

sympathies may have been |
without their giving a second |
the consequences of thus nullaws and the setting of a dan-

fight for

over

House passed. The conferees are naturally put under something of a strain.
They are well aware that almost 500
legislators are restless, anxious to pass

man-

their

thought to
lifying the

of the Friends

intend

ate conferees

slaughter, while the evidence shows it ;
to have been a premeditated murder.

tion from “A Citizen of Brooks” in refu-

printing

uvtn

very tedious.
As a matter of

are

tests.

the growers the largest amount of money
From
ever received in
any one year.
the government’s figures it is figured

ai c
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A

DAY IN

CASTINE.

FARMING SUCCESS PRESSAGES BUSINESS SUCCESS

The second annual 4th of July excursion t<
Castine of four Belfast people took place Mon
day, July 5th, and was so successful that it ii
proposed to make it an annual event. Thei
embarked at 8.30 a. m. on the trim little steam
er Golden Hod.
The weather was made U
order. A fresh northwest wind was blowing
the air was filled with glorious sunshine am
all nature had been refreshed by the showers
of the night before. After making the regu'
lar landing at the Lime Kiln, Capt. Smallidge
in response to a suggestion from his passengers
deviated from his regular course and wen
down to the wrecked schooner Alice E. Clark
passing inshore and around her stern. It wa:
a sad sight to see this noble vessel in such
paper whose policy is not the same. j used as starch and not as a food product. plight. Two small boats were alongside, bu
There must be exceptions, of course. The I The matting mills, at Sanford, want there were no signs of life aboard, and onlj
j the topgallant-forecastle and the main deck t<
Journal claims to be a reputable news- high
specific duties retained on certain a little
aft of the foremost was out of water.
to
its
adverand
admit
it
does
not
paper
grades of matting to keep out Japanese
As we passed up Castine harbor it was notec
tising columns what is disproved of edi- competition. The Senate voted the high- that the Bolan
cottage was elaborately deco
I
torially. Long before there was a State er rates on these grades.
ated and flags were flying everywhere. Las
law imposing a penalty for the publicaThe old fight over the duty on year a launch trip up the Bagaduce occupiec
tion of liquor and lottery advertisements paper, in which the paper mills of the time until the dinner hour, butthis year
all such advertisements were rigidly ex- Maine are tremendously interest- drive was decided upon and the party were for
cluded from its columns, and a like policy ed, is raging in conference, where it is tunate in securing the services of Mr. Edwarc
has been pursued with regard to the to be determined whether paper shall Hale, with a nice pair of horses and an easj
riding two-seated hue.kboard.
The route waf
many fake schemes for defrauding the pay a duty of $2 a ton, which the House
left to the driver, and on leaving the wharf h«
public.
tavors.or $4 a ton, which the Senate fav- turned to the
right and we went up the harbor
or a duty at some intermediate figwhere sail and motor boats lay at their moorA man from Michigan who was in Bel- ors,
ure.
Some of the big metropolitan pap- ings; then,?turning to the left, reached highei
fast recently was boasting of the prosers want the lower duty and are bringground, passing everywhere attractive homes
perity of his home place. He said that
all the influence at their command to and obtaining charming views of the harboi
with a population of 7,000 it. had three ing
obtain it. Then there are several shoe with its islands and the Brooksville hills oppobanks with aggregate deposits of $350,factories in the Pine Tree State with an site. The Eastern State Normal School build000. He was somewhat surprised when
interest in the rates finally fixed on boots ing was hardly recognizable with the improvethe local business man to whom he made
ments it has undergone, and the brick dormiand shoes and sole leather and hides. The
this statement remarked that Belfast
tory was a new feature. Driving into the old
of
saw
mills
and
the
logging fort the party mounted the ramparts at the
with a population of about 6,000 has three proprietors
banks with aggregate deposits exceeding companies and their employes will be northwestern angle just as two golfers were
three million dollars. Yet it is not so glad to know what the conference de- beginning practice. They swung their clubs in
cides about duties on rough and dressed turn and the little white balls flew through the
very many years ago when Belfast had
air an almost incredible distance, considering
bank
with
of
one
$150,000 lumber.
only
deposits
The only real working man just at the strong breeze blowing, and passed over
to $200,000. This great increase is due
two fences before landing in a field, where the
to advanced methods in banking, the j present among the Pine Tree Staters in
is Senator Hale of Ellsworth. golfers followed them.
Congress
inducements
offered
to
greater
deposi- ;
It would be impossible to follow the course
The conference on the tariff is progrestors, and to judicious advertising. Some
of the drive in detail, but after a time we were
months ago The Journal published in the sing forenoon, afternoon and evening, on a
private road that led through the Witherle
local columns an item concerning the and as one of the five Republican con- woods, where overhead and on each side the way
who
has
local
interests
important
banks in a city in the State of Washing- j ferees,
was enclosed by a dense growth of spruce and
ton. Their deposits only aggregated a to look after for his constituents, not to fir trees, whose balsamic odors and cooling
few hundred thousand dollars when they : mention the general interests, political shade were very grateful. A large clearing
was passed, the scene of a fire, and it is very
began a systematic advertising campaign and national, entrusted to him in part,
fortunate that it extended no farther. We
and the result was an increase in de- he has his hands full.
were now on Dice’s Head, with the eastern bay
of
Because
trouble
with
his
the
throat,
posits similar to that which has taken
in view, and crossing the outer end of the
in Belfast. While the money in Senator was directed by his physician

of The Journal.

vv c

HOW|

YOU ONLY KNEW

The July crop report was the best ever made, indicating net returns to the farmers from
the three cereals—wheat, corn, and oats, of between $8,000,000,000 and $9,000,000,000
(possibly the latter) against $7,750,000 last year.

Promised Yield for 1909 in Bushels and Prices of
WHEAT
703,959,000

a

or

liar)

and per-

of

entered

barely perceptable

track

were

together that only
in foilage.
Emerging from
so

close

since he has

Congress he has been a member of
appropriation committees and those committees handle the largest conference
reports. During the last ten or fifteen

of

The past week a thrifty [farmer deposited in this bank nearly $1,000 at one
slap a.
salted it away at interest, presumably the net returns from his last year's
potato campaign
And like nearly all others, he showed the same good judgment in
^electing his bank that
he did in saving his money.

i
j

SKAHSMOKT.

Palmer, who passed the
her sister, Mrs. Nora Wight, in
Colorado, returned to Portland some weeks
ago and is now the guest of her father, M. P.
Palmer.Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stevens, Mr.
and Mrs. V. N. Higgins and Mrs. S. F. Files of
Dana B. Carter Post and Circle, G. A. R., were

Mrs. Abby Toothaker of Belfast returned
Monday after visiting friends in town
last week.... J. E. McFarland was in
Rockport
July 7th....John L. Bradford of ITnion was
the guest of Mrs. Emma Taylor ,ast week
Mrs. Barlow returned with him for a brief
visit-Joseph H. Hall of Natick, Mass., is
visiting his sister. Mrs. M. O. Wilson_Miss
Edith Wilson is at home for the summer, and
Miss Amy for one week... Charles
Ripley of
Boston is at home for a week, after which he
will go to Mouse Island, to return here later in
the season
.Oscar B. Wilkins, who has been
employed by Miller & Hills as clerk, has resigned and G. C. Rolerson takes his place. Mr.
and Mrs. Wilkins will spend two months at
Northport Campground before taking their
trip West.. The friends of Robert S. Davis,
the veteran bridge builder of Camden, were
pleased to receive a call from him recently....
The farmers in town report a sho rt hay
crop.
-Mrs. Mary Bean has returned from Portland.

Florence

among the guests* entertained by the Thomas
H. Marshall Post and Circle in Belfast last

Tuesday. They speak in the highest terms of
the hospitality and kindness shown them by
the members of the Belfast Post and Circle.
_Mrs. James Clements and daughter Sybil
returned from a visit with relatives In Lynn,
Mass., last Saturday night.Miss Evelyn C.
Higgins came from Waterville July 7th for a
short visit with her aunt, Mrs. F. L. Philbrick.
Robert Patterson and Mrs. Fred Patterson
and son Guy were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard C. Higgins
July 11th.Phineas
Shibles has sold his old home farm to a Mr.
Dickey.Mrs. K. J. Knowlton of Waterville
passed last Wednesday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Stevens.Charles Hogan is at
his home farm during the haying season. His
granddaughter, Miss Gertrude, is housekeeper
for him.Strawberries are very plentiful.
Grasshoppers are thicker than mud and bid
fair to ruin the grain before it matures.

we

the
this

....
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uic

which

welt

gratification of her friends, j said in an undertone when the subtractions
Burleigh is keeping up with a1 from June, 1909, were made; but only through
considerable quota of daily mail and also, fear that others present would doubt the verthrough the various newspapers publish- acity, particularly of the M. D.’s. The
ed throughout his district, keeping in- younger fellows made a later and' longer call,

much to the

Gov.

The flora at Pitcher’s is more attractive and
varied than that of other lake regions we have
been privileged to explore.
The July families
were well represented and our herbarium has
treasured specimens, from late April to autumn
frosts, gathered by one who knew every spo1
here and whose presence removed is often
vividly recalled by flowers he loved so well,
Early evening came unawares, and with earnest expressions of thanks for a delightful and
restful day the guests started on the ride
home, varied by spur drives over roads where
nature instead of the road machine had lefl
Soon good
grass and flowers on the surface.
nights were exchanged, and another day, bearing the pleasures of a week, was classified in
the ready reference list.
SOUTH MONTVILLE.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lewis of Campello, Mass.,
have been visiting his mother, Mrs. Nettie
Nash.Mrs. C. E. Gilman and son Harold oi
South Braintree, Mass., have returned tc
spend the summer on the home farm.A.
L. Pease has sold his place to Levi Curtis of
Lowell, Mass., who is moving there. Mr.
Pease is moving into the E. H. Brown house.

..

a

Party

very

interesting meeting July 7th. The Y’s are
having a literary and membership contest, with
Miss Hattie Stevens and Mr. Roy Roberts as
the captains. After the usual business of the
evening was over the captains presented the
following program: rec., Clara Jones; song,
Verne Chase; reading, Mildred Lang; song.
Pearl Chase; reading, Margie Edwards. Miss
Stevens presented one new member, Miss Ola
Webb. After a few remarks by Miss Webb
concerning the work of the Y., the meeting
closed with singing. The next meeting will be
held July 21st and all Y. members are urged to
come and bring new members,...Mrs. Susie
Brown is in Bangor attending her daughter,

Food and Fancy
Article Sale

Thursday, July 29th.
8
*
*
»
*
»

§
»
*
*
*

heavy
Thursday_Miss Pearl
Chase is on the sick list.... Many young people
of this town spent the “Fourth” at Windermere
Park, Unity... .The farmers are beginning to
cut their hay-Miss Lula Stiles and her
brother visited relatives in Belfast last week.
The Grange observed Children’s Night
July 3rd. Ice cream was served, after which
the children presented an interesting program.

»

*
»
»
»
»

;

and Mrs.

Holyoke, Mass., spent Thursday with
their brother, Mr. Volney Thompson_Miss
Georgie Pratt and Miss Geneva Varney are
spending a few weeks in Belfast_Mrs.
Sarah Thompson is visiting her son, Mr. Benton
Thompson... Mrs. Winfield Lunt and
daughter arrived Sunday from Boston to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson.
_Merrill Gordon bought the hay on the farm
formerly occupied by Mr. E. A. Sprowl_
James Clement is cutting Rev. T. R. Pentecost’s hay_Frank Cushman has bought the
hay on the Bennett farm of Freeman Johnson.
Harrison Terry has imported chickens
...

from Massachusetts-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Fowler and Mrs. Ephraim Thompson of Unity
Mrs. Thompson’s little
were in town Sunday.
daughter, who has been spending several
weeks with her grandmother, returned home
with her mother_Mr. William Nash’s youngest son, who

was

injured

at Windermere

July

5th, had sufficiently recovered to be brought
home Saturday... .Clifton Morse has taken J.
O. Bartlett’s hay to cut-Perley Berry is
cutting the hay on John Berry’s farm in Morrill..
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fowler and Mr.
and Mrs. E. H. Thompson of Unity and Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Jones were at S. K. Thompson's Sunday.Mrs. J. W. Nutter was at M.
E. Busher’s, in Freedom, Friday.Miss Lena
Dyer of Massachusetts is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen R. Dyer.Fred Stewart
recently bought a pair of young horses of a Mr.
Bean in Detroit.Mrs. Sumner Abbott of
Thorndike was the guest of Mrs. T. S. Erskine
a part of last week.Miss Gertie Watts of
Waterville is the guest of Benton F„ and Walter J. Thompson.Mrs. Helen Cushman’s
condition has changed for the worse within a
few days.Misses G. A. Varney and Georgia
Pratt went to Belfast
Friday. They have
rented rooms and will remain there for an indefinite time.G. L. Edmunds went to Pittsfield Wednesday morning and brought his
mother home. Considering her recent severe
illness she stood the auto ride well.
All are
glad of her recovery and return.
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MEDICINES.

Hmoe for Aged Women

hail storm last

Engle

Different Kinds

-KAT Thfc>

Mrs. Alfred Rand, who is in very poor health.
_Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chase spent July 4th
with relatives in Great Works-Miss Lula
Stiles is at home for a few weeks-Mrs. C. O.
Foss is confined to her bed by an ill turn....
The people of this vicinity were startled by a

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Benj. Gowen of Thorndike

Roses, Potatoes, Etc -25

Call and get

-and-

W. C. T. U. of Jackson held

For

*****

^BENEFIT^

Lawn

-m

BUG

home

JACKSON.

small

party
who thoroughly enjoyed a recent visit to
The morning dawned with
Pitcher Pond.
years Senator Hale has been a member
shadows, but threatening weather never defers
of half a dozen conferences annually on
the plans at Pine Lodge, the neat and commodbills.
He
has
had
more
big appropriation
ious cottage owned by Messrs. J. H. and R. H.
in
that line than any other Howes on the eastern shore of this most
experience
member of the Senate and, in some ways, charming lake, which is only seven miles
his services will be very valuable to Con- removed from Belfast, and that distance
shortened by the interesting road,
gress and to the party in the tariff con- apparently
ference now well under way. He is a particularly on the private way to the pond.
All care of the condition of the cottage is
past master in handling such large legiseliminated by placing the keys in trusty hands
lative undertakings methodically, in sugcapable of broiling the fish to a nicety and
gesting practical compromises and, with- serving at table or in launching the boat. The
is
a
hard
al,
fighter—all important quali- first pleasure to be enjoyed was a row around
fications for a Congressional conferee.
the pond, the propelling power furnished by
Many of the legislators have sent their one pair of arms, although smaller ones would
families home and are keeping bachelor’s have enjoyed substituting. A long string of
hall in Washington.
This does not hold beautiful pond lilies made us less mindful of
true of all the New England men, how- an unkept promise to row on the trip back to
the cottage. The mountains in the distance,
ever.
Governor Burleigh, who is now
the varied tones of the green slopes that surliving at The Raleigh, is accompanied by round the pond, the well-kept, comfortable
Mrs. Burleigh.
She always takes a livecottages in their most attractive locations, the
ly interest in her husband’s legislative miniature points and coves, combine to make
work, knows the old Third District al- Pitchers one of the most charming of our
most as well as he does, which is saying inland resting places.
With appetites sharpened by a delightful early ride and a more
a good deal, and prefers to stay with
j him in Washington in spite of the sum- interesting row we looked with anticipation of
assured realization on the well filled table,
1 mer climate which drives
many ladies of
! the Congressional circle to their homes graced by a beautiful centre-piece of lilies and
! nr fn fVia rnoc.rtc' in tlin mnnnfaine onrl of ferns. The motor boat from Alhambra
i
brought over first the big boys; two of whom
the seaside. She is now in better health,
iiumciaio ui

of Belfast

THORNDIKE.
Miss

and Mrs. J. H.
a

i

next year.

winter with

to

one

in line with the largest acreage of potatoes yet and GREATER results will be
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SCENIC PITCHER POND.
of Mr.

987,842,812

FARMERS

City National Bank

July.

was

39.9c.

!

The Y.

Through the kindness

1902

2,927,416,000

aceonv

are

plished

does not materialize until after the first

Howes the writer

43c.

1906
62.4c.

WALDO COUNTY

of the Dome of the Rock hotel, of which only
small log structure was left. A building has
been erected for a dining hall to accommodate
the hotel guests, now domiciled in cottages,
and it was occupied for the first time July 3rd.
Our return to the village was by the shore road
and included a detour to an old battery which
is just below the Morey cottage. The team
was now headed for the Castine House, and in
due time the party sat down to one of John
Vogell’s 4th of July dinners with appetites so
sharpened by the sea air and the drive that
John said he didn’t make a cent on us.
Judging from appearances Castine has not
received her usual quota of summer visitors.

come

PRICF

Taking into consideration the high prices prevailing, the outlook is for a season of great
prosperity in the agricultural sections which cannot but stimulate industry and increase ti
volume of trade throughout the entire countrv.

a

of

OATS

862,933,000

30.2c.
Wheat in fanners’ hands is about 15,000.000 bushels, being but one-half of the amount
last year and one-third of the amount two years ago; which fact with present
yield would
indicate a continuance of high prices to the consumer for at least another year. Corn am1
oats, however, should tend to weaken.

grove we came out into the open and among
the cottages. Our driver took us by the ruins

crowd

PRICE
56c.

3,204,776,000

1901

another dense growth of spruce, the

standing

trees

tops

over a

CORN

$1.07

748,460.218

old hand in confer-

formed about the interests and activities
Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County.
CSSof his constituents. Many Congressmen,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co., do- when the weather gets hot and work being business in the City of Toledo, County and comes unusually irksome, shirk their
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
newspaper mail during the summer
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured months. Gov.
Burleigh still finds the
the
of
Catarrh
use
Hall’s
Cure.
by
third district papers worth reading and
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my occupies quite a portion of every mornpresence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
ing going over the pile of these publicaA. W. GLEASON.
tions that the mail brings to his desk.
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
The smaller papers, including the
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials free.
weekly issues, at the county seats and in
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
other towns, carry a deal of information
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
4t27
which does not get into the dailies. Of
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
course a Congressman has many correHarris-Bowen. The marriage of Hobart
him
by letters they
M. Harris and Miss Ethel M. Bowen, a former spondents who tell
Belfast girl, took place in Detroit Wednesday, write on a variety of topics much that
he
wants
to
know
about
the things his
July 7th, at the home of the groom’s parents,
But a
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Harris. The officiating constituents are interested in.
clergyman was Rev. R. A. Famham, pastor of Congressional district comprises on the
the Congregationalist church in Vassal boro,
average about 200,000 people and the
where the young couple are to reside, Mr. Harwho keeps in touch with
ris having a position there with the M. C. R. R. Representative
a large body of his fellow citizens
Co. as telegraph operator. Mr. Harris was a such
former resident of Pittsfield, where he has must have many avenues of information.
many friends who will join in extending best The small newspapers are exceedingly
wishes for a prosperous future.
helpful in that direction..

State

clearing

PRICE

PREVIOUS LARGEST YIELDS AND PRICES

|

takes issue with M.

judges

| IF

j*
*

»

1
|
|
I
«

*

Shirts,
Underwear,

!
*

|
I

Gloves,

Ties, Etc.

*

*

NEW GOODS,

X

CORRECT STYLES,

*

|

—~

|

J*

»

P.

Prlces

Right

!i

PALJV\ER,|

Masonic

i

Goorabs,

In The Journal I
Church Street.
Home interests lie
sale.
A good busiiu:.

23tf

—3

§D.

Fernald

5 right party. Apply
*

*lamson& hubbard*

I HAT<2»
1

H. B. Cilia

Temple.

|

♦»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»3

STATE OF >1VI
Office of Board of St v r
Augusta
Notice is hereby given that
sors will be in session at tin
Belfast, on Tuesday, the 20th
o’clock a. m. A. D. 1909, in tin
do, to secure information to
make a just and equal assess
able property in the Severn
county, and to investigate
ment of property liable to a
quired by law.

'!
$

.|
1

GEORGE POTTI
W. J. THOMPSON
E. M. JOHNSTON
James Plummer, Clerk.

&
«
3||

^
>

j

1

j

Holiday Closing. kindling
Woo<|■

The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
stores have agreed upon the observance of
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
day Memorial Daj; on the 4th of July all day'
observing Monday when the National holiday
falls on Sunday; Labor Day, Thanksgiving and
Christmas will close all day.
20tf

\A£ A MTPn

™■

Journal office.

A girl to learn to set
type. Apply at The

FOR SALE

We have for sale the best km-s
offered to the citizens of 1-' ?
just the thing for summer ii
mill 15 cents per barrel, 2fi
and 75 cents for 6 barrels.
<

MATHEWS

,i^B
W|

,rra^B
^B
BB0THER5. B

<

•__
__

^ NEWS

ItM^HKKS' NOTICK.

Pi

Next week The Journal will tell the story ol
the quest of Castle Channing.

We have received a very full and interesting
report of the recent meeting of North Waldo
Ponoma Grange, which we are obliged to hold
over for our next issue.

OF BELFAST.

SAFETY

Miss Maude E. Barker has entertained the

following guests the past week: Miss Addic
Mrs. A. G. Roberts will entertain the young Cutter of Bangor and Mr. Fred L. Ward ol
office.
post
ladies of the Baptist Social Union at the cot- Springfield, Mass., who was en route to attend
^‘ Ah,
At the post office.
N springs.
At the store of I. H. W. tage on Allyn shore next Saturday afternoon. the American Institute at Castine.
.,-ort.
^Tl
There will be a clambake and picnic supper.
A postal card has been received at this office
V
Store of D. J. Dickens.
The Universalist Sunday school arid parish containing no message.
It is postmarked
and
M.
J.
Dow,
van, Searsport
authorized agents to receive sub- will hold their excursion at Windermere Park, Lowell, Mass., July 7th. Possibly this item
i:
i advertisements.
Unity, on Wednesday, July 21st. Round trip may be seen by the sender,who will know why
k'an Journal Publishing Co.
fares by M. C. R. R., adults, 50 cents; children no attention has been paid to the matter he or
copjes of The Journal

the columns at

sale at

on

are

for
•v installed Tuesday.
salist Social Aid will meet with
iith this, Thursday, afternoon.

-..grossing favorably

|

the

on

Event.

A Happy

According

to his

Colonel Conkling of New York, who is summering at Northport, gave the little ones at
the Girls’ Home a buckboard ride to Searsport

new

BELFAST, MAINE.
We

j

r>
\

I

j

J

|
!
!

is. Miss Annie A. Wheelock, Mrs.
Fulton Conley, C. S. Donham,

Perley

her,

is,) Frank

John

P.

Parsons, F. E. Pea-

L.

Life.”

His

The Journal has

matrimonial advertisement

a

ng
received the

following note from
date of Truckee, Calif.,

under

;.

under

•!

thousands

letters,
this up, and

papers are taking
brings more mail. Everybody
assisting in the search, and are
some one of their acquaintances
I can get the
untangled and checked up I will
Am having the time of my
ou.
half.

As

soon as

Very truly

yours,
John W.

Grant.

r

He

.ring.

was

accompanied by

gentlemen

his

L. Gilbreth, who returned from
Malden and vicinity.A. Perry
Lynn, Mass., called upon^Mr. and
C. Hatch Sunday.
He has just

Rico,

Forte

>i

where he had been

ng the past year_Charles Carroly have moved into Mrs. M. E.
aouse_Wallace Carter of EllsM last week and is at work for F.

officers of
Improvement Society that there
an ton destruction of some of the
wned by the society at the park.
M's are known and any further van;us sort will receive punishment to
f the law. The pavilion, furniture,
been entered to the

nas

■

eic.,

T]

■ise,

nave

ueen

free to the

right

piaceu

public,

2 p.

mere at

and the

so-

•;g hours.
■

Maternity
■

(1

recently completed

opportunity

an

nds who

m
■

ward

;

County General Hospital is very
‘irtished and has all modern conSeveral of the rooms are still un-

emorial

hereby

room

of-

desirous

The

rooms.

mana-

cordial invitation to any inter-

a

to visit the

hospital and inspect
Every available space is

ements.

^ent, and there is need of some usesuch as teaspoons and tablespoons,
of these would be greatly appre-

|
trated travel talk to

be given Au-

the benefit of the Improvement
Mr. E. R. Pierce is to be largely
ihe Grand Canyon of Arizona. John
the greatest traveller of modern
ed this canyon twelve years ago,
ribing it at one point he says of it:
e
itself seemed to have sydddenly
-under, leaving one trembling on the
ink of two discovered hemisphere.
or

v

:he bed of
1

a

vanished ocean,

deep

as

me

in the

sunlight like

■liinent, drowned by

an

iway.”

thrown

The

vl r. Pierce

pictures

will give

most remarkable
'NS.
-.e

a

ocean

The steamer Castine

subthat

on

people
place.
our

the

some

was un-

the excursion to

cause

of the

Stonington last
threatening weather.

shp took thf»

Daiio-htorc

from

Searsport, Belfast

and

ampground through Gilkey’s harund lslesboro, leaving Searsport at

fast at 1.30 and*Northport Camp2 p. m.. This is a beautiful sail,
round trip 50 cents. Sunday, July
istine will make one of the popular
to Crescent Beach, making
landings
at Temple Heights
and Camden.
at
9
a.
Searsport
m., Belfast, from
arf, 9.30.
Everyone who has made
and partaken of one of Landlord
ster dinners, is enthusiastic over it
o
go again. The fare for the round
f>0 cen* s.
1

ball event of the year is to take

asc

die

-hh.

w

y

Congress street grounds Saturday,
a picked nine of the doctors of
will play a team of members of the
hen

Both sides will include some
assy players and the contest will be
amusing. Hon. Wm. P. Thompr;/^g »ndwin
;,t|gor
umpire the game, which is
‘ier the auspices of the Women’s Hosa'
^ <i. Pull particulars will be given next
stormy, the game will be played the
l!,K Wednesday.. .There were two games
egress street grounds last Saturday.
T A. defeated the
Searsport Tigers, 18
tIk* Humming Birds downed theBald1
agles, 10 to 3. Next Saturday the Y.
ill play the Eastern’s of South Brewer
•' 'J
nome grounds, and July 24th the two
w,li meet in South Brewer.
Joseph Rob0,
:1 ,s now pitching for the Eastern’s. RichPitch for the Y. M. A., and it
be the game of the season. There
li 1
an excursion from Brewer
and a large
d lp
expected.
<

I

■

jJJ1"1

ssion.

member

rough

stones

some

are

of the word.

$3.50 shoes in

But this store is

the unusual.

It

was a case

And

re-

49c.

yd.
yd.
yd.

39c.

89c.

■

$1.00 Corsets,

5

Great values in Ladies’ Cotton and
Lisle Hose at
10c., 12 l-2c., 15c.

always doing

39c.
19c,

1

i
1

and white,
49c. and 89c.
Values in Mexican WorkHandkerchiefs and Fine Leather Goods

Splendid

Royal Society Embroidery
Packages at cost and less.

11c.
92c.

$10.00 Dress Skirts.

$5.98

8.50
7.00 and 7.50 Dress Skirts,
5.00 Dress Skirts,

4.98
3.98

<

2.98

i

Bargains in Muslin Underwear

Raincoats.

j

I

25 c. Lisle Gloves,
19c.
50c. Silk and Lisle Gloves,
39c.
Long Silk Gloves in black, brown

Splendid Bargains in

of too generous

buying
part. The usual way would be
to sell what we could at the regular
price

50c. Silk Muslins,

and Broadcloth marked
down to close out.]

8c.
One lot Children’s Heavy Weight
Hose, 25c. quality, to close out, 12ic.
One lot $1.00 Tams to close out, 29c.

every sense

39c.

19c.

19c. yd.
75c.

j

29c.

25c.

39c.

!

49e.

Serges, Panamas, Mohairs

Spool Silk,

!

on our

50c.

Outing Skirts.

Summer Underwear, 9c., 11c., 15c.
and 19c.

25c.

$1.00 Wool Underwear,

Wrappers,

59c.

25c.
12 l-2c.
89c.

and make the cut at the end of the season.
But we prefer to take “our medicine”

right

So here

now.

they

just when

are,

you want

:

them.

Men’s $3.50 low tan shoes at $2.59.
Three styles and all sizes.

which in reotherwise

No Goods
^

Charged.
NoTelephone Orders.

No Goods Laid Away.
No Goods Delivered.

or

The Dinsmore Store

High street,

CharlesR. Coombs'-

BELFAST, MAINE.
Mrs. Carrie H. Littlefield arrived
Tuesday
from Eastport, for a visit with relatives in
Belfast.

Mrs. George Forsaith of Everett, Mass., is
the guest of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Chase.
The
are

to

every

banking rooms of the Waldo Trust Co.
be rearranged and brought up to date in
particular, from plans prepared by an

architect.

Mathews’ Bros,

the
and all the
will be done under the direction of Mr.
F. E. Smythe of this city, an experienced contractor and builder.
are

to furnish

material, make the counters, etc.,

a

drifted round

they

shoes.

5c.
9c.

12 l-2c.

colors,

For Men’s $3.50 low tan

work

of the houses to the

County Correspondence.

encountered in crossing the bay.

mgvjo

<»ini

First

Quality

CIGARS

UNDERTAKER,

in Monrovia,
At about two-thirds the cost to
Cal., arrived July
visit with her sister, Mrs.
Licensed Embalmer-George
manufacture
Robinson....Mr. Eugene Thurlow of
StoningCoroner.
WHILE
ton, Me., spent the Fourth in
THEY LAST
town, the guest
rf Mr. and Mrs.
I will sell “to the consumer
George Robinson.The Everything modem in
only” some of the
Misses Erma and Zoa Coombs left
leading 5c. CIGARS now on the market for
Friday for
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
$2.00 per 100. Remember, these CIGARS are
Tenant's Harbor to visit their
sister, Mrs. AlSAMPLES, but are in every way perfect, exbert Hall-Mrs. H. M. Coombs
Slate Burial cept the boxes are somewhat defaced by
and daughter Metal Shipping Cases and
being
Marian attended the American Institute
carried on the road. All these goods are GUARof In- |
Vaults always in stock.
ANTEED LONG FILLER, and to give satisstruction at Castine.Prof.
Eugene Foster Calls answered
faction. The regular price on these CIGARS
promptly, either day or night to
and wife of Pittsfield,
Me., arrived last week
the DEALER is $3.30 per 100. and if
bought
and will spend several weeks
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.
of them would cost you from $3.75 to $4.00
with Mr. and
per
b
100.
Mrs. M. R. Trim-Mr. Frank Heal and
family
and Miss Caro Heal are
WHILE THESE G000S LAST
spending their vacation
I also have a stock ot
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Heal....
my price is ONLY $2.00 for a box of 100.
Miss Lena Rose returned last week from a
If you cannot call at the FACTORY to see
visit with relatives and friends in Belfast. She Card Tables and Chairs these
CIGARS, they wilLbe delivered to you at
the price stated.
reports a delightful time on the C. L. S. C.
TO LET
picnic to Frye mountain; also on the Baptist
I. L.
for 'Card Parties, Sociables and EntertainSunday school excursion.Miss Emmeline
ments. Tables 10 cents apiece
Warren is spending a few days with her sister
Cigar Manufacturer,
Belfast, Maine.
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.
in Castine.... Mrs. Judith Wyman arrived last
P. S.
A full line of these CIGARS can also
week to spend the remainder of the summer
be
seen
at W. H. McIntosh's CASH GROCERY,
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Arnold’s Corner, No. 57 Main Street.
with Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Warren at Point Comfort.
'L'XECUTOK’S NOTICE. The subset i erl liereseen

Jrd

teaching

for

a

j

J depth of nine inches. Apples were badly cut
The Fertilizer Factory. The Mayor has by the hailstones and some of the crops were NORTHPORT CAMPGROUND.
Philo Blaisdell and family of New York are
received a letter
from the Coe-Mortimer laid flat, corn suffering especially. In North
a tornado came along about noon and
at their summer home on Bayview park. Their
Company stating that at a meeting of the Gray
directors it was voted to locate their plant in I demolished a couple of buildings, cleaned up a launch Ellie is in commission and they have
levelled a tract of young pine trees, a large touring car-Work on the wharf here
Belfast provided certain conditions were com- ! hay field,
has been completed.Miss'Alice Whitten of
itiiu
plied with. These relate to ten years exemplow telephone wires and poles. Hailstones as Belfast is employed as clerk in the store of E.
tion from taxes, the widening of the draw in
as good sized peas fell. It was a
cyclone that, H. Haney on Bayview street... The Waquoit
the lower bridge to permit of the passage of big
would have done credit to Kansas.
bowling alley has been opened for the season SWAn YII..LK CENTER.
vessels that will bring phosphate rock and
Hon. A. E. Nickerson is somewhat better and
Shipping Items. The tug Confidence and a under the management of Mrs. L. C. Ross....
other material here, and to certain requireCol. W. A. Conklin of New York has arrived at with help can walk. His friends hope to see
ments as to wharfage. A special meeting of wrecking lighter from Boston, with powerful
the Northport Hotel for his annual visit. He him around again very soon... .Walter Nickerthe city government has been called for next steam pumps and all the necessary wrecking
is a welcome visitor, and is especially welcom- son stuck a nail in his foot and
has been
Tuesday night to take action in the matter. paraphernalia, are at work on the wrecked
ed by the young people... Mr. and Mrs. Wil- quite lame-Miss Cecil Patterson of MassaThere can be no question as to the desire of schooner Alice E. Clark on Coombs’ ledge, east
Penobscot bay... Half a dozen or more cap- son Jordan have arrived from Lowell, Mass., chusetts is visiting Miss Louisa Cunningham.
our citizens to do everything possible to faciland are at their summer home, Bluewater,
-There was a frost on the low lands last
iate the establishment here of this important tains of Calais schooners, although naturalized
Griffin and Broadway streets. Mr. Jordan has Thursday morning_Velora Nickerson of
industry, which will give employment to up- Americans, have their homes on the New
wards of one hundred men. The making of Brunswick side of the St. Croix. They have opened the skating rink on the South Shore Belfast is at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Marand evening skating parties are now
tin Robertson of Monroe_Mrs. E. A. Robertpopular.
barrels alone will give employment to many, been notified by the owners of the vessels that
son visited Mrs. David Wingate of Monroe last
and a large amount of material will be needed to retain their commands they must change
MONKOK,
their residence to this side of the border_
Milo Curtis and two daughwhich can be furnished from local woodlots.
Herbert Littlefield has completed his con- Thursday-Mrs.
Sch. Samuel B. Hubbard discharged a cargo of
ters of Massachusetts are the guests of Mrs.
A seizure of two sugar
Liquor Matters.
tract for building the new piece of road_i
coal last week for the Swan & Sibley Co. and
Walter Evans-Dr. Jennys and family of
barrels full of bottled whiskey and one of rum
Mrs. Ellis Cooper and two children from New
was towed to Cape Jellison
Belfast are at the home of his father and sisSunday by steamer York are
was made by the Sheriff and deputies at the
at Peter Cooper’s.Mrs.
visiting
ter-Mrs. Carrie Osgood and Miss Carrie
wharf of the Eastern S. S. Co. in Belfast July Castine to load lumber for New York... A pe- Everett Grant andjittle son Harlan will
arrive
tition is in circulation among marine and shipCunningham of Bangor are visiting relatives in
8th.
The goods were marked to three differthis week for a month's visit with her
parents, town-Albert Cunningham is at home from
men, to be presented later to Commander
ent men, and when two of them were inter- ping
Mr. and Mrs. John Twombly....Mrs. Horace I
the Harbor to do his haying... .Mr. and Mr.
C. M. Saks, inspector of the First Lighthouse
viewed they said that the liquor was not
Webber made a day’s visit in Frankfort with
j
the placing of a
District,
Portland,
Emory Cunningham spent the week-end in
asking
theirs.
followed.
The seizure
her daughter, Mrs. Percy Grant_The W. C. j
They are
off Monhegan and Manana islands.
Brooks at the home of their son Henry....
libelled and a hearing will be held on the cases lightship
T. U. will meet July 16th at the home of Miss
Mrs. EdThere have been numerous narrow escapes
Mrs. James Lenfest is gaining.
The
S. A. Mansur... Mrs. Albion Ritchie, who re- win Lenfest of Milford and Mrs. Caro Roberts
August 16th in the Police Court room.
from disaster in the vicinity of Monhegan in
case of Willis J. Knowlton of Liberty,on which
broke her leg, is improving as rapidly of Brooks visited Mrs. Walter Nickerson last
cently
late years and mariners feel that it is about
week_Fred Nickerson returned from Ena hearing was to be held at the Police Court
as could be expected ...Mrs.
Myron Parker field
time that the government did something to
July 8th, and when the boat came into
rooms
last Saturday, was appealed to the
and two children from Searsport have been
Winterport the boys were snowballing with the
Supreme Court on the search and seizure case remedy the difficulty. With a lightship off the visiting relatives in town the past week_ hail ...If the men have an idea that women
when four barrels of cider were taken by the islands, captains of the big boats which fre- The Thimble Club met with Mrs. W. L. Watson cannot plant and attend to a vegetable garden
officers from his premises July 4th. Knowlton quent that part of the coast will be better last Wednesday-Mrs. Ed. Curtis entertain- they should call and see Mrs. Mary and Mrs.
Lilia Nickerson’s garden-Mr. and Mrs.
furnished bail in the sum of $200 in this case able to pick up their bearings in storm and ed the soap club last week and served ice cream
Parker Page of Portland spent last Saturday
and also $500 in a case for having maintained foer-Sch. Marv L. Crosbv arrived last Satnr- and cake-Horace Webber is in Boston visit- night with his sister, Mrs. C. Marr, on their
from
in their auto.H. P. White
for
a liquor nuisance, on which he was held by ! day
Newburyport, light,
repairs. ing his children
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Billings way to Orono
painted the south side of E. H. LittleJudge Rogers for the Grand Jury which will This is the schooner that was towed into Ber- entertained his mother, Mrs. Collins, from recently
field's barn, which is a great improvement
meet in September. July 9th, Andy L. Knowl- j muda, leaking, some weeks ago, with a cargo
Rockland last week.The recent showers Last Thursday in one of the showers some hail
ton and Homer B. Carter, proprietors of the j of hard pine for a northern port. She belongs have done a great deal for the
fell
here, but in Searsport and Frankfort the
around
hay crop
hail could be shoveled up by bushels and it did
Revere House and Commercial Houses, respec- j to the Pendleton Bros, fleet and is the fourth here.
a great deal of damage to the crops-Mrs.
tively recognized before James S. Harriman, j schooner of that fleet to arrive here for reWebb and Mrs. Beal are riding out quite often
bail commissioner,on all the cases found against pairs. The Harold C. Beecher was the first to north islesboko.
this summer_Don’t forget the dance at
Mrs. Velocia E. Coombs and grandson Ar- Comet Grange hall this, Thursday, eveningthem at the April term of the Supreme Court ; arrive, and work on her is awaiting a settlethur of Foxboro, Mass., are the guests of Mrs. L. Knowlton and wife of Frankfort visited at
by the Grand Jury. Knowlton furnished $2000 ment with the owners of the tug that got her
C. Marr’s Sunday.... Leroy McKeen is at home
Annie
Bunker.Miss Caro Parker, who has to
ashore
in
Gloucester
harbor. Then came the
for four cases and Carter $1500 for three.
help his father, Isaac McKeen, in haying.
William J. Lermond, dismasted, and otherwise
Telegraph Operators’ Outing. A buck- i
and the Etna, which had her afterboard ride from Belfast to Camden and a car damaged,
was

Crepe Waistings,

10c.

Rajah Silks,
Shantung Silks,
Tioga Silks,

69c.

25c. Mercerized Linines,
19c.
Ail 25c. Waistings, in white and

...

Tomorrow, Friday, she will make

trip

evening.

9c.

and 19c. pair.
Best Quality Pillow Cases,
$1.25 Percaline Petticoats,

mirror did little damage.
In the country hail fell, and in other sections
of the State the storm was very severe. At
Monmouth the hills east of the village were as
white as though covered with snow, and hail-

to

Ginghams,

12 l-2c.

...

Jslesboro for a dance, and today she
Gladys Klark theatre company to
n

Battery

4c.
9c.

Muslins,*

25c. Neckwear,
15c.
Taffeta Silks in black and all desirable shades,
69c. yd.
Messaline Silks,
39c.

Extra fine 36-inch Bleached Cotton,
9c. yd.

Prints,
Silkolenes,

95c.
48c. Pee.

8c. Colored Batiste,
12 l-2c. Summer Vests,

Cotton,

COMPANY

13c.
19c.

PERRY,

Land for Sale
P. 0.

Address

CLARENCE F. WYMAN,
Canton, Mass.
Mass. Hosp. School.
3W27

Buy

a

give notice that lie h*s been dui\ ap-

of

Seventy (70) acres, about two-thirds wood
land, in Searsport. Maine, on R. F. D. and
telephone lines. One and one-half miles from

Searsport

by

Aj

pointed executor of the last will and i<*stament
GEORGE F. SMITH, late of Searsport.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
DWIGHT P. PALMER.
Belfast, June 8. l'JOP —3w27

TO

Shore Lot

Two

AND BUILD A COTTAGE.

use

rooms

of bath.

lots on shore at foot of Harbor street.
wall needed. Best view in Belfast Bay.

Large
No

sea

See

28tf

LET

easily connsctsJ with

Apply

to

h. E. MCDONALD,
14 Church or 70 Main Street.
22tf

ANNIE H. JACKSON,
No. 10 Bay View Street.

4%

4%

...

ashington risen from its apex to its
grandest canyon on our planet lay
i-elow

at The

ntcner, arriving nere
In going and coming quite

15c and 17c. Colored

Quality 40-inch Unbleached
7 l-2c. yd.
Best Quality 40-inch Unbleached
8 l-4c yd.
Cotton,
Good 36-inch Bleached Cotton,
7 l-2c. yd.
Fine

Business with the

$

Cyclone. Last Thursday's thunder storm
short but severe. Before the heavy crash
of the thunder there was a sharp report, like
that of a gun. The lightning struck the Kilgore block of tenements on Bridge street, but

*1-

of
but have been denied

for lack of

ce

is

have been

Tuesday, stopping

in tne

water

to

expect order and care
same.
The property is in care of
crintendent during the day, and if
ary a watchman will be employed

the

m.

land Mr. and Miss

Quality 36-inch Unbleached
7 l-2c. yd.
Cotton,

25c. Dress Linens,
50c. Dress Linens,

was

beyond breaking

?Best Feather Ticking,
36 inch Denims,
$1.25 Bed Spreads,
Best 18 inch Diaper,

yd.

Best

17c.

A

F. White, C. E. White and others. Rev
A. E. Luce went to occupy the pulpit in the
Union church in exchange with the pastor*
Rev. Oscar Smith, and Messrs. Pitcher and
White and Miss Pitcher, with Oscar Lane of
Vinalhaven, to give a concert in Memorial
Hall Monday night. The Mallard was detained
at Vinalhaven by a dense fog but left there at

6 l-2c.

$1.37 Bleached Table Damask,

of the

Emory

Costs you

»

the summer home of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Pierce
board have charge of the ; of Cincinnati. A handsome porch in colonial
decorations on the grounds and the other com- ; style has been placed at the front entrance
and a broad veranda extends across the front
mittees have not been filled.
and on the south side. The grounds also have
The auxiliary Mallard, Capt. Leroy Coombs,
been improved by grading and shrubbery, and
for
Vinalafternoon
last
left here
Saturday
work here is still going on. Go in what dihaven, but got no farther than Gilkey’s harbor
rection you will you cannot fail to note the inthat night, the party of 17 sleeping on board. |
creased attention paid to the care and adornShe arrived at Vinalhaven about 8 a. m. Sunment of private grounds, and thus the attracday. The party included Mrs. Leroy Coombs,
tiveness of Belfast is enhanced year by year
Rev. A. E. Luce, E. S. Pitcher, Miss Gladys
and commands the admiration of all visitors.
Pitcher. Miss Louise Kierstead of New York,

of Malden
resident of this village, arrived
Otis Whitmore

AST.

Conspicuous among the homes
cent years have been modernized
improved is the Pierce house, 36

Cotton,

interest,
Monthly.

Payable

roofs, which suffer more or less
from the snow and ice. The Baptist church is
undergoing general repairs, including the reshingling of the roof. The main building of
the Girls’ Home on Northport avenue has been
raised and work is progressing on the new addition, which will add largely to its capacity
and convenience. The work is in
charge of J.
G. Aborn.

Hattie P. White; entertainment, Mrs. Wilmer
J. Dorman; candy, Mrs. Charles R. Coombs,
Mrs. H. H. Johnson; ice cream, Miss Annie V.
Field, Elizabeth Kelley and C. W. Wescott;
advertising, Miss Sue M. Partridge; financial,
Dr. Elmer Small; house, Mrs. Elmer Small,
Mrs. Frances Murch, Misses Frothingham,
Wiggin and Partridge; admission, Messrs. R.
F. Dunton and Charles R. Coombs. The four

of

again.

Fine Quality 36-inch Unbleached

And get 2 %

mainly

to the slate

best advertisement.

WALDO TRUST

and there is still work to he
done on the latter building. The store
property
of Arnold Harris is
undergoing repairs

arrangements
chairman of the committee
for the lawn party to be held at the Home
Thursday, July 29th. Miss Wiggin was instructed to appoint the sub-committees, and
the following have been secured: Food, Mrs.
B. H. Conant, Mrs. Fannie Richards and Miss

our

Checking

Do Your

walls and roofs

of

Mr. Stanhope.

Ibbetts,
!'. of

Gray,

M.

adjourned July meeting of the directors of the Home for Aged Women last Monday evening Miss J. A. Wiggin was appointed

may never come

j

and

here; our customers are
nothing to investigate.

in progress. Odd Fellows block and the Masonic Temple have had repairs made on the

At the

a substantial surplus for the protection of our
require no half-page advertisement to tell you
Safety of our Bank. Everybody is paid interest

Out Sale.

Closing

Its your time for buying and saving—supply all your needs
now and for months ahead, for another
opportunity like this

|

building

about the

■

I

are

depositors,

yesterday, Wednesday. They were accompanied by the matron *and her assistant. This
big-hearted man deserves the popularity which building was destroyed by fire and the present
iuis Historical Society has prac- he enjoys among the little people of this city structure is a great improvement.
i upon an excursion to Searsport and Northport.
It was thought at the time Russell Thomas
Springs during the latter part of
Mrs. C. A. Wade has re- made his escape from the jail that he boarded
Poor’s Mills.
turned home from a visit with her husband’ a sloop in the harbor that came here for that
!>e an excursion to Togus Friday,
Capt. Wade, in Connecticut. She made several purpose and sailed to the eastward, and last
ier the management of Mr. Orrin
trips with him in his barge-Mr. and Mrs. week the craft was reported to have been seen
ne fare for the round trip will be
Bunker from Howard, R. I., are visiting their off Swan's Island, heading for Canadian waters.
daughter, Mrs. Richard Merriam. Miss Rice of If he stays away the county will be saved the
Rockland has also been visiting them-Mr. expense of a trial and if he returns at any
n e for the rooms of the .Belfast
time he is liable to arrest.
ie on Phoenix Row was received and Mrs. Charles Woods have friends stopping
with them from Massachusetts-Leslie Payit was bought of H. E. McDonald,
Pendleton Bros, have had a cobwork pier built
son of Somerset, Mass., is at home for a visit.
at the southern end of their wharf, thus add_Mrs. Clara Murphy of San Francisco, Calif.,
ing to its width. Capt. Babbidge of Islesboro
■e a band concert on the common
has been visiting Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.
did the work, and he has also driven
The conpiles
.... evening at 8 o’clock.
New Advertisements. The City National around the old schooner Osprey, which George
k was enjoyed by a large number,
Rank of Belfast as usual has something inter- A. Gilchrest will utilize as a wharf on the north
e weather conditions.
side of his marine railway. Her hold will be
to say in our advertising columns....
hundred boxes of strawberries esting
Dinsmore Store is selling men’s $3.50 low filled with rock. Just above is the hull of the
the A. B. Stantial place in this The
old schooner Golden Rule, used for an extentan shoes for $2.59. They have three styles
the biggest day’s yield Mr. Stanand all sizes, and these are certainly season- sion to the Gilchrest yard.
were
luscious
and
berries
I'hey
I. L. Perry, cigar manufac- :
able bargains..
boxes for 25 cents,
George B. Allen has sold his livery stable
turer, Belfast, is offering first quality cigars at and business to Charles A. McKinley of Belh. the former proprietor of the
fast, the latter taking charge Monday. Mr.
about two-tmras tne cost 10 manuiauure.
Allen has done a big business here but is
I. is entertaining rnanv guests
obligW. G. Preston’s livery, boarding and transient
Rock, Northport Campground, stable on
near
Main
street,
street,
Washington
proprietor has been running the Phoenix stable
leased for the summer. He has
solicits a share of the public patronage and is at Belfast and is an experienced man in the
:> until late in September.
The
business. He intends to carry the business
prepared to give good service.Large lots
in the same progressive lines as Mr. Als
making a specialty of dinners for sale on the shore at the foot of Harbor along
len did, keeping the best of teams and
horses
parties.
street. Fine view and no sea wall needed. and giving the best possible service.—Camden
Herald.
U tters remaining in the Belfast
Apply to Annie H. Jackson, 10 Bayview street.
or
the week ending July 13th:
There has been an unusual amount of renice 18-foot
Eames has a
_Dr. Geo. F.
unly, Miss Fanney Glidden, Miss launch for sale.
pairing done this season and the work is still

|3‘:

Great

Waldo Trust Company

The first party from the Universalist parish,
Bangor, for Hersey Retreat arrived there last
Thursday on the steamer Tremont, and is the
first party to occupy the beautiful new building made possible by the kindness and liberality of the late General Hersey. The original

custom,

Seaside Grange. The frame is up
n be boarded in.

j

REHEMBER THE

she had in mind.

under twelve, 25 cents.

the entrance to

|

is the Watchword with

i

ride from

Camden to Rockland

was

enjoyed

by a party of ten, most of whom ;
were telegraph operators: Miss E. M. Sanborn,
j
manager at Bath, Miss li. T. Newell, manager
at Belfast, Miss Alice Thorndike, operator at
Camden, Miss Clarabel Marsh, telegraph operator for the N. E. Tel. Co. at Bangor, Miss Cecil Littlefield, assistant operator in the Belfast
W. U. office, Mr. A. W. Lampton of the Boston
W. U. office, Renworth Rogers and Basil Newell, both of whom are operators, Gardner Lane
and Master Perley Tibbetts, who is employed
last week

for the W. U. in Belfast. It was
a merry company, and as the
day was a perfect
one the ride will be long remembered
by all of
the party. Mr. Lampton was the guest of

as

messenger

honor,

as

it

was

his first visit to Maine, and he

greatly impressed with the
the Maine coast, saying that it
was

scenery

along

was the most
beautiful he had ever seen. The party called
at the Western Union office in Rockland, where

they

were

cordially welcomed by the genial
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Flana-

manager and

gan, and were introduced to the “staff” of that
office, with whom most of them had long been

acquainted

“over

the wire.”

burned out and was towed into a Sound
port. The Etna is 297 tons net, was built at
Brewer in 1891 and owned in Bangor. She was
bought by the Pendletons after the fire....A
government vessel came up into the harbor
last Saturday noon, but made no stop, going
down the western bay...It is about time the
buoy tender made its appearance, as the red
can buoy off the monument has faded and with
a coating of salt from the water shows white..
Capt. N. M. Kneeland was in Belfast Monday
on his way to Portland to take command of
schooner Inez N. Carver... .Sch. Willis & Guy
arrived Monday from Port Reading, light....
The latest news from the wrecked schooner
Alice E. Clark, on Coombs' ledge in the eastern
bay, is that her anchors and other gear have
been taken off and stored in Castine, and a
five-ton anchor put out ahead to keep her
from sliding off the ledge. An attempt will
be made to patch the hole in her bow and
pump her out, without discharging the cargo.
....The fishing schooner Dorothy, which was
sunk in Muscle Ridge channel by the steamer
City of Bangor some weeks ago, was sold at
auction in Rockland last Saturday to Charles
E. Bicknell, who will raise and repair the
craft. There was but one other bidder.
house

;

||
I
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CARLE~~&

JONES

ARE OPENING A NEW LOT OF

Pongee Coats, Linen Coats, Mohair Coats, Panama Coats,
Black Silk Coats, Tab Smts, Lingerie Dresses, White
and Natural Linen Separate Skirts, Dutch Collars,
Dntch Pins, Long and Short Kimonas,
In fact,

New and Desirable
mid-summer business.

everything

4 MODELS IN NEMO SELF-REDUCING CORSETS

Ifor
o

I UKC^*

Call and

see

Very truly

them.

yours,

j
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|
j

j;
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

1868.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,
WILDER j. DORVIAN, Treasurer.
HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits June 7, 1909,
Reserve,
Surplus,

$1,559,058 33

....

....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 82, June 7, 1909, at the rate of
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

100,000.00

153,734.18
$867.75
$29,553.46
$1,354,442.35

This Bank paid its 82d semi-annual dividend on June 7, at the rate
of <4 °Jo per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:

>

<

CARLE & JONES 1

ROBERT F. DUNTON.
JAMES H. HOWES,
FRED G.
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEN D. FIELD.

WHITE,

4%

4%

Tragedies of the Sea.
Mutinies

on

Portland Ships.

MORE
PINKHAM
CORES

The Murder

of Capt. Humphrey and Mates.
During the old sailing ship days, vessels built and owned in Portland and
towns on Casco Bay figured in the romance of the deep.
Extraordinary adventures in shipwreck and mutiny were
not of infrequent occurrerVh apd many
are the stories that retired captains spin
around their firesides at night of hazardous times on the ocean in storms and
with rebellious crews. The incidents of
some of the stories are handed down
through reports of trials before the Federal courts, for the officers who were
leading figures in the troubles never returned to port.
This was the case in the famous mutiny
on board the Portland brig Albion Cooper
in 1857. The brig sailed from Portland
on August 10th of that year, bound for
Havana with box shooks, and was commanded by Captain Daniel R. Humphrey
of Yarmouth. She became becalmed on
the Bahama Banks and anchored. During the night the cook, a man named
Cox, and one of the sailors, a Dane
named Williams, murdered Captain Humphrey and the second mate, who were
sleeping in the mainsail on deck. The
mate, who was lying in his bunk, suffering from a wound inflicted by Williams
during a quarrel over a trivial matter a
few days previously, was next killed.
Then the murderers went into the forecastle and murdered a sailor, whom they
believed would not be in sympathy with
them. A boy of 1C years, who knew
something ofo navigation, was spared,
after being threatened with death unless
he obeyed their orders and after he had
taken the most solemn oaths to keep
their secret.
The boy, believing that he would be
murdered as soon as land was sighted,
wrote the story of the crime and sewed
it inside the lining of his coat, thinking
that, if his body was ever recovered, the
account of the crime might be read by
some one.
Two days after the mutiny
the brig was set on fire and abandoned.
The boy was taken in the boat with the
murderers and two days later they were
picked up by the brig Black Watch of
Philadelphia.' The murderers said that
their vessel had been burned and that
they were the only survivors.
The boy told the story of the mutiny
on the first opportunity and produced the
account he had written from the lining of
his coat. The captain ot the Black VV atch
pretended to believe the story of the
mutineers and treated them as shipwrecked sailors until entering the harbor of Havana, when he placed them in
irons. The men were turned over to the
United States consul and were subsequently sent to Portland for trial, on the
bark R. H. Wright. Three days before
reaching Portland the boy died and was
buried at sea.
The bark arrived in Portland at midnight and the murderers were secretly
carried to jail. News of the mutiny had
been sent here by mail and a lynching
party had been made up. Orly the unexpected arrival of the bark defeated their

war,

Camden, N.J.— “It is with pleasure
that I add my testimonial to your
already long list—hoping that it may
induce others to avail themselves of

was

[E. P. Mayo in Turf, Farm and Home.]

Supply.

in the

Vegetable

conspiracy and it was he that
in the foci and stole the arms

DR. A. D.

Compound.

I suffered from terrible

Rockport’s

headaches, pain in
my back and right
side, was tired and

Literary

News and Notes.

Eighteen pocket volumes in the series
of the Abbott
Biographical Histories are
announced as having been set for reprint
on the
Harper press. The Abbott his-

Five miles south of Rockland city, on
tories, whose authors were Jacob and
the extreme point of land in the town of John
S. C. Abbott, are memorable for
South Thomaston, is what is known as the
praise
Abraham LinCrescent Beach, adjoining the noted pro- coln, who given them by
many years ago wrote to the
montory of Owl’s Head. It is remarka- house of Harper:
“I have not education
ble from what a small beginning this now
enough to appreciate the profound works
popular summer resort sprang. Twenty- of voluminous
historians; and if I bad, I
four years ago Mr. Fred Smith, a sucve not time to read them.
But these
cessful fish pedlar through Rockland and histories
give me, in brief compass, just
on this shore and
down
went
Thomaston,
that
of past men and events
built a small unpretentious house, and whichknowledge
I need. To them I am indebted
advertised that he was going to give for about all
the historical knowledge I
shore dinners, or fish dinners as they have.
his
were known then. All
friends thought
him crazy, as they said he was doing so
The Washington Star says of a book
well in the fish business he certainly entitled “Jennie
Allen,” written by Miss
could not afford to give it up for what Grace Don
worth, a sister of Hon. J. P.
little business he could get in that out of Donworth of
Caribou: “A book which
the way place. The roads from Rockland for keen human
interest, for subtlety of
were
poor, and just who was coming humor and for genuineness of tender
there to dinner and how they were going feeling has
rarely been equalled. A book
to find it was the problem that troubled that will make
the reader see through
a good many well meaning people.
Mr. tears in one
page and shake with laughSmith seemed to be the only one that was ter in another
has something out of the
not disturbed. His father and brother i
ordinary about it, something vital and
said he ought to have a guardian appointgenuinely human. This is such a book.
ed. To add to their discomfiture he went If the author of this attractive-compelto work and bought a couple hundred
ling story does not soon have a large folacres of land.
Then they knew he was lowing of readers clamorous for more of
one
to
mad, but one by
her work, it will be because books that
people began
find out that Fred Smith’s shore dinners spell
humanity are out of fashion.”
were a little ahead of anything
had
they
All vacationists, and all the stay-atever partaken of, and his service was up
to date, with prices very reasonable. The homes, for that matter, will be immenserest of the story is all told, for every- ly pleased with Recreation for July,
body knows that he has a big hotel full which is now on sale by all newsdealers.
of guests, that capitalists have built an The July number of this magnificently
electric road to him, that cottages have illustrated magazine is chockful of infor-

put poison
from the cabin.—Portland Argus.

medi-

cine, LydiaE. Pinkham’s

An Interesting Story about Landlord Fred
Smith.

On the return of the bark to New York
the mutineers were placed on trial for
piracy, two were found guilty and executed. One turned State’s evidence and
told the whole story of the conspiracy.
Before shipping on the voyage, thinking
that the captain had a considerable sum
of money aboard, they planned to murder
the officers and capture her. The cook

Added to the Long List due
to This Famous Remedy.

this valuable

CRESCENT BEACH.

muskets they had stolen. An attempt
to discharge the muskets failed because
of damp powder. A fierce fight ensued
during which the second mate was killed
and tne chief mate, George Waite of
Freeport, was seriously wounded. The
crew were finally overpowered and four
of the most rebellious placed in irons.
The bark was put back to Valparaiso,
where the mutineers were turned over
to the United States consul and sent to
New York on the United States sloop of

BARRETT,

Inventive Dentist.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signature of
and has been made under bis per.
sonal supervision since its
•C6CCH4/1’4
Allow no one to deceive you in
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” arc but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health 0f
Infants and Children—Experience against

iufanev'
this.’

Experiment,

Vegeta-

j

—

®

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is

j

a

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

The Rockland Courier-Gazette has pubgoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant, h
an interesting sketch of Dr. Addicontains neither Opium, Morphine nor other y-ir
and
so
nervous,
son D. Barrett, a dentist, now residing
weak I could hardly
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
in Rockport, who has to his credit three
Worm*
stand. Lydia E. hundred
anti allays Feverishness, it cures Diarrhoea, am!
inventions, ranging from an auto\\ m<1
Pinkham’s
matic horse-feeder to a patent wig frame.
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures
ble Compound re- He was
,m
i.'anstiput
born in Rockport, April 6, 1842,
and Flatulency.
It assimilates the Food, to nt-tu'-i i;t
stored me to health a son of
Charles and Abbie (Witherspoon)
;
maae
a
new
ana
me reel like
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and n.ttiir
person,
Barrett. He received what education the
1 and it shall always have my praise.”
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
district schools and his limited time af—Mrs. W. P. Valentine, 902 Lincoln
forded. He was working in the boatAvenue. Camden, N. J.
of the Charlestown
111 was a great suf- building department
Gardiner, Me.
navy yard when the Civil War broke out.
ferer from a female disease. The docHe enlisted in January, 1862, as a cortor said I would have to go to the
in Co. F, 1st regiment of Washing- gone up as by magic, and are still in pro- mation and entertainment for outdoor
hospital for an operation, but Lydia E. poral
ton, D. C., Cavalry. He had served near- cess of erection by the score. Inciden- people, and contains a half-dozen or more
Pinkham’s
f
comVegetable Compound
;
ly two years, when he was the victim of tally it might be said that it is one of the features, any one of which alone is worth
pletely cured me in three months.”
most interesting spots on the whole the price of the magazine. The article
an accident which nearly terminated his
| Mrs. is. A. Williams, R. F. !>■ ATo. 14,
career.
He volunteered to ride a refrac- Maine coast, and Mr. Smith is nothincr on dry fly fishing which is published in
Box 39. Gardiner Ale.
this issue is nothing short of sensational
;
tory horse, being noted for his horseman- short of a genius, if not a wizard. F or
Because your case is a difficult one,
hut in the best sense. The popular
all the ice that is consumed in
but
the
horse
became
and
instance,
ship,
frightened
doctors having done you no good,
the city of Rockland and the whole south “how to” character of Recreation is well
I
do not continue to suffer without Corporal Barrett, taken by surprise, was
unseated and as the result of the accident shore, has to bo cut and hauled from a lived up to in the article on building a
giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable was reduced to a
physical wreck. After pond five miles north of the city. Mr. log cabin. H. F. Porter’s brief bioCompound a trial. It surely lias cured
passing through five hospitals he received Smith said he used to keep a pair of graphical sketch should and will be read !
many cases of female ills, such as inhonorable discharge at Rockland in horses and a yoke of cattle hauling all by every person interested in athletics. ]
flammation, ulceration, displacements, an
1865. Later he engaged in business in winter, and a hundred tons was the best The table of contents is varied, interestfibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
East Boston and
and after a he could get in ail that time. In the ing and instructive, and there are numer|
pains, backache, that bearing-down trip to St. LouisCambridge,
the practice of meantime he discovered a spring on his ous beautiful illustrations.
began
and
nerreeling, indigestion, dizziness,
dentistry in Portsmouth, Va., having land, the water from which was trickling
vous prostration.
It costs but a trifle
graduated from the Baltimore College of its way to the ocean, through a bog covAutos and Motor Cycles.
to try it, and the result is worth miL
Dentai Surgery.
His next move was to ered with stumps and bushes. He clearlions
to many suffering women.
i
Norfolk, where he established a very ed the bog, seeded it to grass, threw a
From figures given out at the office of
lucrative practice. Fever and ague sent dam across the foot of it, and when win- the Secretary of State it is learned that
the receipts from the registration of
“Our efforts were now directed to sav- him to Rockport, Me., on an enforced ter comes plugs up the holes in the dam
ing the ship, but we were unsuccessful vacation and he returned to Norfolk to and has a sheet of water formed of the lutoinobiles and motorcycles, and from
most
earth
from
which he licenses issued to
perfect fluid on
and after fighting for half a day we find that most of his savings had vanishoperators and dealers
He was regaining cuts 300 tons of ice easily, slides it into
n automobiles since the law went into
abandoned the ship, in the big boat. We ed in a bank failure.
an
on
the
beach
ice
house
his
cheerful
in
of
his continued
remained by her all day, hoping that the
setting right
?ffect in 1905, is $18,994. The number of
feet,
spite
fire would attract assistance, but were adversity, when the building containing where he supplies fishermen, tourists automobiles registered since the law
even the city of Rockland.
In
the
his
office
was
torn
down
to
make
for
With
spring
oars
lashed
went into effect, is 4218, and the number
for
a
way
disappointed.
mast and a blanket for a sail we steered a modern structure, and he lost the only the dam is opened, and he raises a good registered during the first six months of
for St. Helena, where we arrived at mid- available location the desirable part of crop of grass and cranberries from the the current year 98G.
The number
I AM SELLINC THE
the city then offered. During this time same meadow. But that is not all. A registered during the month of June was
night on the 10th.”
with
In these two cases the mutineers were he was working on his many inventions, fisherman loaded
herring was lost 144, which is the largest number regissusecessfu! in destroying the ships, but ; but lack of capital to place them on the on the beach one day in' winter and tered during any month with the excepthe cases were common where mutinies market has handicapped him. Through everybody wondered what would happen tion of June, 1905, when there were a
when the good old summer time came,
were stopped almost as soon as they were ; all his experiences, with disappointment,
lumber of machines waiting to be regisstarted. There was constant trouble be- accident and sickness as the punctuation and the smell of decayed herring filled tered.
tween the officers and crews.
Much of marks, he has emerged a kindly old man, the air.
Everybody wondered except
The number of licenses which have
at a surprising!;,
this was caused by the brutal treatment possessed of the same abiding faith that Fred Smith. He put a crew of men on
plans.
seen issued to
operators is 4844, and of
The prisoners were tried before Judge of the officers and poor food served to his genius will yet reap its reward. The to the wreck and every herring was takthis number 1054 have been issued since
figure. Please e
Ware in the United States court here, | the forecastle hands. There has been I Barrett family is one of the oldest and en back on to his farm, plowed in, and the first of last
January. The number
were convicted and sentenced to be hung,
look them over,
ssued during he month of June was 382.
very little trouble on American ships dur- best known in Knox county. The sur- you ought to see the clover that is comThe Cumberland county jail was then in ing recent years because of the
stringent vivors of Charles Barrett are Dr. Addi- ing from these herring bones about this I’he number of licenses issued to dealers
make a specialty
process of construction and the men were laws forbiding abuse and the attitude of son R., with whom this article has dealt; time of year. He cuts wood on a wood
since the law went into effect is 108, and
sent to the Androscoggin county jail at the
judges in the Federal courts. But George H. M. Barrett, a well known lot up in Camden, goes up in his big pow- if this number 27 have been issued durPLUMB1NC AND SHE:
Auburn. They were executed in the jail 40 and 50 years ago, Maine
ships had Rockport attorney; Edward Barrett, for- er boat and scow on the incoming tide, ng the past six months. The number
Portland
an unenviable reputation—and
yard and a large number of
many of merly of Waltham, Mass... now a mer- and comes back with 100 cords of wood ; if motor cycles registered to date is 425
METAL WORK
their
witnessed
death.
them earned the name “Hell Ships,” by chant in Los Angeles; Dr. R. M. Barrett on the return tide, and lands right at his i md the number registered during the
people
Another famous mutiny, and one which which they were known among the sail- of Norfolk, Va.;.Carrie, widow of Dr. O. wharf, where he has his store, his ice
last six months is 86.
The June regis|
was connected with Portland in a small
ors.
Recently, fiction writers of the sea E. Ross, late of Charlestown, S. C.; and house, and his fish business, half a mile tration was 42.
way, was that on the Boston ship Frank have used brutality as a theme for their Hattie, wife of Capt. Ernest 0. Patterson | removed from his hotel, bowling alley
N. Thayer, which occurred on January 2, j stories, and the term “Bucko
and dance hall. Just now he is mournCharleston, N. C.
Mate,” is
1SS6. The Thayer was built at Kenne- more or less familiar to the
that
an old veteran musician W’ho
ing
magazine
60 CHURCH STREt
bunk and was commanded for a number reading public. But
played the clarinet for his dances for 19
nothing that fiction ;
of years by Captain Andrew Mack of writers have published,
in any deseasons, Fourth of July especially, has
equals
Store open even.'
this city. At the time of the mutiny gree, the story of
passed away and will be seen no more.
brutality at sea'that'
Robert Clarke was her master and she is contained in the Red Record, a
We could fill this whole paper up with
publiwas bound from Manila with a cargo of
cation issued by the Seamen's Union,
For Infants and Children.
stories of Fred Smith, Crescent Beach,
hem]' l'or New York. The captain had which prints extracts of the testimony
Owl’s Head, and that beautiful section
his wife and small child with him. They, taken out before United States Commisof our most picturesque playground, the
with It seamen, escaped from the vessel | sioners and Federal
State of Maine.
judges.
and after a hard and exhaustive voyage
While there were many mates who j
An unhealthy* stomach is
in the ship’s boat arrived at St. Helena struck first and
RED AND WHITE FIELDS
gave their orders afterwhat makes many
in the South Atlantic.
generally
L
wards, this was by no means true of all
The story of the mutiny as told by mates.
The greater number of ships
of you feel so wretched. The
That Should Make Farmers Look Blue.
Notalioilora-i'
Captain Clarke to the American consul furnished wholesome food and the ofNew York's Expensive Sea-Gulls.
The fields of the Maine farmers are various aches
“On mid- ficers treated their crews well so
at St. Helena is as follows:
oi'your body
long
red
and
for
white
the
red
with
harvest,
Pimple will bo
night of January 2d, the ship was about as they obeyed orders promptly and were
“There are 75,000 sea-gulls flying about
can be done away with by a
orange hawk weed, and white with white
700 miles southeast of St. Helena, sail- civil.
in obeying orders is NewYork Harbor,” writes Eugene Slade weed. In some
After critically exumin
Promptness
left after using
places, especially through little care daily given to your
ing before a strong breeze. 1 turned in absolutely neeessary at sea, for the safety Bisbee in the issue of Harper’s Weekly
zines published for vv
it looks as though the
Sagadahoc
county,
at 1" o’clock, leaving the two mates on of the crew and vessel often
Purifina.. It
depends of July 3rd. “They have been counted by hawk weed had absolutely ruined a num- stomach.
deck. Suddenly I was aroused from sleep
home, we unhesitatingh
Disci- the Audubon Society. They are the scav- ber of farms. Just what the
upon sail being taken in at once.
remedy is
draws out all
NEW IDEA WOMAN'S A:
by a scream. 1 sat up and listened. I pline, which will ensure the utmost engers of the waters of the metropolis, i we cannot
It
is
well
known
that
guess.
I jumped
heard the scream repeated.
as best, of
promptness in obeying orders must be The law protects the birds, and to kill white weed will be eaten readily by
tlio disease,
all—quality ; :
from bed and had just opened my state- maintained at at ail times.
one means in fines and costs the sum of I
stock if cut early enough, but we never
sidered. We are therefor.
room door when 1 heard the cry, ‘Capheals all IrriIn the old days men were bundled $87.50, so that the the total valuation of
yet heard of any animal that would touch
tain Clarke! Captain Clarke!’ and a hur- aboard vessels in a drunken condition. the
being able to make a sp,
57,000 which make their temporary the hawk weed. The spread of these ob- has put stomachs in shape
tation and
ried rush of footsteps down the companion Often
ment with this unrival
they came aboard stupefied with homes in the harbor is $6,562,500.”; noxious weeds in the mowing fields over
outside. As 1 stepped outside the door
for
57
A
years.
fifty-cent
leaves the skin
drugs, robbed of their advance, and Every year, says the author, these gulls \ our State reminds us of what the late
whereby we can olfer it
the second male fell at my feet dead.
woke up not knowing what ship they migrate to the Four Brothers, islands in
all
Hon. I. C. Libby used to say. He said
bottle will tone up yours. If
T rushed unarmed to the deck and had were on or where she was bound.
and smooth.
publican Journal, both
Lake Champlain, where their nests are
They
I
were
the
II
that
Eruptions.
they
greatest blessings
but got my head above the companion
it doesn’t, the druggist will
for
may have been but a day ashore, with a protected. The old ones return thither ever came to a
At sit druggists,
for
the
reafarmer,
f
y^
good
when 1 received a cut from a knife on roll of
money, from a long voyage, hop- each year, but the young of each sea- son that
they compelled the farmer to refund your money.
the head and felt a hand clutch my throat.
ing to enjoy a week or two on land. son’s hatch seek places as yet undiscov- break
TWENTY FIVE
his old hayfields, as the only
ONLY S2.H
up
1 grappled with my assailant and found When
they awoke with heads aching, the ered.
way the weed could be exterminated 35c.
him to be one of the two coolies in the
50c.
$1.00
ship was probably proceeding out of the
AN
HICKM
MFG.
COMPANY,
would be to cultivate the soil, while
crew,
righting we rolled down the com- harbor behind a tow boat. In this conwithout these pests the farmer would
[Springfield Republican, June 27, 1909.]
panion steps, the cooley stabbing me with dition they were sent aloft, and naturally,
7o Cortlandt St, New Y'ork. 3ml
leave the fields untouched for generatiis knife and I punching him with my
The Beauty of Beatrice.
being in an ugly state of mind, sometimes
and
as
a
result
the
farm
would
be
tions,
lists.
refused to work. Or, as it frequently
run out and finally have to be abandoned.
FORECLOSURE OF MORTCACE OF
[Dante: The Paradiso xviii:7-21.]
“Apparently leaving me for dead, with happened, the men started in on the first
But the weeds compel frequent change
I
turned
the
rushed
back
several wounds,
myself unto the loving sound
cooley
REAL ESTATE.
day to see who was going to be the boss
from tillage to sod land, or rather from
Of my dear comfort, and what love I then
to the deck. I had merely strength enough of the
ship, the officers or the men. Saw in those holy eyes I can not foe
sod land to tillage, and the result on the
w
Whereas, Ardria 1. Brown of Stockton
•>
\ [AG.'
to crawl into my stateroom and close the Trouble was started at once
bound;
and when it
whole is certainly a benefit to farmers of Springs, in the County of Waldo, State of
door. My wife had my revolver ready
it seldom let up.
Sometimes this Not only that I feel my words are vain.
began
her
deed
dated
June
Maine,
Maine
by
mortgage
on the whole.
21,
We are not so sure
and gave it to me, meanwhile staunching was the fault of the sailors and
But that my mind can not return so far
somebut what Mr. Libby was right, and we 1907, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
the flow of blood from a dozen wounds.
times the fault of the officers, but it was Above itself, if none the way make plain.
Book 285, Page 6, conveyed in mortgage to the
trust
that
it
will
to
be
that
he
“I could hear the sound of the struggle trouble whoever was at fault
prove
was,
CASH PAID FOR
James F. Gerrity of Bangor, in
originally, This much upon that point I can aver,
but just now there is a terrible fear that undersigned,
on deck and thought that half the crew
the County of Penobscot, State of Maine, the
That in my heart there was but one desire;
and often it resulted seriously.
some of the farms are not to turn
described
real
were involved, but on account of the loss
From
A
cerelse ’twas freed by my beholding her.
very following
estate, namely:
Casco Bav shiDs had the usual exneriCOUNTRY PRODUCE.
suddenly to fertile, cultivated fields. The tain lot or parcel of land, situate on Cape Jejliof blood was too weak to go again to the ence, though the records of the courts While the
eternal pleasure turned its fire
weeds are surely going to compel a son, in said Stockton Springs, in said County of
Later in the night the coolies re- show but few cases where the
deck.
Direct on Beatrice, from her fair face
officers of
and
described
as
bounded
viz:
;
whole lot of people to choose between Waldo,
follows,
turned and attempted to get into my these
ships were seriously at fault. In Its reflex aspect did content inspire.
at a stake at the intersection of the ;
cultivating their farms and abandoning Beginning
stateroom to secure my firearms. Sit- the
which followed the stranding
line of Western avenue with the PRIME WESTERN BEEF. CORNED BEEF
*
mutiny
southerly
me with smiling radiant
O'ercoming
them.
Farm
and
Home.
grace,
—Turf,
ting on a mat in a corner I fought them of the Freeport ship, Haidee, on the
westerly line of property sold to Elden F. PenShe said to me, Now turn thyself and listen
from 7 to 10 cents a pound.
off by shooting through the window Florida Reefs in
leton by John M. LaFolley by deed dated July
1844, the crew was at Not in my eyes alone has Paradise its place.
whenever a head appeared.
16, 1906, recorded in said Waldo Registry,
fault. The Haidee, a small ship of 655
Clubbing
Offers.
The
James E. C. Sawyer.
following clubbing Volume 280, Page 172; thence south, thirty- POTATOES
WANTED.
“Extraordinary as it may seem, the tons, was built at South Freeport in 1843
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- nine
Newtonville, N. Y.. June 20,1909.
degrees east, on the said westerly line,
mutiny was confined from first to last to by Soule brothers. While commanded by
vance ; and when payment is made it should be
a
thence
feet
to
stake;
easterly, forty
eighty
the two coolies, who had succeeded in
Captain Clement H. Soule, on her second
A Nice Distinction.
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is feet to a stake; thence northerly, eighty feet
killing five of the 20 men and driving the voyage, she went ashore on the Florida
KNOWLTON & GRANT.
to a stake standing in the southerly line of
also
others to the forecastle in terror. One of Reefs. She was not in a
necessary to say that none of these publi- said Western avenue, forty feet in said line,
bad She calls him cruel—he has crushed a rose
particularly
i- -1
cations are mailed with The Journal or from easterly from the above named westerly line;
the men had escaped to the main rigging
1*5L1
Unconsciously in his convulsive grasp.
position and there were excellent chances
where he was able to prevent the coolies for
this office. We have to pay for these
westerly on the said .southerly line of
saving her, but the crew mutinied and Cruel, my lady calls him—yet she knows
publica- thence
"aw idea T i"ri:'iVh'i'n'i';'(■'.
Western
feet to the point begun j
tions one year in advance, and
from reaching him. They had barricaded rushed for the boats with the
Just why he crushed the rose, and can but
avenue,
forty
they are then
gasp
intention
sent from their respective offices to our sub- at. Being lot numbered nine on a plan of the
the forecastle doors on the men.
of abandoning her. In the riot, which In sudden pain, with lips so deathly white,
And find no voice to tell her that she, too,
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows Elden F. Pendleton lots on said Cape Jellison
“I learned afterwards that the muti- followed one man was shot and killed
for one year’s subscription paid in advance :
The
Is- cruel. All the happy summer night
NEW
surveyed for W. J. Creamer by Frank L. MarsIDEA
neers had walked aft on the change of
and the others were cowed by the firmWANTED AT ONCE.
ton, C. E., July, 1906, and duly recorded in said
He has been with her. With her eyes she drew The Journal and Farm &
MAGAZINE is still sold
watches at midnight to the mates who ness of
i
Home.$2.00
conditions
of
And
the
said
Soule.
The
Him
whereas,
out into the radiant night, away
Captain
ship was
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25 Registry.
were standing at the booby hatch and
cents a year, but. even
From all the dancers. Dreamy music steals
mortgage have been and now remain broken, Reasonable Price Paid. Also
easily floated and proceeded to New OrThe Journal and McCall’s
Out on the fragrant air. Now—this hour—he may The Journal and New IdeaMagazine. 2.10 this notice is therefore hereby given for the
complained of being sick. Before the leans, where she was bound.
would demons',
spection
Magazine.2
10
as
of
the
same,
officers could suspect their designs the
provided
Confess
his
foreclosing
love. Low at her feet he kneels. The Journal ipid
The decks of the bark Glen, built by
Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2^50 purpose
one that this wonderful
Small House for Sale
by law.
coolies jumped on them and hacked them the Soule Brothers at South
Freeport, in
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this twenty-third
to pieces with knives. The second mate 1848, were the scene of one of the hardest The statues e'en might envy her repose,
‘--cCK IT
superior to any $1.00 n
day of June, A. D. 1909.
Centrally located.
staggered to the cabin to wake me and and pluckiest fights in the history of She calls him cruel—he has crushed a rose—
lished.
It is beautiful!
JAMES F. GERRITY.
And
she
a
heart.
fell dead as I opened the door. The first American merchantmen and in the
end
By hi6 Attorney,
with
color plates, ha!:'
—Kate
Vannah.
mate was carried to the forecastle by the Yankee
3w26
MATTHEW LAUGHLIN.
grit and determination won out
drawings. It is full of :
men.
Eight of the men with capstan against almost overwhelming odds. Albars and belaying pins were beaten off
she would now be considered a
stories—housekeeping -i
though
by the mutineers and fled to the shelter small vessel, being but 287 tons, she was
special articles by wu
of the forecastle with four of their num- then
thought none too small for the Pawriters—an entertainim
ber severely wounded. The coolies then cific trade. In
1849, during the height of
department, and full dedragged the carpenter from his room, the gold fever, the little vessel was loadmurdered him and threw his body over- ed with
all the latest styles and id
material
at
building
Freeport
board. The man at the wheel was next and sailed for San Francisco. She arEvery issue contains
killed.
rived out in 170 days, a fairly good pasIN WALDO COUNTY.
which will save any won s
“Late Sunday afternoon, while the
sage for such a vessel in those days. ♦
the price of an entire year
coolies were busy trying to get into the After
When you can
discharging her cargo at ’Frisco,
a full month’s treatment of the famous BLUE SEAL
We buy and sell.
Farms wanted.
tion.
cabin, the cook and the sailor, who had she sailed for Iquiqua, in Chili, where ♦
been aloft in the main rigging, broke into she loaded
♦
KIDNEY AND
CURE for
copper ore for New York.
♦
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.
the forecastle and released the crew, She then went to
to fit out
Ilk
Valparaiso
SEND US
had
returned.
whose courage
My strength and take on a new crew, including a cook.
R.
H.
had partially come back and I went on
♦
The ship had been to sea but a day or
deck when I heard the noise forward. I two from
This offer may be continue.:
Valparaiso when all the officers
D. E.
shot one of the coolies in the breast and became
after eating. They ♦
a short time.
Think of it.
ill,
violently
he jumped into the sea. The other, pur- recovered and a
day or two later the
more than the regular prir
L. H.
sued by the crew, went below and set the crew mutinied. The officers rushed to
▼
or
Republican Journal will serun
hemp on fire, returning to the deck and the cabin for their arms but were cha-
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among Congregaesuccess of the get-tothat has been waged by
several months to pay
all of their benevolent
everything is not in at
"Ugh has been received
that the very large in-775,000 in round figures
ut and the societies be
art with clear ledgers.
ight to be raised was
to be binding when the
It is the last
io,000.
i.ich is more than enough
!t bts. that has practicalAnything above $300,been divided between
it' there is anything to
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doing
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nteresting

told one
tzie & Co.,

re

reminiscences of life
day at the office of

on Exchange street,
'apt. Veazie referred to a man
made 487 trips to Boston from
rt and along the coast of Maine,
(

Geo. W. Crockett of the
Emma W. Day. Capt. Crockof the oldest mariners on the
river. He formerly ran on
t line between Winterport and
For the past few years he has
eying grain between Portland
(erport and Winterport and Bosi■ Emma
W. Day is considered
no of the fastest sailing vessels
nes into Penobscot bay.
ate J. B. Hathorn, who was proof Hathorn’s shipyard near the
Ige, said that when he was 19
f age he sailed from Bangor to
on schooner South Shore and rein five days and went through the
bridges in Boston harbor. He said
also made a trip from Boston to
with Capt. Charles Lansil in the
r Aurora in 19 hours.
Zack Williams made between
i 700 round trips between Bangor
ston, but sailed several different

apt.

•'

commencing treatment for a slight
arity that could have been cured
by Foley’s Kidney Remedy may result
o-rious kidney disease. Foley’s Kidney
dy builds up the worn out tissues and
■’thens these organs.
Sold by all drugin

nn's

1

r

Regulets

cure

nausea, or any
druggist for them.

constipation without
weakening effect. Ask
25 cents per

NEW HIGH SCHOOL LAW.

Good

Directwith Mtk Vial la Five

box.

li^cagcl.
Portuguese and French.

Things from Everybody’s

It Went Into Effect July 2nd. Hairy M.
English, German, Spanish,
I SHOULD SAY SO !
Wheeler Appointed Inspector.
A love-smitten youth who was studying
State
Smith
No.
FOR
Price
Superintendent Payson
the approved methods of
announces the appointment of Harry M.
1. Fevers. Congestions. Inflammations.25
proposal asked
2. Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease 2ft
Wheeler of South Paris as inspector of one of his bachelor friends if he thought
that
a young man should
3« Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
propose to a
High schools, as authorized by the last
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
on his knees.
legislature. Mr. Wheeler is a native of girl
5. Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.25
“If
he
He graduated from Harvard
doesn’t,” replied his friend,
Maine.
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis.25
“the girl should get off"’
8. Toothache, Faceactie, Neuralgia.25
University in the class of 1906. He has
9. Headache. Sick Headache. Vertigo.25 been for three years the principal of
10. Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Weak Stomach.25
MEANEST MAN ON EARTH.
Caribou High school and has a familiar
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryugitis .25
Irate barber to customer as he seats
acquaintance with secondary school con- him
14. Salt Rheum. Eruptions, Erysipelas..25
in chair—“You see that
15. Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25 ditions throughout Maine and New Engguv going
out the door?”
16. Fever and Ague. Malaria..25 land.
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internal.25
The new High school law which authorCustomer-“Yes. What of it?”
18. Ophthalmia. Weak or Inflamed Eyes.25
izes this appointment is in effect July 2nd
Barber—“He’s the meanest man on
19. Catarrh. Influeuza. Cold in Head.25
and makes several important changes in earth.”
20. Whooping Cough. Spasmodic Cough..25
Customer“What has he done?”
21. Asthma Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25 the conduct of secondary schools. Under
27. Kidney Disease. Gravel. Calculi.
25 its provisions High schools are divided
Barber—“Why, the scoundrel sat in
28. Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00 into three classes, A, B and C, according my chair for half an hour and never told
29. Sore Mouth. Fever Sores or Canker.25
to the courses offered, the amount ex- me he was deaf.
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
for instruction and the teachers
34. ^ore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25 pended
L’ENFANT TERRIBLE.
employed. The amount of State aid given
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches .25
A little girl was
77. Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds ...25 to towns is considerably increased, every
greatly interested in
town being entitled to reimbursement for
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
watching the men in her grandfather's
on
of
Sold
or
sent
receipt
pocket.
by druggists,
price. the support of any class of High school orchard putting bands of tar around the
to the limit of $500 instead of $250 as fruit trees, and asked a
Medical Book sent free.
great many quesSome weeks later, when in the
HUMPH KEYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.. Corner provided under the old law, while the tions.
William and Ann Streets, New York,
towns will be required to meet a more city with her
mother, she noticed a genrigid standard in respect to courses and tleman with a mourning band around his
instruction. The provision of the three left sleeve.
Christian Endeavor—1911.
classes aims to meet the varied needs of
“Mamma, she asked, “what’s to keep
different towns, permitting smaller towns them from crawling up his other arm?”

Pit Yu M

WELCOME THE JOURNAL.

Thoughts of a Tramp on Receiving The Republican Journal.
Say! Old Journal, how came you here?
“Sent by your wife,” say you, “to cheer
And help you pass the hours away,
That drag so slowly day by day.”

WITH

I’m very glad that you have come
To bring to me the news from home;
Telling of friends and kindred there,
Of what they do and how they fare;

*

r.f

toward

ship.

At

an

Tramp.

We carry everything in the way
of painters’ supplies.

At The Summer

mmv,

Lie

tonight’s meeting

welcomed at the
Gov. Johnson.

were

hi...!

fellow-

the delegates
Auditorium by

“Christian Endeavor—1811”

was the
of an address by the president,
Rev. Francis E. Clark.
He said in part:
“In two years Christian Endeavor will
be 30 years old. 'Then it will have attained the riper years of early maturity.
We may well fix our eyes on that date
and make our 30th year a landmark -in

subject

our

history.

“Boston citizens have taken for their
rallying cry, ‘Boston—1915,' and they,
mean

thereby

a

better, busier, bigger,

beautiful Boston in 1915. We mean
by ‘Christian Endeavor—1911’ a better,
bigger, busier Christian Endeavor movement in 1911.
“We mean better prayer meetings,
better committees, better unions, better
conventions; larger societies and more of
them; larger unions and more of them;
we mean that we shall all be busier about
the Master’s business.
“I propose that in realizing our purpose and our motto, “Christian Endeavor-1911,” we strive for a million new
members before 1911.
“There are few churches where intelligent, consecrated effort could not increase the total
number of local Endeavors by 50 per cent, counting the possible additions to be obtained through t he
associate, active and honorary membership of the Young People's society, and
through the formation and enlargement
of intermediate and senior societies.
This, allowing a reasonable percentage
for deaths and removals, would give us
more than our million new members; indeed, it would mean a million net increase.”
The biennial report of William Shaw,
general secretary, was presented. In
part, the report states:
“At the Seattle convention it was my
privilege to report a total enrollment of
69,138 societies, with a membership of
3,456,900. This great host has been still
further increased by the addition of 2355
societies, with a membership of 94,200,
making th>- present net enrollment 71,493
societies with 3,551,100 members.
“Practically all the evangelical denominations are represented in this world-wide
fellowship. The Presbyterians still hold
the first place, with an enrollment, including jhnior, intermediate and young
people’s, of 10,198 societies.
“Next come the Disciples, who by the
united, enthusiastic interest of pastors,
more

instantly

sting

GAY YOUNG BLADES.

bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery
of the age. Allen’s Foot-Ease makes tight or
It is a certain cure for
new shoes feel easy.
sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feetTry it today. Sold by ail Druggists and Shoe
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps. Don’t
ACCKrT ANY SUBSTITUTE. Trial package FREE.
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
CLIPPER SHIPS OF THE FIFTIES.
Their Notable Builders And The Extraor-

dinary Quick Passages They Made.
In an article on the fastest sailing vessels of the nineteenth century, published
recently in the Boston Herald, Frank C.
Brownell gives an interesting history of
Boston’s supremacy as a shipbuilding and
shipping port sixty years ago. Boston
ships, says Mr. Brownell, included those
built at Medford, Newburyport, Scituate,
Duxbury, Kingston, and Plymouth, and
these ships rated higher than those built
at any other port excepting Portsmouth,
N. H.
Among the builders of those days who
turned out record breakers were Donald
McKay, who constructed in all over 120
sail of vessels and whose Flying Cloud
(1,700 tons) made the fastest passage
(89 days 12 hours) between New York
and San Francisco; whose Sovereign of
the Seas ran 3,144 miles in 10 days and
made 430 geographical miles in 24 hours;
the Lightning, which sailed from Melbourne to Liverpool in (13 days, and the
four-masted Great Republic (4,555 tons)
built in 1853, one of the ablest if not the
smartest sailing vessel ever built.

Other builders

were

Samuel

Hall,

college boys
celebrating a crew victory, a policeman
had managed to extract two prisoners.
“What is the charge against these
young men?” asked the magistrate before whom they were arraigned.
From

a

crowd of rah-rah

“Disturbin’

the

peace,

honor.”

yer

said the policeman.
“They were givin’
their college yells in the street an’ makin’
trouble generally.”
“What is your name?” the judge asked
one of the prisoners.
‘Ro-ro-robert Ro-ro-rollins, stuttered
the youth.
“I asked for your name, sir—not the

evidence.’’—Everybody’s Magazine.

FOItTMlOHEMAR
for children; safe,

sure•

No

opiatee

MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
A

party

of

Boston engineers have begun in-

vestigations and preliminary surveys for a report on possible new water supplies for Brewer.

Enough ballplayers are attending the University of Maine summer school to make up a
team and a schedule is being arranged for the

next few

weeks.

Frank L. Dutton, Esq., of Augusta has just
completed a reference volume to the revised
statutes, being a digest and a ready reference
to every change made in the laws since 1905.

The contract for the construction of the extension and alterations in the kitchen or rear
center building for the Maine Insane Hospital
has been awarded to lieul J. Noyes of of Augusta, whcse bid was $54,972. There were two
Portland bidders.

Kitchen

Every

furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges.

Plumbing

a

by

a

Five-year-old£Pacing

j
j

The Batchelder homestead at Brown'8 Corner, one-half mile from North port Campground, will he sold at a bargain. Apply to

Savings

JOHN R. DJNTON,
Building, Belfast, Maine

Bank

WARD, §?§i

Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest
Worlds Greatest Young Speed Progenitor—Four Great

Living

Son of

Producing Dams
Admiral Dewey (2.04.2. Owaissa (2.063). The Leading Lady (3) (2.07), world's
seven in 2.10, 55 in 2.30.
Dam Amrbette (3p) (2.2p), bv Braon Rogers
/oC,wvs\' Fhlan L4'
(2.092) (great European sire, and brother of Baron H„ 2.19); second dam Kaloa (dam of four) by
Princton (2.19|); third dam Mamie Belle (dam of four),
by Robert McGregor (2.17$); fouthdam
Maggie M. (dam ot Bright Eyes 2.14}, and grandam of eight), by Alcyone.
John Ward’s colts show extreme speed,
trotting eights in 19, pacing 17 seconds at one vear

of age.
Now in

Maine

of

Stud, charge of Harrie Jones. Rushville, Ind.

season

begins June

1. 1909.

STILETTO

C.,

41615

2.12 1-4 Race Record; half-mile track, 2-12 3-4; timed in a race. 1.05 1-4. half
in 1.01 1-4 at three vears.
Sire of Stella Mack (trial 3) (2.25). Stiletto C. is by Steinwav (3)
(2.25,0, sire oi Klatawah (3)
and
five others in 2.10, dams of five in 2.10. Soil of Strathmore «ire of
(2.051, Thornway (2.051)
two in 2.10, dams of Citation (2.012),Bumps
and
others
in
2.10.
The dam of Stiletto C.
(2.031)
is Nota (dam of three and one producing sire), by Nutwood (2.182), sire ol' 171 in ° 30 two in
2.10, dams of 330 in 2.30, 17 in 2.10.

with
Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills.

EDGEMARK, 4,

2.16

7432

The unbeaten sire of 26, including Miss Whitney (2.07J), Tomboy (2.10.).
Whitney ("]°J)
Wasco (2.191). Gurgles Boy (2.151.) Success (2.162, etc.' Sired dam of Wig Wag
(3) (2 04)
(1905 champion). His daughters will be great brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326, sire of 31
Dam Edgewater Belle, by Edgewater 12730, producing sire; second dom
Easter, bv American
Clay 34; third dam Nannie Marden, by Ericsson; fourth dam Jenny I.iml, hi Vermont

They

increase the
red matter in the

Morgan.

blood and enable

BILLY

every

HERR, Morgan Type,

Trial 2.20 (limited handling), by Charley Herr (2.07); dam Hazel D. (2.211),
by Diablo (4)
(2.091); second dam Hazel Mac, by Director (2.17); third dam tricks, bv Baldv, came from
Vermont to California; fourth dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde 2.191, Empoess 2.24 grandam of
Brino Tricks 2.13J).

organ and tissue an

increased supply of
oxygen, the great
supporter of life.

ROBERT

BRIGHAM,

Draft

Stallion,

rrre John Ward, $50; Stiletto C., $25; Edgemark, $25; Billy Herr, $20. By
■
«
W with usual return privilege.
Bred to approved mares only.
For bookings, additional information or catalogue, address,

the

season

HORACE

CHENERY, or
M. A, NEVINS, Belfast, Maine.

booklet of
tt 16

Information and cures.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
sold by all druggists or
will be sent postpaid on
receipt of price, 50 cents
per box, six boxes for

FOR SALE

book.

For any pain, from top to toe, from
any
cause, apply Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil. Pain
can’t stay where it is used.

by Bingen, sire

treatment

for

William Tell

the company, and that

Sits down and reads
—Detroit Free Press.

Fastest

lack of
blood will be
benefited by
a course of

today

having—

does the rowing,
Brother does the chores;
Mother does the baking.
Sister sweeps the floors;

JOHN

illness

a

Send

own,

Here at Idlenook

Of™*

to carry to

we

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

Everybody's working

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

it

bed

machinery.

Father

Specialty.

Mitchell & Trussell,

caused

Cottage.

The company is on the porch
With the graphophone.

Except

Any

#

Father’s in the woodshed
Cleaning forty fish;
Mother’s in the kitchen
Washing every dish;
Sister’s upstairs making

FULL LINES OF

Society.

interdenominational

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment a id exceptional care to keep the gra n and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermeticallysealed tanks at the big mills of Austed
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery
Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

And now, old friend, I’ll say
good bye,
May you live forever, never die;
Be true to your colors and ever remain
A guide for all the sons of Maine.

Dr. Clark re-elected President of the Unit-

to offer as much work as their resources
make possible, without requiring that THE OPEN SEASON FOR HONEST REPUBLIthey have as many teachers and as much
CAN LAWYERS.
St. Paul, July 7.
Rev. Francis E
equipment as would be expected of larger
ail
law 3L.11UU1
giauuaic
Clark, PD, LLD, was today re-elected schools. The standard of work, so far as wrote to a
prominent lawyer in Arkansas
extends in any school, will, however, be to find out what
of
the
United
of
Chrispresident
Society
chance there would be
uniform for all schools. Cir- for him in that
tian Endeavor, of which he was the reasonably
part of the country.
culars of information regarding the new
“I
am a
Republican in politics,” he
founder and which was reported today as requirements are being prepared for
wrote, “and an honest young lawyer.”
having a net enrollment of 71,493 socie- early distribution among school officers
“If you are an honest lawyer,” came
and teachers.
ties and 3,551.100 members.
the reply, “you will have no competition,
This new High school law requires and if
The re-election of Dr. Clark was made
you- are a Republican the game
that all the secondary schools of the laws will
protect you.”
by the trustees at the 24th international State be visited at least once in each
Christian Endeavor convention.
The year by a State inspector whose duty it
WHEN IS A HORSE NOT A HORSE?
other offices were also re-elected, and are; will be to report on the work and proLittle
Muriel flew into the house, flushof
schools
and
to
the
bring sugWilliam Shaw gen sec.; H. N. Lathrop, gress
and aid to the teachers and ed and breathless.
treas.: Prof. Amos R. Wells, editorial gestions
“Oh, Mother,” she cried, “don't scold
school committees.
sec.: G. B. Graff, publication manager,
me for being late to tea, for I've had
Hitherto only academies affiliated with
George W. Coleman superintendent of
such
a
A horse fell
colleges have had the advantages of sys- i down anddisappointment!
patriots’ league; Rev. R. P. Anderson, tematic
they said that they were going
while under the new
visitation,
of
builders'
union.
A
superintendent
to send for a horse doctor, so of course
number of additional trustees were elect- provision all secondary schools receiving I had to
stay. And after I'd waited and
State aid will have such advantages.
ed, among them being Rev. John G.
The visitation will be made not only to waited, he came, and oh, Mother, what
Huber of Dayton, 0.
schools in their endeavors to do you think? It wasn’t a horse doctor
George W. Coleman, superintendent of help the more
at all.
It was only a man!”
satisfactorily for higher
Christian
Citizenship, and Amos R. prepare but it will
also
made
for
the
be
schools,
Wells, editorial secretary, made their
FIFTY
PER
CENT DISCOUNT FOR TRUTH.
of helping the High schools to
reports, and Rev. R. P. Anderson, sup- purpose
Berkowitz and Sternberg, traveling
erintendent of the builder’s union, re- meet the demands of the communities
salesmen, met on the train.
ported a site purchased for the new na- and the State.
“I have just come from St. Louis, vhere
Through this new arrangement it is
tional home in Boston, which will cost
I did a tremendous business,” said Berkada
more
to
secure
satisfactory
about $150,000. He said that of this hoped
justment of the whole system of public owitz. “How much do you think I sold?”
amount $50,000 in cash is in hand.
“How should I know?” replied SternPres. Francis E. Clark, founder of instruction, bringing the secondaryschool
Christian Endeavor, said in his annual re- into a close relation with the elementary berg.
“Of course you don’t know, but vhat
school.
port;
do you guess?
"This last year has been in many re“Oh. about half.”
spects the best that the united society Shake Into
Your Shoes
“Half of vhat?”
has ever known. The tide has turned.
It
cures
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder.
“Why, half vhat you say.”
painThe tide which a few years ago ran
smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails,
strangle in favor of denominational seg- ful,
out of corns and
and
takes the

“Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
grades are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and 'ouvtionable
bacteria; the freed mi of rt ■•-.r from
these, increases with its parity."
Pk\yM. j v
the teell-knutcn
^heimst.

And then you tell of all the
joys,
Of fathers, mothers, girls and boys;
Of all there is, or all that comes
To make life pleasant in their homes.

—

ed

Purest Flour

Of hearts that bleed and mourn and
weep,
For friends that perished in the deep;
And more than this, you tell of some
That mourn for friends who died at home.

Established 1857.

Incorporated 1899.

are

I

Belfast

Livery Co„

whose Surprise ran from New York to
w
San Francisco in 90 days and from San
Travel on eastbound trains on the Maine
Francisco to Canton in 31 days; the Central was never better, according to officials
of
the
in
road
All
the
trains
Bangor.
Gamecock, Florence and others well
coming
known for smart sailing.
The Boston- this way from Portland and Boston are running
built sailing ship that holds the record heavy. Travel westbound is also good—much
Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
j between that port and San Francisco, better, in fact, than it was a year ago.
Schenectady, N. Y.
i
returns
have
been
received
at the
Complete
was the Northern Light, built by E. &
office of the State superintendent of public
H. O. Briggs, and which made this run
schools, with the exception of those of Allain 75 days.
gash plantation, on common school statistics
Other notable passages were those of and the expenditures of school money, and on
.j
I
we shall be found at
On and after
the ship Midnight, Hong Kong to New I the basis of these returns the State treasurer
soon make the appointment of the school
will
Calcutta
to
89
York,
days; ship Charger,
the
Phoenix
House
which
we have leased for
Boston, 79 days; James Baynes, Liver- and mill fund.
the
to
62
The
contract
for
the
new
at
the
EastMelbourne,
days,
making
pool
wing
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
return voyage in 60 days; North America ern Maine Insane Hospital has been awarded to
our business.
for
In our new location we
(built by Paul Curtis) San Francisco to F. W. Cunningham & Sons of Portland, that
Cork in 93 days, making a record which firm being the lowest bidder, entering a bid of
contract will be in force as soon
The
5123,740.
merit
and
a
of the
to
receive
continuance
was never beaten.
In those days for ten
as it is signed and the contractors have furnmonths in the year it was almost impossi- ished a bond
Has in a new lot [of Spring and
of $20,000 to insure good faith in
we
have
had
for
so
ronage
many years.
ble to find an unoccupied berth in the port carrying out the terms of the contract. Work
Summer merchandise.
His stock
of Boston from Charlestown Bridge to is. expected to begin in a very short time.
of
Fort Hill, and in the busiest times vesIn answer to numerous inquiries made at the
sels would lie three deep at the docks, office of the Eastern Maine State fair as to the
Ladies’ White
while many would be waiting in the date of the fair this year, Manager Field
First-class Teams furnished night and day.
phnrpfi lcmrlorej anH vnnnir nonnla
wishes
to
state
that
the
dates
are
stream for berths.
Etc.
August 24,
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.
26
and
27.
“The
best
attractions
we
have
captured the second place from the Con25,
was
It
the practice then before the
will be kept up to the usual standgregationalists, with the magnificent to- advent of tugs to move vessels by means ever had,” was the statement of Manager Field,
of
men
has
A
crew
tal of 7148 societies. The Congregation- of
Friday.
begun repairing
Connection.
ard quality and at reasonable prices.
buoys placed off the ends of wharves, the fences, cattle stalls, and buildings
and a
alists are now third, with 6454 societies.
Suesine Silk is our specialty. We
by which they were warped along, and a crew of carpenters has finished a new hog
Next come the Baptists, with their splenday was often consumed in hauling from house and fireworks’ store house in the upper
carry the Sawyer Oiled Clothing
did squadron of 3497 societies.
The first part of the park.
India Wharf to Charlestown.
v. A. SIMMONS, President.
“A long step forward has been taken steam
for men, and a large stock of genin the harbor were
tugs
employed
in the purchase of a splendid site for the the side-wheelers
If you want
eral merchandise.
|
Danin, John Tyler, and
at West Winterport.
RALPH D. SOUTH WORT II. Tieasurer.
Robbery
building at Huntington and Longwood Jacob Bell, and the first propeller tug
anything, ask for it.
avenues, Boston.
Sheriff Carleton has been notified of a bold
came there from Philadelphia in about
It will pay you to call and see us.
“This section is to be the institutional 1850.
MAINE.
robbery at West Winterport, which took place
heart of Boston within 10 years. Already
Thursday afternoon, July 8th at. the residence --o:
constable
Daniel
L.
Mrs.
of
the
finest
in
the
set
Dyer.
Dyer
many
public buildings
the table for supper and went to the railroad
city have been erected within a few blocks
station to meet her husband.
When they reof our lot, and others are being planned.
turned they found that all the food and part of
Cures Colds: Prevents Pneumonia
“Next year our building should begin
| the dishes had been gathered up in the table- i
to rise, stately and beautiful, an adequate
cloth and carried away. A desk had been ranThe M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
expression of our appreciation of what
A Belfast Boy's Success.
sacked and a sum of money, besides a collec- j offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
Christian Endeavor has done for us. It
I lion of old coins, some of them rare and val- ; has slated roof, city water and sewer connecshould be a building built by the gifts of
The aroma of tion. Apply to
uable, had been carried away.
Frank B. Condon of Belfast, Colby ’08, a very
It is |
JOHN A. FOGG.
the young people and their friends and
strong pipe was the only clew.
has been elected instructor in mathema- believed that it was the work of
tramps.
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13
consecrated to the work for the young
tics at Coburn. During the past year he *----people in all lands for all time.”
has been sub-master in the Houlton High
Dyspepsia is America’s curse. Burdock Blood school and has been very successful, esBitters conquers dyspepsia even' time. It pecially in the management of boys, in
drives out impurities, tones the stomach, re- which he has had much experience.
He
183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
stores perfect^ digestion, normal weight, and has always been
interested in Young
good health.
Men’s Christian association work and has
Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat,
been strongly urged to join the State
including the fitting of Glasses.
Shipbuilding in 1908.
forces because of his peculiar talent for
t^TIn Belfast, Odd :Fellows’ Block, Room 2
such
but
has
labor,
teaching.
preferred
tf9
The smallest output of the American
every Monday.
The
at
atCoburn
very
position
proved
shipbuilding industry since 1898 is the j tractive to
him, as it affords him the opNOTICE.
The subscriber hererecord shown in the figures gathered by !
by gives notice that he has been duly apFails to
the bureau during the fiscal year just portunities he has desired, and it is bepointed executor of the last will and testament
lieved that he will be a very valuable man
of
ended, but shipbuilding contracts indicate for the school.
to its
a material increase during the year endP111NEA8 PENDLETON, late of Seareport,
has a wide acquaintance
Mr.
Condon
and
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give
ing June 30 next. There were 1,362 mermen of the State and
the
it
has
among
young
No
how
been
matter
bonds as the law directs. All persons liaviugdelong
chant vessels of 232,816 gross tons built
gray
the summer or faded. Promotes a luxuriant
mands against the estate of said deceased are
growth
in the United States the past year com- will spend a good part of
to present the same for settlement, and
desired
visiting different sections in the interests of healthy hair. Stops its falling out. all indebted
thereto are requested to make paypared with 1,506 Jof 588,627 gross tons of
his work as inCoburn,
to Alexander H. Nichols of
beginning
removes
Danand
ment
immediately
which
the
fiscal
was
the
positively
during
year 1908,
structor at the opening of the school
agent.
druff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Re- Searsport, Me., my authorized
record year of American shipbuilding.
FRED N. PENDLETON.
as a student
a
fine
record
He
made
fuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
The Edward B. Winslow of Bath, Maine, year.
Portland, Oregon, June 8,1909.—3w26
at Colby and was very popular all through
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
Is
Not
in $1.00 as 50c. size.
a Dye.
was the largest wooden schooner ever
his course. The trustees believe he will
built. No vessels for foreign trade and
and 60c. bottles, at druggists
91
I
have
to do a great deal for Coburn both
purchased the harness business forSuccessor to George W. Burgess,
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair. ’*
no square rigged vessels were built.
Of be able
conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and may
as a teacher and as a leader for the boys.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
merly
the year’s output, 60,952 tons were
—Waterville Sentinel.
now be found at my new store on High street.
Hay’s Harflna Soap cures Pimples,
barges and canal boats.
Two furnished rooms, connected, bed and
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin disI will give you the best grade of harnesses.
eases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.
room, with running water in bed room.
sitting
2m20
Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
Goods at rock bottom prices.
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin."
Central location. Apply to
JOB
soon
to
Doan’s
Ointment.
Chronic
cases
yield
MRS. R. F. PEIRCE,
relieved, Anally cured. Druggista all sell it.
E.
CHAS.
R. H.
tf26
Franklin Street, Belfast. COMMERCIAL PRINTING A SPECIALTY j
STEVENS, Belfast, Maine.
•tops Uu ctmjb tad h«tl> luntfi

$2.50.

Livery, Sale,

Hack and

Transient Stable.

-k -a

11

January 1, 1909,

MadUJow
BROOKS, MAINE,

Stable,

continuing
hope

pat-

Goods,

Underwear,

Telephone]

BELFAST,

_

MEYSHONFMM

HOUSE FOR SALE

ELMER E. BROWN, IVUK

Never

Gray Hair
Color

Restore
Natural

EXECUTOR’S

Beauty.

Nliss Grace E. Burgess,

TO LET.

MEYSHONEMAR

OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK, BELFAST,

PRINTING.

MOODY

HARNESSES

cents; ladies, 10 cents. Refreshments will be
served in the lower hall.

SEARSPORT.

Obituary. Capt. John Closson, the last of
the old-time coastwise captains of Searsport
of this
Capt. N. F. Gilkey returned Saturday from a and one of the most respected citizens
place, died at his residence on Pleasant Point
business trip in Boston.
after a three
H. Freemont Maddocks of Ellsworth was in Sunday morning, July 11th,
weeks’ illness of paralysis. He was the son
town Friday on business.
of the late Capt. Isaac and Mary (Rendell)
Samuel N. Rackliffe of Belfast was in town
Closson and was born in Prospect, now SearsTuesday calling on friends.
^ pdfct, July 24, 1826. At the age of ten years he
Eugene P. Carver, Esq. and son Eugene of began to follow the sea and became master of
Boston were in town Friday.
many vessels in the coastwise trade. He was
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Richards of Rutland, one of the best pilots on the New England
coast in his day. He retired from the sea
Vt., are visiting relatives in town.
about twenty years ago and has since resided
Mrs. Jennie Roberts and daughter arrived
at his late home at Pleasant Point, where he
Tuesday from Somerville, Mass.
engaged in poultry raising and market gardene
is
Mrs. E. S. Stone of Houlton
spending
ing. He was very honorable in all of his dealfew days in town visiting friends.
ings, a good citizen and a kind neighbor. Cap^.
The Searsport Cornet Band will give an open Closson was a prominent member of the secair concert Tuesday evening, July 20th.
ond advent church. He leaves a widow and
Mrs. David Webber of Belfast visited Mrs. five sons: Captains John F. and Isaac of Waterville; Captain W. E. Closson of Stockton
Josephine Webber on Park street last week.
Mrs. K. A. Myers of Atlanta, Ga., is visiting Springs; Captains George .L. and Charles of
her sister, Mrs. A. L. Mosman, on Pike avenue. Searsport; and two daughters, Mrs. Harriet
Treat of Waterville and Mrs. Mary Leonard of
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Carver of Cleveland,
Philadelphia. Funeral services were held at
Ohio, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Carter. his late residence
Tuesnay afternoon, Rev. Mr.
H. C. Buzzell, Esq., went to Monroe Monday Hinkle of the second advent church of Dexter
to cut his father’s hay, accompanied by M. A.
officiating. Interment was in the family lot in
Cook.
the village cemetery.

J. S. Lombard returned Saturday from
week’s visit in Boston.

a

E. H. Going of Reading, Mass., treasurer of
the Searsport Water Co., was in town last
week.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mrs. Marion Foster is in town to spend the
with her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Foster.

summer,

Mr. Charles Webster of Orono has arrived
Fort Point and opened Webster hall for the
summer months.
at

Mrs. Frank H. Cousens and daughter, Miss
Susie A., returned early last week from a two

days’ trip

to

Mrs. Florence Pray of Castine was the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Laura Kelley, last Saturday,
coming from Searsport.
Miss Beulah Cousens returned Isst Saturday
from Bangor, where she had substituted two
weeks for a stenographer, sick from measles.
President Cram of the B. & A. R. R., came
down from Bangor last Saturday in his private
car, returning Monday, attached to the regular train.
Mr. DeWitt Clinton Reed of Jacksonville,
Florida, left Saturday, after a two weeks’ visit
with Mrs. Charles Devereaux and family on
Sandypoint road.
Mr. C. M. Cram of Bangor, spent last Sun-

day with his daughters,Mrs. Thatcher and Mrs.
Webster at Fort Point, returning to the city
Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen and family of East
Orange, N. J., arrived last Saturday to open
as

is
I

A. B. Fayson is again in the store with J. W.
Hobbs.

Frankfort visiting
Mrs. Herbert Clark, for a few

Cyphers is

in

mother.

Mrs. Thomas West of Lynn, Mass., has been
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Stanley
Perkins of this village.

Wrilmot. Dow. who has been the eruest of his

Misg Lucia W. Edwards, left Monday for
Portland,
aunt,

Mrs. Augustine Thompson of Boston has arrived in Brooks to spend the summer at the
R. W. Forbes homestead,

■■u Mra,
Edward A. Wadsworth of Somerville,
Mass, is the guest of Mrs. E. S. Dolliver on

Walter Bradford of Lynn, Mass., who has
been visiting relatives in Knox and Brooks,
returned to his business last week.

Main street.

Sch. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, from
Bangor for Providence, R. I., made a harbor

Strawberries, both cultivated and wild, have
and with plenty
The ladies of the M. E. Society are planning been very plentiful this season,
we have had some luscious
to have their annual sale in Union hall the last of Jersey cream

here

Sunday.

week in July.

feasts.

Baker returned Monday to her home
Waltham, Mass., after a visit to her father,
Geo. W. Field.

Davis, who has just returned from an extended trip to Boston and
Providence, spent last week in Frankfort as
the guest of Miss Edith Marie Hobbs at the
Miss Dorcas Anna

Mrs. Ida

in

W;. C. Pendleton’s carriage horse Shang, a
veteran of twenty-seven years, died suddenly
July 8th in his stall.

Church

street.

County Correspondence.
EAST SEAK8MONT.

Mrs. John Cunningham and daughter Sibelle
New York City arrived July 5th and are at
their old home, “Pleasant View Farm,” for the
summer.Messrs. Harry Richards and Joe
Thomas of Roxbury, Mass., are at A. H. Maof

honey’s

for the

summer_Miss J. E. McFarland of Searsmont and Mr. A. L.
Ordway of
Medford, Mass., called on friends in this section recently-Mr. Fred Elms and
daughter
of Haverhill, Mass., are in town, guests of his
brother, Howard Elms... .Mrs. Sarah Mahoney
of East Northport is the guest of her
son, A.
H. Mahoney.

Don’t forget the whist-party on Dr. C. E.
Britto’s lawn this, Thursday, evening, following the supper under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society. If the weather be unpleasant you’!', find the company assembled at Hichborn Hall.

Mrs. Harry E. Winslow returned to Quincy,
Mass., July 6th, by Boston steamer, leaving
her son, Master Earle, with' her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, for the warm weathShe will return for him early in Septemer.
ber.

Crockett farm.

8th and is

W’ebber,

visiting

his

mother, Mrs. C.

The farmers have been busy with their hoed
crops and now the haying season is in order.

from

A.

Mrs.

Park street.

on

on

and Wilmot Dow have been
on a fishing trip down the bay with William
Hamilton in his gasolene launch.
Crockett of Northern Maine Junction
spent the week-end with his mother, Mrs.
Melvina Crockett, on Elm street.
Frank

The many friends of Hon. A. E. Nickerson
of Swanville are pleased to know that he is improving from his serious illness.
E. Curtis arrived last week from
Y., and is the guest of Capt. and
Mrs. Frank A. Curtis on Park street.
Mrs.

F.

town

building of the beautiful C. E. Lane block. He I accident last Thursday afternoon, slipping on
also has had charge of the cottage which I. S the sidewalk after the hailstorm and breaking
Staples is building. Last year he built the | her right wrist. She is at this writing, (Moncombined store and residence which his moth- j day) comparatively comfortable, with the limb

Bucksport was in
Friday and Saturday the guest of her
W’arren of

er, Mrs. Hattie Jenkins, now
took the college preparatory

splints. We trust the injury may be as
course at the ; speedily restored as possible and offer symPlace.
Good Will school and studied and worked to pathy for this mishap to our active neighbor.
Postmaster J. W. Black spent the wTeek-end
learn the business of an architect and builder,
Mr. C. W. Shorey of Belfast, Inspector of
his daughter,
in Bucksport, the guest of
and now can be found at work in frock and : State
Roads, was in town last Friday exarninMrs. John H. Montgomery, returning home
overalls, a self reliant, capable man who is a I
ing the section of State road being built from
Monday.
credit to the community. He is the kind of Ames’
brook, to the Mill street turn. He had
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. will be given young men that Brooks wants and for whom
pictures taKen or rocx-wont, just reauy iur
a hearing by the municipal officers at their ofthe world has business. His father died when
covering, by Miss H. D. Hichborn and desires
fice on Main street July 21st at 9 o'clock in the he was but a small lad, and instead of
being a another view when the street is ready for use.
iuienuuij.
burden to his widowed mother he went to work The
portion of East Main street thus treated
George A. Nichols of Boston arrived July to care for himself and her. And he will make last year has proved highly satisfactory—an
8th and is the guest of Capt. and Mrs. Joseph a success of it, too.
excellent recommendation for the State roads
F. Nichols at the Billings cottage on West
100th Anniversary. Mrs. Rhoda Lincoln being built in various parts of Maine.
aunt, Mrs. George F.

Smith,

on

Bay View

occupies.

He

Farr celebrated the 100th year of her birth on
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. J. N. Jones, a former resident of Vineland, who now lives in Iiaddon Heights, N. J.,
a suburb of Philadelphia.
The day was fine
and a host of relatives and friends gathered to
celebrate the unusual event. There were four
generations present consisting of children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren. She
was the recepient of numerous and expensive
gifts. Post cards, letters, a telegram and
gifts were sent her from various points in

Main street.

Saturday, May 15th,

C. Havener and family arrived July 10th
Worcester, Mass., and are at the Phineas
Pendleton homestead on Main street for sevL.

from

eral weeks.

Schooner Davis Palmer, Capt. McKown, arJuly 11th from Norfolk with 4,936 tons of
coal consigned to the Penobscot Coal Co. at

rived

Mack’s Point.

Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, California,
Washington, Baltimore, New Jersey, Rhode
Pray of Castine were in town last week, the Island, Massachusetts and Maine. Speeches
and
were the order of the day,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Black on Mt. into congratulations
which she entered with hearty good cheer,
avenue.
Ephraim
her mind being clear and bright, and she reto a remarkable degree. ReCapt. and Mrs. Harry L. Perry arrived Sat- tains her faculties
freshments were served, after which each
urday from New York. Capt. Perry will re- guest had a
piece of birthday cake.
main at home while his steamer is undergoing
The above clipping from a Philadelphia paper
repairs in New York.
is of interest to people in Waldo county as
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Pride and little Mrs. Farr is a sister of the late John M. Dow
daughter Lona, who have been visiting Miss and of Mrs. Hannah Jones, both for many
Lucia W. Edwards on Water street, left Mon- years residents of Brooks and some of whose
descendants are residents here. In a letter to
day for their home in Brownville.
*
Miss Julia B. Sullivan and Mr. N. D. Hewes M. J. Dow, Esq., of this town, who, much to
who have been visiting Miss Catherine F. Sul- his disappointment, was not able to attend the
livan on Water street the past three weeks, the reception, her daughter a day or two afterwards wrote that her mother did not seem a
left Monday for Waltham, Mass.
it tired at night after the departure of the
Dr. P. P. Nichols, after a short visit with
who were present during the day
his mother, Mrs. L. L. Nichols, on Water | fifty people
and who partook of the dinner at which she
street, left last week for Northampton, Mass.
sat as hostess. She was born at Branch Mills
He will return to spend the month of August.
in the town of China, where some of her relaThe Searsport Tigers, who had the knots
tives still live, and after her marriage, until
taken out of their limbs at Belfast last Safcur- 1 some
twenty years ago, lived in the town of
day afternoon, will meet the Bucksport Locals ! Manchester, where she still has many relatives
on the home grounds Saturday afternoon, July
and friends. In conversation with us she has
17th.
said that she was a delicate slender child and
The Boston Towboat Co.’s tug Neponset ar- that her parents doubted if she would live to
rived Monday from Boston and took on board grow up. She has, however, lived to be the
Capt. C. N. Meyers and proceeded to Bucks- last of a large family and has displayed much
port to tow the barkentine Mabel I. Meyers to intellectual vigor as well as great vitality. She
Boston.
now has every comfort that filial love and
comfortable surroundings can supply and bids
The barkentine Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. N.
Meyers, finished discharging salt at Bucksport fair to have still other birthday anniversaries.
Saturday and was towed to Boston Monday,
where she will load lumber for Montevideo at FREEDOM.
Mr. A. E. Linscott was in Massachusetts the
$8.50 per thousand.
past week on business.... Mr. and Mrs. Anson
J.
Wilber
Midshipman
Carver, who graduated Knowlton
passed a few days in Liberty last
from the U. S. Navel Academy at Annapolis,
week with Mrs. Knowlton’s mother.Miss
Md., in June, and has been at home awaiting
Fannie Carter and Mrs. Abbie C. Keen, with
orders, has received orders to report on board
their sister, Mrs. Nellie McGray, and cousin,
of the battleship Missouri at the Charlestown
Mrs. Helen Carter, from Belfaet, visited
Navy Yard July 10th and left Friday to join friends in Montville the
past week....Mr.
the ship.
Parker Cooper called on friends in the village
There will be a grand ball at Union hall
July 7th....Mr. John Sparrow of Knox CorThursday evening, July 15th, for the benefit of ner passed his 81st birthday July 8th with his
the Searsport Tiger Base Ball club. Good
son, Willard Sparrow.... Mrs. Katrina Bryant
music will be furnished.
Floor manager, H. and littls son Harding are visiting friends and
C. Buzzell; aides, H. N. Col cord, A. S. Trundy relatives in
Troy....Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Worth
and E. J. McCaffey. Admission to the hall, so visited friends in
Liberty July 11th.
Mrs. E. R.

Cunningham

and Mrs.

Florence

1

daughter

with Mr, and
Mrs. J. G. Wentworth for ft visit of several
weeks.Miss Mildred M. Moses of
Salem,
Mass., and Miss Grace Sherman ate occupying
their cottage, just finished, at the head of Sennebec Lake.G. H. Page has had his house
painted. Uriah N. Dyer and Tobias Wadsworth
were

the

are

painters.

WINTER PORT.
Mrs, H. F. Sprowl arrived on
Saturday’s
boat from San Juan, P. R„ and will
spend the
summer at the old
homestead_Miss Ethel
Baker is at home from Cornell
University for
her summer vacation...
Among the arrivals
from Boston last Saturday were Miss
Mary
Cowles, on a visit of some weeks with her
mother, Mrs. Benj. Atwood; Mrs. Bessie Lesser,
to visit her mother, Mrs.
Massure; Miss Rose
Fred Shaw for a two week’s visit with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Shaw....The many
friends of Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell were
very
sorry to hear of her serious illness at Deer Isle,
where she is visiting relatives
Mrs. Howard
Grant of Brewer and Mrs. Granville Grant of

There will be no meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
He is one of the smart !
of his house.
the members will serve
young men of Waldo county, being only about j Society this week, as
He works every day either | one of their always appetizing suppers Thurs90 years of age.
day afternoon, from 6 to 7 o’clock, in the Maon his farm or in his shop and thinks of getting
sonic banquet hall, at 20 cents per plate. The
married again when he is 100 years old.
as hostesses insures
Brooks has a young contractor and builder of i reputation of these ladies
if the weather be propiwhom it can well be proud, in the person of Mr. ! a good attendance,
the day—Thursday.
Carle Jenkins, now 23 years of age, who took tious. Remember
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat met with quite a serious
the contract and is carrying to completion the

Amos Nichols of Lynn, Mass., arrived July
8th and is the guest of his brother, Capt. J. F.
Nichols, at the Billings cottage on Main street.

Winthrop, Mass.,

Mrs. Edward N. Hiarriman is entertaining
her two sisters, Mrs. Sarah K. Ladd of Bradford, Mass., and Mrs. John Green, of Lowell,
Mass. Mrs. G. is accompanied by Master
Green, a youth of thirteen years of age. Old
acquaintances are glad to meet these ladies

east side

Albert G. Norris of Milford, Mass., arrived
Sunday and is spending a few days at the old
Norris homestead on Norris street.

L.

of the first

of

Eaton,

glass

N.

Barge Bear Creek arrived Monday from
Perth Amboy with 1,000 tons of coal for the
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.

Mrs. E.

was one

grand-

ton.

and kept them growing from the start. Mrs.
L. A. Bachelder had them large enough to cook
July 4th, which is the earliest expected from
straight planting in this vicinity. Mrs. Eliza after
years of absence from once familiar
Leathers distributed early lettuce to her
scenes.
j
friends a long time ago, as Isaac is an accomThe first party of children to occupy the fine
plished gardener and has the best of every! new Hersey Retreat at Sandy point came from
thing in its season.
of last week, returning this
Lieut. Wm. N. Crosby is probably the first i Bangor the middle
afternoon. Several parties
man in Waldo county to have potatoes of his | week, Wednesday
have been at the village for photoIn of inmates
own raising cooked for his dinner July 4th.
of the building taken by Miss H. D.
fact, he had them July 1st. They were planted ! graphs
its dedication.
in a
house of his own manufacture on the i Hichborn on the day of

Main street.

Fleetwood Fride

Brooklyn,

Philena Clifford

persons in this vicinity to have green peas.
She had the seed well sprouted in the house

Ralph Whittier of Bangor spent Sunday in
town, the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Hannah T.
Pendleton,

the outlook of two weeks ago.

ner

parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Gushee.Mr.
Francis Keating of Warren was here
Saturday
and Sunday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H.
N.
Titus... Miss Lucy Harris of
Haverhill, Mass.,
ts the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sherman.
.Mrs. Joshua Wentworth and

Doris

Mrs. John M. Ames and daughter, Mrs. ChasDevereaux, arrived July 6th from Rutherford,
N. J., the home of the latter, and opened the
Ames house on School street for the summer.
Mr. D. will join his wife later for his vacation.

vtailing

in

parish meeting of the Universalist society, July 7th, it was decided to accept the offer of Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast to regularly
fill the pulpit each Sunday afternoon, giving
two days a week to parochial work in the village. He will begin his labors September 1st
At

a

and there will be no services in the church until that date, excepting one Sunday in August,
when Rev. H. H. Hoyt, State Superintendent,
will speak to the congregation. The exact
time will be announced later in these columns.
Last Thursday the most severe hailstorm
remembered in town pelted this village for an
hour, tearing leaves and beating vegetation in
Some gardens were
a most injurious fashion.

badly damaged. The stones were considerably
larger than big peas, and were piled into heaps,
veal winter-like appearance to
the landscape, and remained on the northern
side of buildings until the next morning. The
sidewalks in front of the business places
Our
were shoveled clear of these icy balls.
weather has since been unusually cool for July.
which gave

a

■

The friends of Hon. C. S. Hichborn in this,
town, will be interested to learn of
his recent appointment by Gov. Fernald as
chairman of the committee upon the enlargement of the Capitol, which makes the expenditure of $350,000, appropriated by the last legislature for necessary increase of room in the
his native

Mullen of Bangor, Powers of Houlton
True of Portland. Under the law these
commissioners have the entire matter in their
hands—a grave responsibility.
Messrs.

and

By a recent arrangement of the B. & A. R.
R. the steamer Silver Star will leave the pier
at Kidder’s Point, daily, excepting Saturdays,
on the arrival of the forenoon train from Bangor, for Belfast and Northport, returing in
time to connect with the afternoon train for
Bangor. On Saturdays she will leave Kidder’s
Point at one o’clock for Hewes’ Point and
Ryder’s Cove, Islesboro and Castine, returning
to meet the last train down from Bangor and
taking passengers to Northport for a Sunday
sojourn. A convenient arranging of conditions
for our up-river friends.
Last Saturday

company of gentlemen,
Capt. Ralph Morse, Capt. Elden Shute, Capt.
Charles C. Park, Mr. Russell P. Goodhue, Mr.
L. Albert Gardner and Mr. Herbert L. Hopkins,
went on the gasolene launch Hattie Mabel
(now chartered by the J. D. Young canning
factory to bring their fish) to Islesboro to view
the stranded schooner Alice E. Clark, which
recently ran upon Coombs’ ledge when on the
passage from Newport News to Bangor. This
a

to

spend her

vacation at

home,

and

...

Worcester, Mass., are visiting friends

in town.

-The hail storm of last week was quite destructive to gardens through the town.
NORT H

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mrs. Edward Curtis is quite ill.Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper Gray and family visited Mrs.
Gray’s father in Park recently.Mrs. Grace
Stearns and Mrs, Florence Staples and son of
Belfast are visiting at Mr. Edward Curtis’_
Edwin Colson of Foxcroft is in this
vicinity
taking orders for monumental work.
Mr.
Colson's firm does fine work in this line.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Littlefield have been to
Thorndike, where Mr. Littlefield owns a farm,
to cut the hay before beginning work on his
farm here.Mrs. Flora Littlefield and Miss
Lucy Dunaver went to Milford by train recently to visit friends.... The 5th of July ball
at the K. P. hall was a great
success, with a
large crowd and a good time. Music by Bachelor's orchestra- Miss Bertha
Partridge
was at the “Brookside,”
Searsport, last week

opinion. Let

AMERICAN PORT8.

WE ARE WILLING THAT YOU BE

New York, July 7. Ar, schs. Levi S. Andrews,
Port Arthur; Eugene Borda, Long Cove; 8, ar,
schs. Helen H. Benedict, Swans Island; Ella
M. Storer, Somes Sound; Edward T. Stotesbury,
Sargentville for Perth Amboy; 9, ar, schs. R-L.
Tay, Bangor; William Jones, do; Annie Ainslie,
do; Mary Weaver, do via New Rochelle; J. Frank
Seavey, Stonington; Josephine, Tampa; Mary
E. H. G. Dow, Bangor; 10, sld, sch. Northland,
Stockton Spriggs; ar, schs. Northern Light,
Bangor; Fannie & Fay, Stonington; cld, sch.
Augusta W. Snow, Stockton; J. V. Wellington, do; Mary Ann McCann, Bangor; Stanley
H. Miner, Tampa; 12, ar, schs. Seguin, St. John,
N. B.; Henrietta Simmons, Stockton; Hannah
F. Carleton, do; Margaret Draper, Bangor;
Luther T. Garretson, Portland; passed City
Island, sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, Perth Amboy
for Portland; 13, arrived, bark Good News, San
Francisco; schs. Mount Hope, Sargentville;
Joseph W. Hawthorn, Belfast, Ga.
Boston, July 8. Ar, sch. Omaha, Bangor; sld,
sch. Mary E. Lynch, Stonington; 11, sailed, sch.
Holliswood, Sierra Leone, West Africa.
f’lJ

Judge.

Bring

your clothes to us and have

We have the only
seal

laundry

soda, chro.

of lime and other injurious acids
of Belfast’s best citizens says: “The first time I
ored shirt sent home from

a

laundry

without

White Cloud Hand
Telephone

no

oXai

are

No. 67

p*gE

J'fB

P*'iE

used

'B p*gE
faded'- B

ever

being

I

had

a

p»

Laundry Co.
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B

PonHIotnn

Sisters, Bangor; 9, ar, sch. Young Brothers,
Bath; cld, sch. Augustus H. Babcock, Mayport;
10. ar, sch. Daylight, Kennebec.
Baltimore, July 6. Passed down Sparrows
Point, sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore for
Boston; 10, sld, sch. D. H. Rivers, Cape Jellison; 11, ar, sch. Alice Holbrook, Bath; 13, ar,
sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore.
Guanica, P. R., July 3. Ar, sch. Edward H.
Cole, Philadelphia.
Georgetown, S. C., July 5. Sld, sch. John
Bossert, Whittier, New York; 8, ar, sch. Sallie
I’On, New York:
......
Newport News* July 1: Ar, schs. Nathaniel
T\ Palmer, Pottlahd; Singleton Palmer, Searsport; 8> sld, sch. Elizabeth Palmer, Searsport;
Mary Curtis, Camden; 10, sld, schs. Margaret
Haskell, Bangor; Stella B. Kaplan, do.
Norfolk, July 7. Ar, sch. J. C. Strawbridge,
Boston; sld, sch. White Wings, Wilmington, N.
C.; 8, sld, sch. Harwood Palmer, Searsport.
Port Tampa, July 4.
Sld, sch. Gov. Powers,
Baltimore; Winfield S. Schuster, do; 5, sld, sch.

Helen Thomas, Baltimore.
Bridgeport, July 6. Ar, sch. Levi S. Andrews,
Port Arthur.
Beaufort, S. C., July 9. Sailed from Chehaw,
sch. Scotia, New York.
Fernandina, July 5. Ar, sch. Mary E. Morse,
New York, 8, ar, sch. Adelaide Barbour, New
York.
Morgan City, La., July 7. Ar, sch. Emma S.
Lord, Laguayra.
San Francisco, Cal., July 6. Ar, stmr. Columbian, Nichols, Salina Cruz.
Savannah, July 7. Sld, sch. Star of the Sea,
New York.
Belfast, Ga., July 7. Ar, sch. S. G. Haskell,
New York.
Jacksonville, July 8. Ar, sch. Edward H.
Blake, New York; 10, ar, sch. Henry B. Fiske,
Boston; 12, ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., July 9. Ar, sch. William H.
Sumner, Newr York, and sailed 10th for Satilla.
San Juan, P. R., July 9. Ar, stmr. Maracaibo,
Hichborn, New York for Curacoa, &c.
Newport, July 10. Sld, sch. Jennie N. Huddell, Stockton.
Savannah, July 11. Ar, sch. Maude Palmer,

Bangor.
Bangor, July

Lane, SearsYork; 8, ar,
port; sailed,
bark Mary Barry, Boston; sch. Susie P. Oliver,
Jersey City; sld, sch. Ida B. Gibson, New York;
9, sld, schs. Annie P. Chase, New York; William
Pickering, Beverly; 10, arrived, sch. Charlie A.
Sproul, Boston; sld, schs. Frontenac, Newport
News; Lizzie Lane, Providence; Reuben Eastman, Salem; 12, ar, schs. Mary E. Palmer, Norfolk; Omaha, Boston.
Stockton, July 7. Ar, sch. Robert A. Snyder,
Jersey City; 8, ar, schs. Florence Leland, Stonington; Polly. Rockland; 11, ar, schs. Telumah,
Gloucester; Edith, Baltimore; Abbie G. Cole,
Saco; sld, sch. Maggie Ellen, New York; 12, ar,
sch. Sallie C. Marvel, Baltimore; sld, sch. Polly,
7. Ar, sch. Lizzie
sch. C. B. Clark, New

Rockland.
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fast.
S. A. Littlefield, retired, 81 Cedar street,
Belfast, Me., says: “I have known of Doan’s
Kidney Pills for many years and have used
them off and on with the most satisfactory results. I not only suffered from backache but
had trouble with the irregular action of the
kidney secretions. Doan’s Kidney Pills proved
especially adapted to my case and always relieved me when 1 appealed to them. You are
at liberty to publish this statement or refer
anyone to me who doubts the merit of Doan’s

service July 11th.

other.

Kidney Pills.*’
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster-Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

no

p;

RICHARDS,

Store, P
I

45 Main Street.

|

Victory

For Hood & Sons.
com-

commission has decided the case of H.
P. Hood & Sons against the Delaware & Hudson in favor of the complainants.
They alleged discrimination, unreasonable
rates and inadequate service in transportation
of milk from Poultney. Vt., to Boston. The
commission orders that reparation be made.

Do You Kmi

merce

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal,
PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

PRODUCER,

14.00al5.00
0.00, Hay,
I Apples, per bu,
dried, per lb., 7i Hides,
8a8i
Beans, pea,
16
2.75a3.00| Lamb, Spring,
I Beans. Y. E., 4.25a4.50| Lamb Skins,
40
24a26< Mutton,
j Butter,
9al0
Beef, sides,
60
6a8;Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, fore quarters, t&l Potatoes,
75a80
60 Round Hog.
8
j Barley, bu,
14 Straw,
Cheese,
10.00
1
22 Turkey,
Chicken, Spring,
26a28
Calf Skins,
13 Tallow,
3
IS Veal,
! Duck,
9al0
26 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
30
j
14 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
4.00a4.50
18;Wood, soft,
3.00
j Geese,
RETAIL

PRICE.

RETAIL MARKET,

11 Lime,
j Beef, Corned,
: Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,
90 Onions,
i Corn,
85 Oil, kerosene,
| Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
j Cheese,

85

;

j

Cotton

i

Cranberries,
Clover Seed,

Pollock,

lSjPork,
Plaster,

Seed,

1.75;

I Codfish, dry,

1.10

Will Stive jour business,
small, careful attention.

DEPOSITORS

MjaB

Shorts,
Sugar,

LORD’S
High Street, Belfast
OK

wi,

IN THIS BANK ARE

ABSOLUTELY

SAKE

FROItj

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS 540501
_OKGAM/i;i.

_

5
5
13al4
6
14
1.13

SaOjRye Meal,
OO
15

that m all the financial trails;,,"
S. but 6% is done with cui i.-n% being done by means of. i.
drafts? II jon do not alien
ini; account si art one now
from its convenience and 'a ,:
true. If you are not fnn:ili;
tem come to us ami w e w ii

Hbi

■h

3J

n

1.55
6
38
05
4

■
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INSTALMENTS.

TO LET
A small tenement. Apply to
M. R. KNOWLTON,
at the Restaurant,
26tf
99 High Street.
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guiding star to
to the best place to buy your
a

B

1

MONUMENTAL
WORK
We have

1
B

large 'variety

a

work ready to letter. Also to
latest designs, and can exe,

■

'.-■■■

B
S
B

nr

orders promptly and satis!.
Give us a call.

I

A. S. HEAL,

K

BELFAST

BRIDGE STREET,

SteveriJ

Dr, John

«

MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET

of tlv ! '-*

SPECIAL IT—Diseases

»

Ear, Throat and Nose

■

AUTOnOBIU>
NEW AND SECOND CARS :
WRITE TO

G. G.

i

Garley, West Newton.

Mdv

--

PRESTON S
LIVERY,

BOARDING

AND

TRANSIENT

STABLE
Is situated on Washington street,
street. I have single and double h
boards, etc. Careful drivers if depatronage is solicited. Teleph<

235-2, house, 61-13.

W. G.

PRESTON, Proprie'8r

Cut Flowers
For sale the rest of the

season

ALICE M.

24tf

PIANOS

CASH

ed;

B

,....

Washington, July 8. The interstate

j

p

the«.

Belfast Department

..

Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Edna
Cousins.... Miss Alice Staples of White Plains,
N. Y., is with Mrs. Henry Stowers for the summer.... Mr. Fred Gould and party of friends
from Milo spent several days last week at the
Gould cottage....Master Nathaniel Stowers of
Forest Hills, Mass., is spending his vacation
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Stowers... .Mrs. Lottie French arrived recently from Massachusetts and is at her home here.
Master Arthur Perkins is in Boston and
vicinity for several weeks... .The new Hersey
Retreat was dedicated July 5th. A large party
from Bangor was present for the day. F. L.
Blanchard and wife have charge. The first
party arrived July 8th for a week....There
was a large attendance at the Sunday evening

H Peru

One Dozen for 10c.

!

a™

..

Th9"

them done

in Waldo County where

Rockland, Me., July 8. Ar, sch. Mark Pen- Flour,
7.50a8.25|Salt, T. I.,
dleton, New York; 12, ar, bark Nostra Signora H, G. Seed,
2.25 j Sweet Potatoes,
del Carmine, Portland; sch. Sarah L. Davis, Lard,
15, Wheat Meal,
Windsor, N. S., for Yonkers.
Portland, July 10. Cld, sch. Edward B. WinsBORN
low, coal port; 12, ar, sch. Henry R. Tilton,
Perth Amboy.
Bryant. In Stonington, June 29, to Mr. and
Searsport, July 11. Ar, sch. Davis Palmer, j Mrs. Charles D. Bryant, a son.
Norfolk; 12, ar, barge Bear Creek, Perth AmColby. In Stonington, June 29, to Mr. and
boy.
Mrs. Harry Warren Colby, a son.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Gray.
In Brooksville, July 2, to Mr. and
i
Victoria, B. C., July 5. Ar, bark Puritan, Mrs. Harry Gray, a daughter.
taking orders for photographic work. Miss
Fletcher. In Belfast, July 11, to Prof, and
Frazier River (for diver’s survey).
Partridge has a studio in her home, with new (Br.),
Salina Cruz, June 30. Ar, stmr. Virginian, Mrs. Edward H. Fletcher, a son.
Jordan. In Brooksville, June 30, to Mr. and
backgrounds for portraits, and many photo- Colcord, Hilo.
St. John, N. B., July 8.
Cleared, schs. Roger Mrs. Eugene Jordan, a son.
graphs are displayed showing views, portraits
Lowell. In Penobscot, June 30, to Mr. and
Drury, Philadelphia; Harold B. Cousens, New
groups, and colored Dhotovranhs
All
York; Mafy E. Pennell, do; Lois V. Chaples, Mrs. Manfield H. Lowell, a son.
invited
to
call
and
cordially
see the pictures.
Raleigh. In Lynn, Mass., July 9, to Mr. and
New Haven; 9, cld, Almeda Willey, Boston.
St. Martins, W. I., July 1. Sid, sch. Hattie Mrs. Arthur H. Raleigh, a daughter.
-Mrs. Nellie Burdeen of Clark’s Corner visI P. Stimpson, New York.
Staples.
In Penobscot, June 30, to Mr. and
ited friends here recently.
Turks Island, July 10. Sid, bark Penobscot, and Mrs. Martin P. Staples, a son.
Smith. In Greenville, July 11, to Mr. and
Providence.
SAN DY POINT.
Rio Janeiro, June 25. Sailed previously, bark Mrs. Frank Smith, a son.
Mrs. Olive Merrill recently returned from a Antioch, Barbados, Porto Rico and Boston.
Tapley. In North Haven, June 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon H. Tapley, a daughter, Martwo week’s visit with relatives in Maine and
MARINE MISCELLANY.
guerite Fentiman.
New Hampshire... Miss Lillie Fisher, Miss
Vineyard Haven, July 7. Schr. J. V. WelAnnie Endicott and Miss Nellie Boyd of Chel- lington, Stockton, for New York, previously
MARRIED
reported here leaking badly, proceeded today
sea, Mass., have arrived and will spend the [
for destination with two extra men working
Buckley-Hartford.
In Bucksport, June
summer at Mrs. Jewett Ginn’s_Mr. and Mrs.
| pumps.
28, Dennis Buckley and Mrs. Mary E. Hartford,
New York, July 9. Schr. Northland when
Levi Harriman have returned to Massachusetts
both of Bucksport.
leaving pier 38, East River, yesterday, in tow
after a visit here with
Beggs-Warr.
In Toledo, Ohio, June 30,
relatives_Henry t of tugs A. W. Smith and Robert Rogers, struck
Stowers and family of Weymouth, Mass., are the East River Bridge and carried away her Frank E. Beggs and Mrs. Helen M. Warr, both
formerly of Rockland.
occupying the Stowers’ cottage at the point. foretopmast.
Dragon-Dilworth.
In Florence, Mass.,
Sch. Lula, Capt. W. S.
Port Clyde, July 5.
..Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hopkins and
baby of Tainter, from Winter-port, Me., for Portland, July 6th by Rev. Noel Rainville, Edward E.
of
Florence, Mass., and Miss Helen E
Bangor spent the 4th with Mr. and Mrs. Chas. lumber loaded, while off the mouth of the Ken- Dragon
Dilworth of Florence, formerly of Belfast.
Shute-Hardie Morin, who is spending the nebec river on the 4th carried away bowsprit
Harris-Bowen. In Detroit, July 3, by Rev.
Will repair and
and returned to this harbor.
summer in Searsport, was here several
R. A. Farnham, Hobart M.
days
Harris^ and Miss
Ethel H. Bowen, formerly of Belfast.
last week-Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merrithew proceed.
Norfolk, July 9. Sch. Baker Palmer and tug
Locke-Taylor. In Calais, July 1, Ralph E.
and Miss Ruth Merrithew of Boston are board- Edna V. Crew were libelled here today by Eva
Locke of Searsport and Miss Helen Louise
ing with Mrs. Chas. French_Fred Pitcher B. Davis, widow of the barge man who was Taylor of Calais.
killed aboard the New York, Philadelphia and
Robinson-Seavey. In Thomaston, June 30,
and family of Chelsea, Mass., are at their cotNorfolk railway car float No. 2, when later, in
Selden Robinson and Edith Seavey, both of
tage here for the summer.... Mrs. Clara Little- tow of railway company’s tug, was in collision
Warren.
field has returned to her home in Prospect af- in Hampton Roads, June 21 with the schooner
Rogers-Lunt. In San Bernardino, Califorin tow of libelled tug. Widow asks $10,000
ter a visit here with Mrs. Louisa Perkins and
nia, June 24, by Rev. C. A. Queen, William T.
damages.
Rogers of Redlands, California, and Miss Arfamily..Mr. and Mrs. John Perkins of Milo visited
Bangor, July 11. While backing away from villa M. Lunt of Mt. Desert, Maine. [Correcthere last week_Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Little- her wharf in Camden harbor, shortly after 6
ed.]
field have returned to their home in Edgar- o’clock Sunday morning, the turbine steamer
Camden of the Eastern Steamship Co., became
DIED
town, Mass., after a visit with F. F. Perkins temporarily unmanageable in a high wind and
and family-Samuel French has returned to drifted down on the three-masted schooner
Arey. On steamer Belfast, July 6, Mark B.
his home after two days’ visit here_Miss. Annie P. Chase, lumber laden and at anchor in
the harbor.
The schooner’s jibboom jabbed Arey of Worcester, Mass., formerly of CamMattie Black is confined to her bed by illnessd
den,
aged 38 years.
of
of
the
tier
state
through the outer wall
Bachelder. In Boston, July 3, Helen, wife
-Mrs. Fred F. Perkins is in Bangor having
rooms and the starboard side of the gallery
of G. W. Bachelder of Union, aged 57 years.
her eyes treated by Dr. Clough.Willis deck, pushing clear through number 30 and
Closson. In Searsport, July 11, Capt. John
V ru in or from Rnstr.n !a wi fVi hie familn kava
breaking out the panels on the inside wall.
aged 83 years, 11 months and 17 days.
Nobody was in the room at the time. A por- Closson,
In Bucksport, July 2, Benjamin P.
Grover.
The Fourth was celebrated here by the usual tion of the rail of the
gallery deck was carried
number of picnic parties, horribles and fire- away, but the steamer was worked under con- Grover, aged 75 years and 6 months.
Greer.
In
Chelsea, Mass., July 5th, Albert
trol
■fiirthor rlam'itro
rlnno
crackers, and closed with a dance Monday
W. Greer, formerly of Belmont, aged 70 years.
Homer. In Islesboro, July 8, Leslie C. Homer
night. There was a large attendance and all
of Bucksport, aged 57 years, 11 months and 19
said it was the best Fourth of July we have had
days.
for several years-Mrs. Ira M. Cobe and
Splaine. In Union, July 7, Elmira Butler,
wife of Maurice Splaine, aged 57 years and 10
party came from Northport last week for a
months.
short visit with Mrs. Nathaniel Partridge and
a
Seiders. In Union, July 1, Fred Seiders,
Gloomy Countenance in Belfast
family-Mrs. Guild and children of Newton, Many
61 years, 4 months and 20 days.
aged
Now Lightens With Happiness.
Mass., are boarding at S. G. Staples’... Melvin
Wotton. In Sailors’ Snug Harbor, N. Y.,
June 27, Edmund F. Wotton, a native of FriendA bad back makes you gloomy.
Grant has opened his ice cream parlor for the
ship.
Can’t be happy with continual backache.
summer... .Mrs. Martha Partridge and Mrs.
York. In Augusta, July 10, Herbert York
The aches and pains of a bad back
George Danziger of New York and Masters
of Swanville.
Are mostly due to sick kidneys.
William and Albert MaGrath of Roxbury,
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Mass., are at the Danziger house here fora
HALLET & DAVIS
few week8....The Ladies’ Social Circle will
They have made many a happy home in Belmeet

*t

with

AlwayskeepagoodlaxaHvelinhehous^Takeadose'whenyourcoWfiJSir*^^^
is the best laxative for this? Ayer’s Pills. Ask your doctor his

SHIP NEWS.

n

iTljj

cough! Troubled

taking-cold habit? Better break it up. We have
-r"'
confidence in Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for this
work 8r<iB V
medicine like it for weak throats and weak
lunos
He knows all
your doctor for his opinion.
His approval is valuable. Follow his advice at all o
® 1
Nojdcohol in this cough medicine. J'C Ayer

__

to load lumber for New York. Sch. Samuel B.
Hubbard arrived, July Uth, light, to load lumber for New York, and sch. Edith arrived
with railroad iron for the B. & A. R. R.
Sch.
Maggie Ellen sailed with lumber for New
York. Sch. Sallie C. Marvel arrived July 12th
with railroad iron for the B. & A.; and sch.
Polly sailed with edgings for Vinalhaven.

---

Mrs. Lillias N. Staples arrived home Tuesday from visits in Massachusetts and Connecticut, accompanied by her niece, Miss Beulah
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Locke, who were
it is said to De two weeKs later man usual, tne
Staples, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S.
married in Calais July 7th, are spending their
recent rains having kept the crop green and
Staples of Cambridge, Mass., Who will visit
honeymoon in Bangor.
growing. The yield is very much improved her paternal and maternal relatives in Stock|
Hollis E. W'ebber of Providence, R. I., arrived

July

Cold after cold; cough after

..

The Misses Mary and Phmbe Calkin are the
of friends in Gorham since the close of
guests
her sister,
Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald conducted the open air the year's instruction at Bucksport Seminary.
weeks.
They will soon be at home.
Mrs. Mary L. Hall of Chelsea, Mass., is visit- service last Sunday evening.
The Misses Madge and Lennie Clifford of
Miss
Blanche
Mrs.
and
John
Hutchins
Stacy
Mrs.
on
Norris
John Murphy,
ing her sister,
Mass., arrived Sunday for their APPLETON.
Fitchburg,
of
this
are
at
place
Northport.
street.
Mrs. Sadie Lewis of Brockton, Mass., is visitannual visit with their paternal aunt and husMiss McNeil of Bangor has been the guest
James H. Hawley left July 10th for Proviher aunt, Miss Annie McLane_Miss Lizband, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, ing
of
Miss
Sutton
at
the
Ryders’.
Georgia
of
his
R.
called
there
the
illness
I.,
dence,
by
wiuu/hmiuc ia
j
Miss Marie

Weak Throat—Weak

..

Bangor.

their Fort Point cottage for the summer,
their annual practice.

The News of Brooks.

catastrophe Mama something of a myatary to HALLOA LG.
It is expected Rev. 8. W. Brown will piwneh
oar long-time master mariners, happening under clear skies, in broad daylight, upon a chart- here July. 18th....Mrs. Minervs Vsn Nettsnd
ed rock. The Boston Towboat Co. has contract- Miss Eva Emery of Grelton. Ohio, are visiting
»t J. E. Hall’s
ed to float the vessel.
...Oliver Whitten of Unity is
M. P. Field, R. R. agent at Cape Jellison, visiting friends here....Mr. and Mrs. N, S.
sent the following report of shipping move- Vose, accompanied by a party of friends, visited
Much hoeing rements at the piers, Monday afternoon: Sch. at W. M. Vose’s July 8th
Lizzie Lane sailed July 7th for Rockland, light; mains undone. Those who have finished will
and sch. Robert Schneider arrived with a cargo commence haying this week. The hay crop
of cement for the Great Northern Paper Co., will be very light
E. O. Robinson stuck a
of Millinocket. Schs. Florence Leland arrived, nail in his hand last Saturday, making quite a
severe
light, July 8th, to load lumber, for New York bad wound....We were visited by a hall
did
The
and Polly arrived to load edgings. Schs. Tel- shower of rain and hail July 8th.
much damage to gardens.
umah and Abbie G. Cole arrived light, July 9th

DUFHE,

27 Charles M

TO LET
On Church street, a very desirai*
M
tenement with stable and garden
rent.

Inquire

22tf

-u

|

at

17 CHURCH STREET

Launch foYSase.
Will sell my launch Madelin at a bar**'*-*
I find I have little use for a boat now 1Murray & Tregurtha, 18 feet, 5 h. |» Vl
engine. A fine little boat which brou^t
from Boston without a hitch.
Write or call on DR. GEO. F. EAM*>
Belfast.
28tf
-■

1

